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Lay Summary

The thesis investigates two related questions in harmonic analysis, both of which are essentially

geometric in character.

• The first question concerns averaging: vaguely, if one “averages out” an object then it

typically becomes more “regular” or “smooth” and a natural problem is to quantify this

process. For instance, suppose the objects are functions on the (Euclidean) plane. If one

begins with a function which has a tall and thin distribution, then, at least näıvely, one

would expect an averaging process to flatten this out to a broad and fat distribution. Such

“flattening” can be precisely measured using mathematical objects known as Lp-norms.

Here averages over curves are considered and it is shown in certain cases that the degree

of smoothing induced by the averaging process depends, in a very precise manner, on the

geometry of the curves. In particular, the crucial consideration is the extent to which

the curves bend and twist in space: as soon as one of the curves has a portion which is

straight, no matter how tiny this portion may be, the corresponding averaging process

fails to smooth out the functions in the desired manner.

• The second question can explained by analogy with the basic idea of a filter in signal

engineering. A filter is a process which attenuates all frequencies of a signal which lie

outside some fixed range; a common example is low pass filter which, as the name suggests,

removes all high frequencies. Mathematically, a signal can be thought of as a function

f where fptq is the amplitude at time t. Furthermore, applying a low pass filter can be

described in terms of a mathematical operation on f known as a Fourier transform. It

is natural to consider Fourier transforms not only of functions of a single variable but

also functions on, say, the plane. Now one can consider the mathematical formulation of

a filter in this context; the “frequencies” of the function f correspond to points on the

plane and it is natural to consider what happens when one restricts these frequencies to

some fixed set. In this thesis the restriction of the frequencies to curves and (in higher

dimensions) surfaces is investigated. Again, the behaviour of interest is governed by

geometric considerations. It is stressed that this work is not related to signal engineering

in a literal sense: the analogy was made purely to aid the exposition. However, the study of

“Fourier restriction phenomena” is an important part of modern harmonic analysis and

is closely related to central questions in the study of differential equations and certain

branches of geometry.
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Abstract

In this thesis a number of problems in harmonic analysis of a geometric flavour are discussed

and, in particular, the Lebesgue space mapping properties of certain averaging and Fourier

restriction operators are studied. The first three chapters focus on the perspective afforded by

affine-geometrical considerations whilst the remaining chapter considers some discrete variants

of these problems.

In Chapter 1 there is an overview of the basic affine theory of the aforementioned operators

and, in particular, the affine arc-length and surface measures are introduced.

Chapter 2 presents work of the author, submitted for publication, concerning an operator

which takes averages of functions on Euclidean space over both translates and dilates of a fixed

polynomial curve. Moreover, the averages are taken with respect to the affine arc-length; this

allows one to prove Lebesgue space estimates with a substantial degree of uniformity in the

constants. The sharp range of uniform estimates is obtained in all dimensions except for an

endpoint.

Chapter 3 presents some work of the author, published in Mathematika, concerning a family

of Fourier restriction operators closely related to the averaging operators discussed in Chapter

2. Specifically, a Fourier restriction estimate is obtained for a broad class of conic surfaces by

introducing a certain measure which exhibits a special kind of affine invariance. Again, the

sharp range of estimates is obtained, but the results are limited to the case of 2-dimensional

cones.

Finally, Chapter 4 discusses some recent joint work of the author and Jim Wright considering

the restriction problem over rings of integers modulo a prime power. The sharp range of

estimates is obtained for Fourier restriction to the moment curve in finitely-generated free

modules over such rings. This is achieved by lifting the problem to the p-adics and applying

a classical argument of Drury in this setting. This work aims to demonstrate that rings of

integers offer a simplified model for the Euclidean restriction problem.
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Notation

The majority of the notation used herein is standard in the harmonic analysis literature. As a

rough guide, it is noted that throughout this thesis:

• n will refer to the dimension of some space (typically Rn);

• The Hölder conjugate of 1 ¤ p ¤ 8 is denoted p1;

• The cardinality of a finite set B is denoted #B;

• The (n-dimensional) Lebesgue measure of a Lebesgue measurable set B � Rn is denoted

|B|;

• convE denotes the closed convex hull of E � Rn;

• suppf denotes the support of a function f ;

• Ckc pΩq denotes the class of Ck-functions on Ω of compact support and CcpΩq is defined

similarly;

• S pRnq denotes the class of Schwartz functions on Rn.

In addition:

• The following ‘wiggles’ notation will be used extensively. If X,Y ¥ 0 and L is a list of

objects, then the notation X ÀL Y or Y ÁL X signifies X ¤ CLY for some constant CL

which, unless otherwise stated,1 depends only on n, any relevant Lebesgue exponents and

on the objects featured in the list. This situation is also described by “X is OLpY q”. As

an example, in the estimate

}Tf}LqpΩ2q À }f}LppΩ1q (0.0.1)

the implied constant may depend on p and q but this will often be suppressed in the

notation. In addition, X �L Y indicates X ÀL Y ÀL X.

Whilst this notation may at first sight appear ambiguous, it is useful to highlight the

relevant dependencies.

• It will be often be tacitly assumed that a given Lp-inequality, such as one of the form

(0.0.1), is a priori in the sense that it holds for a suitable dense class of functions belonging

to the relevant Lp space(s). For instance, when considering functions on Rn this dense

class can often be taken to be either C8
c pRnq or S pRnq.

1A notable exception is in Chapter 2 where the dependence of constants on the degree of a certain polynomial
will also be suppressed. This, however, is made clear at the beginning of the aforementioned chapter.
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Chapter 1

Introduction: affine harmonic

analysis

1.1 The rôle of curvature

Primarily, this thesis investigates a number of problems in harmonic analysis involving operators

whose definition depends on some submanifold (or family of submanifolds) of Euclidean space.

In each case the differential geometry of the underlying submanifold (or family) determines the

mapping properties of the associated operator and, in particular, various notions of curvature

play a crucial rôle. To provide some simple and well-known examples, let Σ be a smooth

hypersurface1 in Rn where n ¥ 2 and λ a C8
c -density on Σ; that is, λ is the product of the

surface measure σ on Σ and a smooth, non-negative function of compact (non-empty) support.

With this set up, one may consider the following, rather general, questions.

Example 1 (Convolution/Averaging operator). For which Lebesgue exponents p, q does the

convolution estimate

}f � λ}LqpRnq Àλ }f}LppRnq (1.1.1)

hold? Notice (1.1.1) is trivially valid when p � q for all 1 ¤ p ¤ 8 since λ is a finite measure. A

classical (and very general) theorem of Hörmander [Hör60] prohibits any Lp�Lq inequality for

p ¡ q and simple dimensionality and duality considerations (observed by testing (1.1.1) and its

dual formulation against the characteristic function of a small ball) then show that a necessary

condition for (1.1.1) is that p1{p, 1{qq lies in the triangle

conv
!
p0, 0q, p1, 1q,

� n

n� 1
,

1

n� 1

	)
. (1.1.2)

Example 2 (Stein-Tomas restriction estimates). For which Lebesgue exponents p does the

Fourier restriction estimate

}f̂ |Σ}L2pλq À }f}LppRnq (1.1.3)

hold? Notice (1.1.3) is trivially valid for p � 1. Testing the inequality against some simple

1The term “smooth” is used rather loosely in this discussion and typically can be taken to mean Ck where
k P N0 Y t8u is large enough to ensure all subsequent definitions make sense. For instance, in order to define
curvature functions one should assume at least a C2 condition on a hypersurface and at least a Cn condition
on a curve in Rn.
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examples (in particular, the so-called Knapp example2) shows that a necessary condition for

the above restriction estimate is given by 1 ¤ p ¤ 2pn� 1q{pn� 3q.
Both Example 1 and Example 2 admit a range of trivial estimates which are always valid

for any choice of pΣ, λq. In each case there is also a necessary condition on the exponents which

describes the largest possible range of estimates one may hope to achieve. These observations

lead to a more specific and precise formulation of the questions posed above.

Question 3. Under what conditions on pΣ, λq is the respective necessary condition also suffi-

cient for (1.1.1) or (1.1.3)?

If the respective necessary condition is sufficient, then the pair pΣ, λq is said to be non-

degenerate with respect to either the convolution or the restriction problem.

It transpires that for Example 1 and Example 2 non-degeneracy can be characterised in

purely differential-geometric terms. In particular, in either case pΣ, λq is non-degenerate if and

only if the Gaussian curvature of Σ is everywhere non-vanishing in the support of λ. For the

convolution problem, the estimate (1.1.1) was proved for the full non-degenerate range under

the non-vanishing curvature hypothesis by Strichartz [Str70] and Littman [Lit73] (for further

discussion of this result see [SS11, Chapter 8]). For the restriction problem, inequalities of

the form (1.1.3) were first considered by Stein in unpublished work dating back to the late

1960s; sharp estimates were later established by Stein and Tomas3 [Tom75, Tom79, Ste86].

The necessity of the curvature condition, for both the convolution and restriction problems, is

treated in [IL00]. It is remarked that it is not entirely surprising that the characterisation of

non-degeneracy is the same in both cases, since estimates of the form (1.1.1) and (1.1.3) are

closely related.4

A more ambitious version of Example 2 is to attempt to determine the precise Lp � Lq

mapping properties of the restriction operator.

Example 4 (Full restriction problem). For which Lebesgue exponents p, q does the Fourier

restriction estimate

}f̂ |Σ}Lqpλq Àλ }f}LppRnq (1.1.4)

hold? When p � 1, (1.1.4) is trivially valid for all 1 ¤ q ¤ 8. Furthermore, by testing the

inequality and its dual formulation against some simple examples (one being the aforementioned

Knapp example) one obtains the necessary conditions

1 ¤ p   2n

n� 1
, 1 ¤ q ¤ n� 1

n� 1
p1, (1.1.5)

leading to a notion of non-degeneracy for the full restriction problem.

The problem of classifying the non-degenerate pΣ, λq for the full restriction problem is

well-understood when n � 2: it is known in this case pΣ, λq is non-degenerate if and only

2For the Knapp example in other (related) contexts see Remark 8 below and Chapter 4.
3To be precise, Stein’s work established the sharp result under the non-vanishing curvature hypothesis whilst

Tomas’ argument gave estimates only in the restricted range 1 ¤ p   2pn � 1q{pn � 3q, missing the endpoint.
It was observed by Carbery that Tomas’ proof can be adapted to give a restricted-type inequality when p �
2pn � 1q{pn � 3q and, more recently, Bak and Seeger [BS11] developed these methods to obtain the full range
of strong-type estimates. Bak and Seeger thereby gave an alternative and, it transpires, more robust proof of
Stein’s theorem which can be applied to prove restriction inequalities in more general and abstract settings (see
also [Moc00, Mit02]).

4For instance, the so called TT� method of Tomas [Tom75] effectively reduces the study of (1.1.3) to proving
Lp � Lq estimates for the convolution operator f ÞÑ f � λ̌ and both this and f ÞÑ f � λ can be analysed using
similar techniques.

3
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if the usual non-vanishing curvature condition is satisfied. This essentially follows from the

characterisation of non-degeneracy for the Stein-Tomas problem together with the classical

estimates of Fefferman and Zygmund [Fef70, Zyg74]. In contrast with Example 2, which has

been resolved for all n ¥ 2, in higher dimensions few sharp results are known for the full

restriction problem. In particular, for n ¥ 3 it is unknown whether (1.1.5) implies (1.1.4) for any

pΣ, λq satisfying the non-vanishing curvature condition.5 Establishing sharp Fourier restriction

estimates for natural hypersurfaces such as the sphere and paraboloid is a major open problem

in harmonic analysis with deep connections to many important questions in Fourier analysis,

PDE, geometric measure theory and beyond. The reader is referred to [Tao04, Wol03] for

further background to this fascinating topic.

There are various refinements of the characterisation of non-degeneracy given above. One

example is the following theorem which, for simplicity, considers the n � 2 case only.

Theorem 5. Suppose n � 2, pΣ, λq are as above (so Σ � R2 is a plane curve) and that the

curvature κ of Σ vanishes to at most finite order on suppλ. Let m be the maximum order to

which κ vanishes on this set.

i) The convolution estimate (1.1.1) is valid for p1{p, 1{qq lying in trapezium

conv
!
p0, 0q, p1, 1q,

� 2

m� 3
,

1

m� 3

	
,
�m� 2

m� 3
,
m� 1

m� 3

	)
. (1.1.6)

ii) If m ¥ 1, then the restriction estimate (1.1.4) is valid for exponents p, q satisfying

1 ¤ p ¤ m� 4

m� 3
, 1 ¤ q ¤ 1

m� 3
p1. (1.1.7)

Both results are sharp in the sense that (1.1.6) or (1.1.7) is a necessary condition for the

corresponding estimate to hold.

Remark 6. As noted above, when m � 0 a slightly stronger condition on the exponents is

required for the restriction estimate to hold.

The estimates in Theorem 5 for the convolution operators are proved, inter alia, in [BOS02]

with near-sharp results appearing earlier in [See98]. The Fourier restriction inequality described

in Theorem 5 is due to Sogge [Sog87], building upon work of Sjölin [Sjö74]. To clarify, the

hypothesis of Theorem 5 is that m :� maxtjpxq : x P suppλu   8 where j � jpxq is defined

for each x P Σ to be the least (non-negative) integer such that κpjqpxq � 0. In the literature

this is referred to as a type k or finite type condition, with the convention k :� m � 2, and is

equivalent to a bound on the order of contact of the curve with any affine line in R2.6 The

definition of the type k condition readily extends to hypersurfaces in Rn by considering either

the vanishing of the Gaussian curvature or the order of contact of Σ with affine hyperplanes

(for further discussion see [Ste93, Chapter VIII]).

Remark 7. The situation in higher dimensions is significantly more complicated and forms

the subject of ongoing research. For instance, in the case of Examples 1 and 2, the sharp range

5Some sharp restriction results are known for hypersurfaces in R3 and R4 which do not satisfy the non-
vanishing curvature condition, so that the sharp range of exponents is strictly smaller than that given by (1.1.5)
for the corresponding value of n. The most important of these is the sharp restriction theorem of Wolff [Wol01]
for the light cone in R4.

6The integer k is the maximum order of contact of an affine line with Σ at a point in suppλ, where a non-
tangential intersection is defined to have order 1. Note that x P Σ has order 2 contact with the tangent line to
Σ at x and so k ¥ 2, with equality if and only if the non-vanishing curvature condition is satisfied.
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of estimates for finite type pΣ, λq typically cannot be expressed solely in terms of the maximum

order of contact of Σ with any affine hyperplane. Rather, in this case the key geometric

information is given in terms of Newton polyhedra associated to Σ. As an example of work in

this direction, a treatment of the Stein-Tomas restriction problem for finite type pΣ, λq can be

found in the recent papers [IM11, IMa, IMb].

Remark 8. In anticipation of what follows, it is useful to note that the necessary condition

(1.1.6) for the type k convolution problem is obtained by considering a Knapp-type example;

that is, one tests the convolution estimate against the characteristic function of a small rectangle,

adapted to the geometry of the curve Σ. Indeed, for simplicity suppose Σ is parametrised by t ÞÑ
pt, tk �Optk�1qq for some 2 ¤ k �: m� 2 in a neighbourhood of the origin and the intersection

of the curve with this neighbourhood is contained in suppλ (this is the archetypical example

of a pair pΣ, λq satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 5). For 0   δ ! 1 let Rδ :� r0, δs � r0, δks
and observe δχR̃δ Àλ χRδ � λ where R̃δ is some fixed dilate of Rδ. Hence, if (1.1.1) holds, then

δ|Rδ|1{q Àλ |Rδ|1{p is valid for all sufficiently small δ ¡ 0 and this forces

1

p
¤ 1

q
� 1

m� 1
. (1.1.8)

Intersecting the set of p1{p, 1{qq for which (1.1.8) holds with (1.1.2), one obtains (1.1.6). For

more general curves one can argue in a similar fashion, using Taylor’s theorem and exploiting

the symmetries of the problem to essentially reduce the situation to the above case.

Assuming a finite type condition, as in Theorem 5, is one way to obtain a precise and

quantitative description of the relationship between curvature and the Lebesgue space mapping

properties of operators of the kind introduced. This will not be pursued directly here; rather,

the aim will be to study the mapping properties of certain operators using an approach based

on affine-geometric considerations.

1.2 The affine approach

When considering a hypersurface Σ with vanishing Gaussian curvature κ, one may study the

effect of introducing a mitigating power of |κ| in either the definition of the convolution operator

or the formulation of the restriction problem. That is, rather than formulate (1.1.1) or (1.1.3)

with respect to a C8
c -density λ, one can take the measure to be dµpxq :� |κpxq|powerdσpxq,

for some choice of positive power. The weight |κpxq|power has the potential to ameliorate the

effect of any flat points on the surface and, provided that the power is chosen correctly, one can

hope to achieve Lp�Lq boundedness for the full range of exponents corresponding to the non-

degenerate case. This strategy follows the example of numerous authors (notably Sjölin [Sjö74],

Drury [Dru90] and Drury and Marshall [DM85, DM87]) who, in considering convolution and

Fourier restriction problems involving degenerate (curves or) surfaces, replaced the underlying

surface measure with affine (arc-length or) surface measure. This measure has the desired

effect of dampening any degeneracies of the (curve or) surface and also makes the problem

affine invariant.

To make the above discussion precise, observe the surface measure σ on Σ is isometrically

invariant in the sense that whenever S : Rn Ñ Rn is an isometry and σS is the surface measure

5
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on ΣS :� SpΣq, it follows that»
Σ

f � Spxq dσpxq �
»

ΣS

fpxq dσSpxq (1.2.1)

for all f P CcpRnq. By weighting σ by a certain power of the Gaussian curvature one obtains

a measure which is not only isometrically invariant, but invariant under the entire equi-affine

group, viz.

Lemma 9. Let Σ � Rn be a smooth hypersurface with Gaussian curvature κ and surface

measure σ and T : Rn Ñ Rn be an invertible affine transformation. Consider the hypersurface

ΣT :� T pΣq, let κT denote its curvature and σT its surface measure. Then

|detT |pn�1q{pn�1q

»
Σ

f � T pxq|κpxq|1{pn�1q dσpxq �
»

ΣT

fpxq|κT pxq|1{pn�1q dσT pxq (1.2.2)

for all f P CcpRnq, where detT is defined below.

Any invertible affine transformation T : Rn Ñ Rn is given by Tx � Ax � a for all x P Rn

for some unique choice of A P GLpn,Rq and a P Rn; in this case, detT :� detA. If |detT | � 1,

so that T is volume-preserving, then T is said to be an equi-affine transformation.

The proof of Lemma 9 is a simple exercise in manipulating the various basic differential-

geometric definitions; further details can be found in [Chrc, §11].

Definition 10. The measure |κpxq|1{pn�1q dσpxq introduced Lemma 9 is referred to as the affine

surface measure on Σ.

Now consider the effect of replacing the density λ appearing in the earlier examples with

the affine surface measure µ. Note that µ may not be finite, but a common feature of (1.1.1)

and (1.1.3) is that both inequalities become equi-affine invariant under this choice of measure.

In particular, for an invertible affine transformation T : Rn Ñ Rn, let µT be the affine surface

measure on ΣT :� T pΣq and observe

}f � µ}LqpRnq ¤ C}f}LppRnq ðñ }f � µT }LqpRnq ¤ C|detT |ecpn;p,qq}f}LppRnq (1.2.3)

and

}f̂ |Σ}Lqpµq ¤ C}f}LppRnq ðñ }f̂ |ΣT }LqpµT q ¤ C|detT |erpn;p,qq}f}LppRnq (1.2.4)

where

ecpn; p, qq :� n� 1

n� 1
� 1

q
� 1

p
and erpn; p, qq :� n� 1

n� 1

1

q
� 1

p1
.

Therefore, if T is an equi-affine transformation, one may transform pΣ, µq under T and com-

pletely preserve the above convolution and restriction inequalities. Further, in the non-trivial

endpoint range of pp, qq for the respective operators the exponents ecpn; p, qq and erpn; p, qq
vanish and so the estimates become invariant under the full group of invertible affine transfor-

mations.

The problem now becomes to prove (1.1.1) and (1.1.3), formulated in terms of the measure µ,

for the non-degenerate range of exponents whenever Σ belongs to a large class of hypersurfaces

which includes examples with vanishing Gaussian curvature. Moreover, the addition symmetry

observed in (1.2.3) and (1.2.4) suggests it should be possible to establish uniform estimates

6
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for endpoint exponents; that is, the constants appearing in the inequalities should be, to some

degree, independent of the choice of hypersurface.

Here are two examples of results in this direction.

Theorem 11 (Gressman, n � 2 case [Gre13]). Let Σ be a smooth convex plane curve with

affine arc-length measure µ.

i) For p � 3{2 and q � 3,

}f � µ}LqpR2q À }f}LppR2q (1.2.5)

where the implied constant is absolute and, in particular, is independent of the choice of Σ.

ii) If, in addition, the measure µ is finite, then (1.2.5) holds whenever p1{p, 1{qq belongs to

convtp0, 0q, p1, 1q, p2{3, 1{3qu with a constant depending on p, q and the total variation of

µ.

It is remarked that a slightly weaker version of Theorem 11 with a restricted strong-type

endpoint was established earlier by D. Oberlin [Obe99, Obe00].

Theorem 12 (Sjölin [Sjö74] (see also [Obe01])). Let Σ be a smooth convex plane curve with

affine arc-length measure µ.

i) For 1 ¤ p   4{3 and p1 � 3q,

}f̂ |Σ}LqpΣ, µq À }f}LppR2q (1.2.6)

where the implied constant is independent of the choice of curve Σ.

ii) If, in addition, the measure µ is finite, then (1.2.6) holds for all 1 ¤ p   4{3 and p1 ¥ 3q

with a constant depending on p, q and the total variation of µ.

Here a smooth convex plane curve Σ is a C2 curve which admits a supporting line through

each of its points. Hence, given x P Σ one can perform a rotation of R2 so that in a neighbour-

hood of x the transformed curve is parametrised by the graph of some C2 convex function.

Remark 13. An example due to Sjölin [Sjö74] shows that the above restriction and convolution

estimates are not possible for certain curves which are highly oscillatory,7 in the sense that the

sign of the curvature changes from positive to negative (or vice versa) many times. Since any

convex curve has a non-negative curvature function it is therefore natural to consider uniform

estimates over the class of such curves.

Remark 14. It is reasonable to conjecture analogous results hold for hypersurfaces in Rn. In

[Gre13], Gressman established a substantial generalisation of Theorem 11 which is valid in any

dimension n ¥ 2 and concerns a much broader class of operators (see also the earlier work of

D. Oberlin [Obe99, Obe00]). As one may expect, the Fourier restriction problem appears to

be considerably more difficult. In fact, obtaining uniform estimates for the Stein-Tomas range

(corresponding to Example 2) is an open problem, although there are a number of partial results

in this direction [Obe04, AKS06, CKZ07, CKZ13, Obe12, Hic14]. The conjectured estimates for

the restriction problem in higher dimensions are discussed in more detail in Section 3.5 below.

7In particular, Sjölin considers the curve parametrised by pt, sinpt�kqe�1{tq for 0   t   1, where k is a large
integer. Counterexamples are constructed for higher-dimensional versions of the restriction problem in [CZ02].
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The proofs of both Theorem 11 and Theorem 12, which are elegant and pleasantly short,

are discussed in the following subsections.

The construction of the affine surface measure and its introduction to these problems has

arguably been rather ad hoc. However, one can show that µ is, in some sense, the optimal

measure for which the convolution and Stein-Tomas restriction inequalities hold. This is made

precise by the following theorem, which is valid in all dimensions n ¥ 2.

Theorem 15 (D. Oberlin [Obe00] and Nicola [Nic08]). Let Σ � Rn be a smooth hypersurface

with surface measure σ and Gaussian curvature κ. Let λ be a Cc-density on Σ; that is, dλpxq �
ωpxqdσpxq where ω P CcpΣq is non-negative. Suppose either of the following estimates hold:

}f � λ}Ln�1pRn�1q ¤ C}f}Lpn�1q{npRnq (1.2.7)

or

}f̂ |Σ}L2pλq ¤
?
C}f}L2pn�1q{pn�3qpRnq. (1.2.8)

Then the pointwise estimate

ωpxq À C|κpxq|1{pn�1q

holds for all x P Σ. Here the implied constant depends on the dimension n only.8

Hence the affine surface measure is, in some sense, the largest possible density on Σ with

which one can hope to achieve the non-degenerate range of estimates for the convolution oper-

ator or the L2-based restriction inequalities. The convolution case is due to D. Oberlin [Obe00]

whilst the result for Fourier restriction is due to Nicola [Nic08], building upon earlier work of

Iosevich and Lu [IL00].

1.3 Gressman’s theorem

Here a more detailed discussion of Theorem 11 is provided. In particular, the statement of the

result is extended to n ¥ 2 and the theorem proved in this more general context.

In higher dimensions the hypotheses on the hypersurface Σ are slightly more involved. Let

D � Rn�1 for n ¥ 2 be a connected open set and φ : D Ñ R a C2 mapping. Denote the Hessian

determinant of φ by Hessφpuq; that is,

Hessφpuq :� det

�� B2φ

BuiBuj puq


i,j�1,...,n�1

�
for all u P D.

Let Γpuq :� pu, φpuqq, consider the hypersurface

Σ :�  
Γpuq : u P D(

(1.3.1)

and let µ denote the affine surface measure on Σ. With the above choice of parametrisation, µ

can be expressed by a particularly simple formula, viz.»
Σ

fpxq dµpxq �
»
U

f � Γpuq|Hessφpuq|1{pn�1q du (1.3.2)

8In fact, if (1.2.8) holds, then the constant can be taken to be absolute.
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for all f P CcpRnq, where U :� tu P D : |Hessφpuq| ¡ 0u. After performing an isometric

transformation, any hypersurface can be locally parametrised as a graph of the above form and

so the hypothesis (1.3.1) is extremely mild.

Consider the maps Φ: U Ñ Rn�1 and Ψ: Rn � Un Ñ pRnqn defined by

Φpuq :� ∇φpuq and Ψpx;u1, . . . , unq :� px� Γpu1q, . . . , x� Γpunqq. (1.3.3)

In general dimensions, the convexity hypothesis is replaced with the multiplicity condition that

there exists some m P N such that

#tu P U : Φpuq � yu ¤ m for almost every y P Rn�1 (1.3.4)

and

#tpx; uq P Rn � Un : Ψpx; uq � yu ¤ m for almost every y P pRnqn. (1.3.5)

Having made these definitions the main theorem can be stated.

Theorem 16 (Gressman [Gre13]). Let φ : D Ñ R be as above and suppose the multiplicity

conditions (1.3.4) and (1.3.5) hold. Then

}µ � f}Ln�1pRnq Àm }f}Lpn�1q{npRnq. (1.3.6)

Here the implied constant is uniform in the sense it depends on the multiplicity m and dimension

n only and otherwise not on the choice of φ.

The assumptions of the theorem are weak and apply to natural classes of hypersurfaces.

Example 17. 1) When n � 2 the conditions (1.3.4) and (1.3.5) are easily seen to hold with

m � 2 whenever φ : D Ñ R is convex (here D � R is an open interval). In particular,

Theorem 11 follows from a special case of Theorem 16.

2) For n ¥ 2, if φ : Rn Ñ R is any polynomial mapping for which the Gaussian curvature does

not vanish everywhere, then (1.3.4) and (1.3.5) hold with a constant m which depends on the

degree of φ only. This is a consequence of a multiplicity lemma for polynomial mappings; the

details are provided at the end of this section. In view of Sjölin’s example, the dependence on

the degree is natural, since the degree controls the number ‘oscillations’ of the hypersurface

(see [CZ02] for a more detailed discussion of the necessity of multiplicity conditions in the

related context of Fourier restriction estimates).

The key ingredient in the proof of Theorem 16 is a reverse-type inequality for certain mul-

tilinear functionals due to Gressman. Specifically, let volpu1, . . . , unq denote the volume of the

simplex in Rn�1 whose vertices are given by the vectors u1, . . . , un P Rn�1 and consider the

n-linear functional Tnγ defined by

Tnγ pF1, . . . , Fnq :�
»
Rn�1

. . .

»
Rn�1

n¹
j�1

Fjpujqvolpu1, . . . , unqγ du1 . . . dun

for all n-tuples of non-negative measurable functions Fj : Rn�1 Ñ r0,8q. It is useful to note

9
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that the volume element can be expressed by the formula

volpu1, . . . , unq � 1

pn� 1q!

����������
det

������
u1,1 u1,2 . . . u1,n�1 1

u2,1 u2,2 . . . u2,n�1 1
...

...
. . .

...
...

un,1 un,2 . . . un,n�1 1

������
����������

(1.3.7)

where uj � puj,1, . . . , uj,n�1q for j � 1, . . . , n.

Lemma 18 (Gressman [Gre11]). For 0   γ   8 and 1{pj � 1   γ for 1 ¤ j ¤ n which satisfy°n
j�1 1{pj � n� γ, the inequality

n¹
j�1

}Fj}Lpj pRn�1q Àγ Tnγ pF1, . . . , Fnq (1.3.8)

holds for all measurable functions Fj : Rn�1 Ñ r0,8q.

The reader is referred to [Gre11] for the full proof of this lemma. The proof of the n � 2

case follows from classical estimates for fractional integral operators and is included for interest.

Indeed, note that for n � 2 the multilinear functional becomes

T�γpF1, F2q :�
»
R2

2¹
j�1

Fjpxjq|x1 � x2|�γ dx1dx2,

which can be bounded by the classical Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality.

Lemma 19 (Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality). For 0   γ   1 and exponents 1 ¤ p1, p2 ¤
8 satisfying 1� 1{pj   γ for j � 1, 2 and 1{p1 � 1{p2 � 2� γ, the inequality

T�γpF1, F2q Àγ
2¹
j�1

}Fj}Lpj pRq (1.3.9)

holds for all measurable functions Fj : RÑ r0,8q.

Thus, in the n � 2 case Lemma 18 is a reverse-type Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality

and, furthermore, is a simple consequence of Lemma 19 and Hölder’s inequality.

Proof (of Lemma 18, case n � 2). Fix γ, p1 and p2 as in the statement of the n � 2 case of the

lemma, let F1, F2 be non-negative and measurable and choose µ ¥ 2 such that 0   pµ1γq{µ   1

and

q1 :� p1

pp1 � 1{µqµ1 q2 :� p2

pp2 � 1{µqµ1
satisfy 1   q1, q2. Write

}F1}p1Lp1 pRq}F2}p2Lp2 pRq �
»
R2

2¹
j�1

Fjpxjqpj |x1 � x2|γ{µ|x1 � x2|�γ{µ dx

and apply Hölder’s inequality to deduce

}F1}p1Lp1 pRq}F2}p2Lp2 pRq ¤
�
TγpF1, F2q

�1{µ�
T�pµ1γq{µpF pp1�1{µqµ1

1 , F
pp2�1{µqµ1

2 q�1{µ1

.

10
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Since 1{q1 � 1{q2 � 2� pµ1γq{µ one may invoke (1.3.9) to conclude

�
T�pµ1γq{µpF pp1�1{µqµ1

1 , F
pp2�1{µqµ1

2 q
	1{µ1

Àγ }F pp1�1{µqµ1

1 }1{µ1Lq1 pRq}F
pp2�1{µqµ1

2 }1{µ1Lq2 pRq

� }F1}p1�1{µ
Lp1 pRq }F2}p2�1{µ

Lp2 pRq ,

from which the desired estimate follows.

Remark 20. For general n ¥ 2, the estimate (1.3.8) is a direct consequence of a ‘forward’

inequality for the multilinear functional Tnγ (which can be thought of as a n-linear generalisation

of the bilinear Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality) together with Hölder’s inequality; the

details can be found in [Gre11].

Given the above lemma, the proof of Theorem 16 is remarkably short.

Proof (of Theorem 16). It suffices to prove the inequality

}fn{pn�1q � µ}n�1
Ln�1pRnq Àm }f}nL1pRnq (1.3.10)

for all continuous f : Rn Ñ r0,8q. Fix such an f and x P Rn and observe

fn{pn�1q � µpxq �
»
U

fpx� Γpuqqn{pn�1q|Hessφpuq|1{pn�1q du.

Introduce the change of variables Φ: U Ñ Rn given by Φpuq � ∇φpuq, noting that the associated

Jacobian is given by |Hessφpuq|. Thus, taking pn� 1q-th powers,

fn{pn�1q � µpxqn�1 �
�»

ΦpUq

¸
uPU :Φpuq�s

fpx� Γpuqqn{pn�1q|Hessφpuq|�n{pn�1q ds


n�1

¤ m
� »

ΦpUq

� ¸
uPU :Φpuq�s

fpx� Γpuqq|Hessφpuq|�1
�n{pn�1q

ds
	n�1

,

where the final inequality is due to Hölder and the hypothesis (1.3.4). Applying inequality

(1.3.8) to the right-hand side of the preceding equation, taking γ � 1, pj � n{pn� 1q and

Fjpsq :�
¸

uPU :Φpuq�s

fpx� Γpuqq|Hessφpuq|�1

for 1 ¤ j ¤ n, yields

fn{pn�1q � µpxqn�1 Àm
»

ΦpUqn

n¹
j�1

¸
ujPU :Φpujq�sj

fpx� Γpujqq|Hessφpujq|�1volpsq ds

�
»
Un

n¹
j�1

fpx� ΓpujqqV puq du

where s � ps1, . . . , snq P pRn�1qn and V puq :� pn � 1q! � volp∇φpu1q, . . . ,∇φpunqq. Now

integrate both sides of the above inequality with respect to x P Rn to give

}µ � fn{pn�1q}n�1
Ln�1pRnq Àm

»
Rn

»
Un

n¹
j�1

fpx� ΓpujqqV puq dudx. (1.3.11)

11
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To conclude the proof, consider the change of all npn � 1q � n � n2 variables under the

transformation Ψ: Rn � Un Ñ pRnqn defined in (1.3.3). It is claimed that the absolute value

of the Jacobian determinant of this change of variables is in fact V puq; once this claim is

established, by invoking (1.3.5) one may bound the integral appearing in the right-hand side of

(1.3.11) by »
ΨpRn�Unq

¸
px,uq:Ψpx,uq�y

n¹
j�1

fpx� Γpujqq dy ¤ m}f}nL1pRnq,

and this gives the desired inequality (1.3.10).

By rearranging the rows and columns of the Jacobian matrix one obtains (modulo a sign)

the block matrix ���������

In�1 0n�1 . . . 0n�1 In�1 0n�1,1

0n�1 In�1 . . . 0n�1 In�1 0n�1,1

...
...

. . .
...

...
...

0n�1 0n�1 . . . In�1 In�1 0n�1,1

B1pu1q B2pu2q . . . Bnpunq 0n,n�1 1n,1

���������
where:

• In�1 denotes the pn� 1q � pn� 1q identity matrix;

• For A P t0, 1u the block Aj denotes the j � j and Ai,j the i� j matrix whose entries are

all given by A;

• Bjpuq denotes the n � pn � 1q matrix whose entries are all zero except for the jth row

which is given by ∇φpuq.

For 1 ¤ j ¤ n � 1 subtract column k from column n2 � n � j whenever k � j mod n � 1 to

obtain the matrix ���������

In�1 0n�1 . . . 0n�1 0n

0n�1 In�1 . . . 0n�1 0n
...

...
. . .

...
...

0n�1 0n�1 . . . In�1 0n

B1pu1q B2pu2q . . . Bnpunq Mpuq

���������
(1.3.12)

where Mpuq is precisely the matrix appearing in the expression (1.3.7) for the volume element

with each uj replaced with ∇φpujq. Consequently, the determinant of Mpuq is V puq and,

moreover, since the matrix (1.3.12) is block-triangular, it also has determinant V puq. As the

Jacobian determinant of the change of variables is (modulo a sign) equal to the determinant of

the matrix (1.3.12), the claim is proved.

To conclude this section the special case of polynomial hypersurfaces is discussed and the

details of Example 17 are given. The key observation is the following multiplicity lemma, which

will also be useful in later chapters.

Lemma 21 (Polynomial multiplicity lemma). Let Q : Rd Ñ Rd be a polynomial mapping; that

is, Qptq � pQjptqqdj�1 for all t P Rd where each Qj : Rd Ñ R is a polynomial in d variables.

Suppose the Jacobian determinant JQ of Q does not vanish everywhere. Then for almost every

12
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x P Rd the set Q�1ptxuq is finite. Moreover, for almost every x P Rd the inequality

#Q�1ptxuq ¤
d¹
j�1

degpQjq (1.3.13)

holds, where degpQjq denotes the degree of Qj.

The simple proof of this lemma, which is based on Bézout’s theorem, appears in [Chr98]

but is included here for completeness.

Proof (of Lemma 21). Since the zero locus Z of JQ is a proper algebraic subset of Rd it has

measure zero. Furthermore, as Q is a polynomial (and therefore locally Lipschitz) mapping

the image QpZq of Z under Q has measure zero (this is a special case of Sard’s theorem).

It is claimed that (1.3.13) holds for all x P RdzQpZq. Indeed, fixing such an x notice that

Q�1ptxuq � �d
j�1 V

x
j where tV xj udj�1 are algebraic sets given by

V xj :� tt P Rd : Qjptq � xj � 0u.

Bézout’s theorem implies that the cardinality of this intersection is either uncountable or at

most
±d
j�1 degpQjq.9 It therefore suffices to show that Q�1ptxuq is not uncountable; this is

achieved by proving each point of the set is isolated. By the choice of x, whenever t0 P Q�1ptxuq
the vectors t∇Qjpt0qudj�1 span Rd. Thus the V xj are smooth hypersurfaces in a neighbourhood

of t0 which, of course, intersect at t0 and are transversal at this point of intersection. It follows

that t0 must be an isolated point of Q�1ptxuq, as required.

If φ : D Ñ R is a polynomial mapping, then so too are the associated change of variables

Φ: U Ñ Rn�1 and Ψ: Rn�Un Ñ pRnqn, defined in (1.3.3), and the degrees of the components

of Φ and Ψ depend only on deg φ. Recall from the proof of Theorem 16 that the Jacobian

determinants of Φ and Ψ are given, up to a choice of sign, by

Hessφpuq and volp∇φpu1q, . . . ,∇φpunqq, (1.3.14)

respectively. Thus, if both these polynomials do not vanish everywhere, then Lemma 21 ensures

the corresponding convolution estimate (1.3.6) holds with an implied constant depending only

on deg φ. Clearly the second polynomial in (1.3.14) is non-zero if and only if there exist n

linearly independent unit vectors which are each normal to the hypersurface at some point. This

is valid if there exists a single point of non-zero Gaussian curvature, in which case Hessφpuq
does not vanish everywhere. Hence, either the Gaussian curvature is zero at every point on the

hypersurface and the situation is completely degenerate, or there exists a point at which the

curvature is non-zero in which case Theorem 16 applies.

9Recall, Bézout’s theorem states that for any collection Q1, . . . , Qn of homogeneous polynomials on CPn the
number of intersection points of the associated hypersurfaces tz P CPn : Qjpzq � 0u (counted with multiplic-
ity) is either uncountable or precisely

±n
j�1 degpQjq. The real version used here follows by homogenising the

polynomials and taking the domain of the resulting functions to be CPn. One then applies Bézout’s theorem
in complex projective space, de-homogenises and restricts to real-value intersection points. See, for example,
[Has07] pp 223-224.
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1.4 Sjölin’s theorem

The proof of Sjölin’s Fourier restriction theorem exploits phenomena particular to the n � 2

case and, consequently, the methods used are less effective when studying uniform restriction to

hypersurfaces in Rn.10 The present discussion, in contrast with the previous section, is therefore

limited to the case of plane curves. As before, one can exploit the symmetries of the problem

to reduce to the situation where the curve Σ is parametrised by a graph. Explicitly, let

Σ :�  pu, φpuqq : u P D(
where D � R is an open interval and φ : D Ñ R is a C2 convex function and let µ denote

the associated affine arc-length measure. It is easy to see Sjölin’s theorem is equivalent to the

validity of the extension estimate

}pgdµqq}Lp1 pR2q À }g}Lq1 pµq (1.4.1)

for all pairs of exponents pp, qq satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 12 part i). More precisely,

here (1.4.1) is an a priori estimate in the sense that one is required to show that the inequality

holds whenever g P CcpΣq, say.

Proof (of Theorem 12). By definition,

pgdµqqpxq � »
U

e2πipx1t�x2φptqqgpt, φptqqφ2ptq1{3 dt

where U :� tt P D : φ2ptq ¡ 0u. Define fptq :� gpt, φptqqφ2ptq1{3 and Ω :� tps, tq P U�U ; s   tu
and observe

pgdµqqpxq2 � 2

»
Ω

e2πipx1pt1�t2q�x2pφpt1q�φpt2qqq
2¹
j�1

fptjq dt.

Consider the change of variables Ψ: Ω Ñ R2 given by

Ψptq :� pt1 � t2, φpt1q � φpt2qq,

noting that the convexity of φ ensures this function is injective with non-vanishing Jacobian.

Thus

pgdµqqpxq2 � 2

»
ΨpΩq

e2πix.u
2¹
j�1

f � tjpuq|φ1 � t1puq � φ1 � t1puq|�1 du, (1.4.2)

where the tj are now functions of u. Taking the Lp
1pR2q-norm of both sides of (1.4.2) one

deduces that

}pgdµqq}2
Lp1 pR2q

�
� »
R2

��� »
ΨpΩq

e2πix.u
2¹
j�1

f � tjpuq|φ1 � t1puq � φ1 � t2puq|�1 du
���p1{2dx

	2{p1

.

The right-hand side of this expression is in fact the Lp
1{2pR2q norm of the (inverse) Fourier

10However, one can effectively apply these techniques to study restriction to space curves (rather than hyper-
surfaces) in Rn; see, for instance, [Dru85] and the recent paper [Sto]. The topic of Fourier restriction to space
curves will be considered in more detail later in this introduction and in Chapter 4.
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transform of the function

F puq :� χU�U puq
2¹
j�1

f � tjpuq|φ1 � t1puq � φ1 � t2puq|�1.

Defining r by 2{p1 � 1{r � 1, and observing 1 ¤ r   2, it follows from the Hausdorff-Young

inequality that

}pgdµqq}2
Lp1 pR2q

À
� »

ΨpΩq

2¹
j�1

|f � tjpuq|r|φ1 � t1puq � φ1 � t2puq|�rdu
	1{r

and changing back the variables yields

}pgdµqq}2
Lp1 pR2q

À
� »

Ω

2¹
j�1

|fptjq|r|φ1pt1q � φ1pt2q|1�rdt
	1{r

.

Consider a second change of variables Φ: U � U Ñ R2 given by Φptq :� pφ1pt1q, φ1pt2qq. Once

again, the convexity of φ ensures this is valid and hence

}pgdµqq}Lp1 pR2q À
� »
φ1pUq�φ1pUq

2¹
j�1

|f � tpξjq|rφ2 � tpξjq�1|ξ1 � ξ2|�pr�1q dξ
	1{2r

.

Apply the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality (1.3.9) to the right-hand side of this inequality

with functions

Fjpξq :� |f � tpξq|rφ2 � tpξq�1

and exponents γ � r � 1, p1 � p2 � τ where 2{τ � 3� r to deduce

}pgdµqq}Lp1 pR2q À
� »
φ1pUq

|f � tpξq|τrφ2 � tpξq�τ dξ
	1{τr

.

Simple arithmetic shows τr � q1 and therefore, changing back the variables once more,

}pgdµqq}Lp1 pR2q À
� »

U

|fptq|q1φ2ptq1�τ dt
	1{q1

�
� »

U

|fptq|q1φ2ptq�q1{p1 dt
	1{q1

�
� »

D

|gpt, φptqq|q1φ2ptq1{3 dt
	1{q1

where the last equality is simply by recalling the definition of f and U and the choice of

exponents p1 � 3q. This concludes the proof.

1.5 A firmer foundation for the affine theory

The preceding subsections have developed the affine theory in the context of Example 1 and

Example 2. It is stressed, however, that there is a burgeoning theory of affine harmonic analysis

which applies to the study of a wide range of operators. To place the affine perspective on a

firmer foundation it would be convenient to have an alternative definition of the affine surface
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measure which is amenable to generalisation. Indeed, the current definition applies only to

hypersurfaces and it would be useful, for instance, to have a notion of affine measure associated

to k-surfaces in Rn or even general Borel subsets. It transpires that the affine surface measure

can be viewed as a specific instance of a more general notion of α-dimensional affine measure

introduced by D. Oberlin [Obe03].

To motivate what follows, recall the Knapp example introduced in Remark 8. There it

was observed that the influence of the curvature on the mapping properties of the convolution

operator can be gauged by considering a covering of the curve (or k-surface) by rectangles

or, more generally, parallelepipeds. In particular, if x is a flat point on the surface, then it

is possible to cover a δ-neighbourhood of x using a very small parallelepiped; this leads to

constraints on the range of viable Lp�Lq estimates. Variants of this Knapp example are rather

ubiquitous: they lead to necessary conditions for restriction inequalities and can be applied

to study broad classes of operators such as generalised Radon transforms (in this case the

parallelepipeds become Carnot-Caratheodory balls, see [CNSW99, TW03]).

The α-dimensional affine measure is defined to be the following variant of the classical

α-dimensional Hausdorff measure Hα.

Definition 22. Given a subset E � Rn and α, δ ¡ 0 consider sums of the form
°
RPR |R|α{n

where R is a collection of parallelepipeds which satisfy the following two conditions:

i) The collection covers E; that is, E � �
RPRR;

ii) Each R P R has diameter bounded above by δ.

Define Aαδ pEq to be the infimum of such sums and, noting for fixed α this quantity is

non-decreasing in δ, let

AαpEq :� lim
δÑ0�

Aαδ pEq.

One may verify the set function Aα defines a metric outer measure on Rn and hence restricts

to a true measure on the σ-algebra of Borel subsets.

Definition 23. The affine dimension of a Borel set E � Rn is defined by

dimapEq :� inftα ¡ 0 : AαpEq   8u.

The measures Aα are clearly equi-affine invariant; that is, AαpTEq � AαpEq whenever

T : Rn Ñ Rn is an equi-affine transformation and E � Rn is a Borel subset. There is also the

trivial inequality HαpEq ¤ AαpEq which, in general, is strict. Indeed, if E lies in a hyperplane,

then dimapEq � 0 whilst the Hausdorff dimension can, of course, be as large as n� 1. This is

one indication that the Aα are sensitive to curvature.

A key result is that, for a specific choice of α, the Aα measure restricted to a hypersurface

Σ agrees with the affine surface measure introduced earlier.

Proposition 24 (D. Oberlin). Let Σ � Rn be a hypersurface with surface measure σ and

Gaussian curvature κ. For any Borel set E � Σ one has

Anpn�1q{pn�1qpEq �
»
E

|κpxq|1{pn�1q dσpxq.

Remark 25. As a corollary one observes that any smooth hypersurface Σ has affine dimension

dimapΣq ¤ pn� 1q{pn� 1q.
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The proof of Proposition 24 for n � 2 appears in [Obe03], the general case is unpublished

work of D. Oberlin (see [Obe00] for related results in all dimensions).

1.6 Affine geometry of space curves

Thus far the discussion has been limited to hypersurfaces; it is natural, however, to also consider

similar questions posed for k-dimensional submanifolds of Rn. The situation for 2 ¤ k ¤ n� 2

is, in general, poorly understood and will not be addressed in this thesis, but when k � 1 (that

is, the case of curves in Rn) there exists a well-developed theory. Here the affine arc-length

measure of a space curve will be introduced via an ad hoc construction; this measure will then

be shown to arise from the Aα introduced in the previous section.

The curvature of a smooth space curve γ in Rn is measured by n � 1 curvature functions

κ1, . . . , κn�1 and, in analogy with the hypersurface case, one can weight the arc-length measure

σ on γ by some product of powers of the |κj |’s to obtain a measure which is invariant under

equi-affine transformation. It transpires that the correct choice of weight is

ωγpxq :� |
n�1¹
j�1

κjpxqn�j |2{npn�1q, (1.6.1)

as can be seen from the following analogue of Lemma 9.

Lemma 26. Let γ be as above and T : Rn Ñ Rn an invertible affine transformation. Consider

the curve γT :� T pγq, let σT denote its arc-length measure and define ωγT accordingly. Then

|detT |2{npn�1q

»
γ

f � T pxqωγpxq dσpxq �
»
γT

fpxqωγT pxqdσT pxq (1.6.2)

for all f P CcpRnq.

Again, this identity is a consequence of the various basic differential-geometric definitions.

Definition 27. The measure ωγpxq dσpxq introduced in Lemma 26 is referred to as the affine

arc-length measure on γ.

The notions of affine surface and arc-length measures are unified by considering the Aα

introduced earlier. In particular, for some specific choice of dimension α, the affine arc-length

measure on γ is essentially the restriction of Aα to γ.

Proposition 28 (D. Oberlin). Let γ be a smooth curve in Rn with arc-length measure σ. For

any Borel set E � γ one has

A2{pn�1qpEq �
»
E

ωγpxq dσpxq.

Remark 29. As a corollary one observes that any smooth curve γ has affine dimension

dimapγq ¤ 2{pn� 1q.

When n � 2 Proposition 28 coincides with Proposition 24 and is treated in [Obe03]. For

n ¥ 3 the result is unpublished work of D. Oberlin.

It is useful to note that if γ is a parametrised curve, then its affine arc-length measure

admits a particularly simple expression. In particular, abusing notation and identifying γ with
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its parametrisation, let γ : I Ñ Rn for some open interval I � Rn and define the torsion function

associated to γ by

Lγptq :� detrγp1qptq . . . γpnqptqs, (1.6.3)

where γpjq is the column vector given by taking the jth derivative of each of the components

of γ. If λγ :� |Lγ |2{npn�1q, then»
γ

fpxqdµpxq �
»
I

f � γptqλγptq dt (1.6.4)

for all f P CcpRnq (compare this formula with the formula (1.3.2) for affine surface measure on

a graph parametrised hypersurface).

There is a well-developed affine theory for operators defined with respect to curves. Two

typical results in this direction are quoted below, the first of which is fundamental to much of

the subsequent discussion.

Theorem 30 (Stovall [Sto10]). Let P : RÑ Rn be a polynomial mapping, µ the affine arc-length

measure on the curve parametrised by P and define pn :� pn�1q{2 and qn :� npn�1q{2pn�1q.

i) For p1{p, 1{qq P convtp1{pn, 1{qnq, p1{q1n, 1{p1nqu,

}f � µ}LqpRnq ÀdegP }f}LppRnq (1.6.5)

where the implied constant is uniform in the sense it does not depend on the coefficients of

P .

ii) If the domain of P is restricted to a finite interval I, then (1.6.5) holds whenever p1{p, 1{qq
belongs to convtp0, 0q, p1, 1q, p1{pn, 1{qnq, p1{q1n, 1{p1nqu with a constant depending on the

total variation of µ.

This is the analogue of Theorem 16 for space curves, albeit restricted to the polynomial

case. The archetypical example is given by taking P :� h : RÑ Rn to be the so-called moment

curve

hptq :� �
t,
t2

2
, . . . ,

tn

n!

�
; (1.6.6)

in this case the weight λh � 1 is constant. The Lp � Lq mapping properties of convolution

with affine arc-length measure on the moment curve were investigated in low dimensions in a

number of papers [Lit73, Obe87, Obe97, GSW99, Obe99] before being completely determined in

all dimensions by Stovall [Sto09] using powerful new methods developed by Christ [Chrd, Chr98,

Chra]. The proof of Theorem 30 is also based Christ’s arguments, which are combinatorial in

nature, and polynomial decomposition of Dendrinos and Wright [DW10] (see also [DLW09,

DFGW10]). These techniques underpin much of the work presented in the following chapter. It

is remarked that a more concise proof of Theorem 30, based on the same underlying arguments,

can be found in [DS15].

Theorem 31 (Stovall [Sto]). Let P : R Ñ Rn be a polynomial mapping and µ the affine arc-

length measure on the curve parametrised by P .

i) For 1 ¤ p   pn2 � n� 2q{pn2 � nq and p1 � npn� 1qq{2,

}f̂}Lqpµq ÀdegP }f}LppRnq (1.6.7)
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where the implied constant is uniform in the sense it does not depend on the coefficients of

P .

ii) If the domain of P is restricted to a finite interval I, then (1.6.7) holds whenever 1 ¤ p  
pn2�n�2q{pn2�nq and p1 ¥ npn�1qq{2 with a constant depending on the total variation

of µ.

This is a partial generalisation of Sjölin’s theorem. The proof of Theorem 31 relies on

arguments dating back to the early work of Christ [Chr85] and Drury [DM85] on restriction to

curves (the latter established Theorem 31 in the special case of the moment curve) and also the

aforementioned polynomial decomposition of Dendrinos and Wright [DW10], combined with

additional square function estimates. Prior to Stovall’s work estimates were known to hold for

a restricted range of exponents [DW10, BOS13] and for restricted classes of polynomial curves

[DM85, BOS08, BOS13].

Remark 32. Both Theorem 30 and Theorem 31 are sharp in the sense that no other uniform

estimates are possible outside the range appearing in i) and, provided that µ is not the zero

measure, no estimates are possible outside the range appearing in ii). This is easy to see in the

convolution case, but for the restriction operator the proof requires rather involved oscillatory

integral estimates [ACK87].

Remark 33. In light of Sjölin’s counterexample it is natural to consider the class of polynomial

curves and attempt to prove estimates which depend only on the degree of the polynomials. It

is an interesting problem to consider uniform estimates over other classes of curves; this has

been explored by a number of authors [BOS08, DM13, Sto14, DS15].

The topic of Fourier restriction to polynomial curves will be investigated in detail in the

final chapter of this thesis. There, however, the problem is formulated in certain non-Euclidean

settings and, in particular, the classical method of Drury [DM85] is used to study restriction

operators defined over the finite rings Z{pkZ for p prime.
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Chapter 2

Dilated averages over polynomial

curves

2.1 Averages over dilates

Theorem 30 concerns a convolution operator which can be thought of as taking weighted aver-

ages over translates of a fixed polynomial curve. The study of this operation can be subsumed

in the study of a related operator which takes averages not only over translates but also over

dilates. This chapter, which presents the details of a paper (submitted for publication) of the

author [Hic], investigates questions pertaining to the Lp-mapping properties of ‘dilated aver-

ages’. In particular, let P : I Ñ Rn denote a (parametrisation of a) polynomial curve in Rn

where I � R is an open interval. Consider the operator A defined, at least initially, on the

space of for all test functions f on Rn by

Afpx, rq :�
»
I

fpx� rP ptqqλP ptq dt for all px, rq P Rn � r1, 2s. (2.1.1)

Here λP is the power of the (absolute value of the) torsion function (1.6.3) appearing in the

formula (1.6.4) for the affine arc-length. A natural problem is to establish the range of pp, q, sq
for which there is an a priori mixed-norm estimate either of the form1

}Af}LsrLqxpRn�r1,2sq ÀdegP }f}LppRnq (2.1.2)

or

}Af}LqxLsrpRn�r1,2sq ÀdegP }f}LppRnq, (2.1.3)

where again one seeks uniform estimates in the sense that the implied constants are independent

of the choice of coefficients of the polynomials. This question subsumes the study of the Lp

mapping properties of both single averages f � µ (where µ is the affine arc-length measure on

P ) and certain maximal functions associated to space curves.

1Given measure spaces pXj ,Σj , µjq for j � 1, 2 and F a measurable function on the product space pX1 �
X2,Σ1 b Σ2, µ1 b µ2q, the mixed Lp1x1L

p2
x2 norm of F is defined by

}F }Lp1x1L
p2
x2
pX1�X2q

:� }}F }Lp2 pX2q}Lp1 pX1q

for 1 ¤ p1, p2 ¤ 8. Here }F }Lp2 pX2q is the measurable function on X1 given by x1 ÞÑ }F px1, � q}Lp2 pX2q. The
subscript xj ’s appearing in the norm refer to the notation used for the variables.
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• Taking s � 8 in (2.1.2) reduces matters to determining the set of pp, qq for which the

‘single averages’

f � µrpxq :�
» 1

0

fpx� rP ptqqλP ptqdt (2.1.4)

are strong-type pp, qq uniformly for r P r1, 2s. This problem falls under the scope of

Theorem 30.

• On the other hand, if one sets s � 8 in (2.1.3) the situation is very different. For

simplicity, suppose P � h is the moment curve introduced in (1.6.6). One now wishes to

understand the Lp � Lq mapping properties of the maximal function M associated to h,

defined by

Mfpxq :� sup
1¤r¤2

|f � µrpxq|,

where µr is defined as in the previous bullet-point. A celebrated theorem of Bourgain

[Bou86] established Lp � Lp mapping properties for d � 2; this result was extended by

Schlag [Sch97] who proved an almost-sharp range of Lp � Lq estimates.2 However, the

problem of determining even the Lp � Lp range remains open in all other dimensions.

Some partial results in this direction are given in [PS07].

When considering maximal functions M defined with respect to more general curves it

is no longer possible to develop an affine-invariant theory based on the affine arc-length

measure µγ . For instance, it is shown in [Sch97] that the circular maximal function is

unbounded from Lp � Lq when the exponents satisfy the condition 1{q � 1{p � 1{3.

If M is defined with respect to µγ , then affine-invariant estimates can only hold when

1{q � 1{p� 1{3. Simple examples show that such an M may also fail to be bounded on

the full range of exponents corresponding to the (non-degenerate) case of circular averages

[Mar95]. One could, however, consider replacing |Lγptq|1{3 with some other power of the

torsion |Lγptq|σ for suitably chosen σ and attempt to describe the range of estimates in

terms of σ. Problems of this kind were considered in, for instance, the thesis of Marletta

[Mar95] (see also [Mar99]).

In this chapter the special case of (2.1.2) and (2.1.3) where s � q is considered. In particular,

Theorem 34 below almost completely determines the set of pp, qq for which A is bounded from

LpxpRnq to Lqx,rpRn � r1, 2sq. Testing the inequality on some simple examples (see Section 2.2)

shows that, provided that the torsion does not vanish identically, such a bound is possible only

if p1{p, 1{qq lies in the trapezium

Tn :� convtp0, 0q, p1, 1q, p1{p1, 1{q1q, p1{p2, 1{q2qu

where �
1

p1
,

1

q1



:�

�
1

n
,
n� 1

npn� 1q



and

�
1

p2
,

1

q2



:�

�
n2 � n� 2

npn� 1q ,
n� 1

n� 1



.

This condition is shown to be sufficient for boundedness, at least up to an endpoint. In

addition, the almost-sharp range of uniform estimates are obtained along the endpoint line

convtp1{p1, 1{q1q, p1{p2, 1{q2qu.

Theorem 34. Let n ¥ 2 and P : RÑ Rn be a polynomial curve.

2More precisely, both Bourgain and Schlag studied the circular maximal function rather than the parabolic
variant discussed here. However, in this context both objects can be understood via the same techniques.
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i) For p1{p, 1{qq P Tnztp1{p1, 1{q1qu satisfying 1{q � 1{p� 2{npn� 1q,

}Af}Lqx,rpRn�r1,2sq ÀdegP }f}LpxpRnq (2.1.5)

where the implied constant is uniform in the sense that it does not depend on the coefficients

of P .

ii) If the domain of P is restricted to a finite interval I, then (2.1.5) holds for all p1{p, 1{qq P
Tnztp1{p1, 1{q1qu with a constant depending on the total variation of the associated affine

arc-length measure.

The proof of Theorem 34 proceeds by establishing a uniform restricted weak-type inequality

at the endpoint pp1, q1q. Therefore, except for the question of whether this weak-type endpoint

inequality can be strengthened the theorem completely determines the Lp mapping properties

(and uniform mapping properties) of A.

The n � 2 case of Theorem 34 (when the curve is also a hypersurface) is already known

to hold with a strong-type inequality at the pp1, q1q endpoint. In the case of the moment

curve (which is now just a parabola), this result essentially appears, for example, in the work

of Strichartz [Str77] (see also [SS97]). In addition, away from the endpoint the estimates for

the parabola also follow from more recent work of Gressman [Gre06], utilising methods which

are rather combinatorial in nature. The combinatorial techniques found in [Gre06] are akin

to the arguments found in the present chapter; both are based on the earlier work of Christ

[Chr98] mentioned in the introduction. For arbitrary polynomial curves, the n � 2 case follows

from a very general theorem due to Gressman [Gre13]. Indeed, Gressman’s theorem, inter alia,

establishes the hypersurface analogue of Theorem 34 in all dimensions, up to and including all

the relevant endpoints. The proof of the hypersurface case is very similar to the argument used

to prove Theorem 16 and, indeed, both results appear in [Gre13].

Remark 35. In [Str77, SS97] it is observed that the critical L2
x � L6

x,r inequality for dilated

averages over circles is equivalent to a Stein-Tomas Fourier restriction theorem for a conic

surface and connections between this theory and estimates for certain evolution equations are

also discussed. This suggests there should be a connection between the n � 2 case of Theorem

34 and Fourier restriction to conical surfaces; this topic is investigated in the following chapter.

For n ¥ 3 the results appear to be new and, indeed, no previous (non-trivial) partial results

are known to the author, even in the special case of the moment curve. It is remarked that

the connection between the theory of dilated averages, Fourier restriction and analysis of PDE

appears to be confined to the hypersurface setting but nevertheless Theorem 34 is arguably of

interest in its own right.

Remark 36. It is natural to ask whether the restricted weak-type pp1, q1q endpoint can be

strengthened to a strong-type estimate; this is certainly the case in dimension n � 2 where the

inequality is a consequence of the aforementioned theorem of Gressman [Gre13]. Furthermore,

one may recover the strong-type bound for n � 2 by combining the analysis contained within

the present chapter with an extrapolation method due to Christ [Chrd] (see also [Sto09]). It is

possible that the argument can be adapted to the case where n belongs to a certain congruence

class modulo 3 to (potentially) establish the strong-type bound in this situation. A more

detailed discussion of the validity of the strong-type endpoint appears below in Remark 51.
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Theorem 34 belongs to a growing body of works which have applied variants of the geomet-

ric and combinatorial arguments due to Christ [Chr98] to the study of operators collectively

known as generalised Radon transforms, of which A is an example. Essentially these operators

are defined for any point y belonging to Σ an n-dimensional manifold by integration over a k-

dimensional manifold My, which depends on y, where k   n is referred to here as the dimension

of the associated family. The techniques of [Chr98] have fruitfully been applied and developed

in, for instance, [Chra, Chrb, CE02, CE08, DLW09, Gre04, Gre09, Sto14, Sto09, Sto10, TW03]

to study the Lebesgue mapping properties of one-dimensional generalised Radon transforms R

which are, roughly, operators R for which R and its adjoint R� are both generalised Radon

transforms given by integration over some family of curves. The approach has been less success-

ful when considering R which are unbalanced in the sense that R and R� are both generalised

Radon transforms but the dimensions of the associated families are not equal, although it has

still produced results in some specific cases, for example [EO10, Gre06, Gre13]. The dilated

averaging operator (2.1.1) fits into this framework by setting Σ :� Rn � p1, 2q and for each

px, rq P Σ defining Mpx,rq to be the curve parametrised by t ÞÑ x�rγptq. Observe that although

A is defined by integration over curves, the adjoint of A is defined by integration over 2-surfaces

and hence the operator is unbalanced.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. In the following section the necessary conditions

on pp, qq for A to be restricted weak type pp, qq are discussed. In Section 2.3 standard methods

together with estimates for single averages are combined to reduce the proof of Theorem 34 to

proving a single restricted weak-type inequality. Christ’s method of refinements is also reviewed

and used to establish the simple case of Theorem 34 when n � 3 and P � h is the moment

curve. The remaining sections develop this method to be applicable in the general situation.

Notation. A word of explanation concerning notation is in order: throughout this chapter C

and c will be used to denote various positive constants whose value may change from line to line

but will always depend only on the dimension n, relevant Lebesgue exponents and the degree

degP of some fixed polynomial. If X,Y ¥ 0, then the notation X À Y or Y Á X signifies

X ¤ CY and this situation is also described by “X is OpY q”. In addition, X � Y indicates

X À Y À X. In particular, in the present chapter the dependence on degP will be suppressed

in the ‘wiggles’ notation.

2.2 Necessary conditions

Let P � h : r0, 1s Ñ Rn be a compact piece of the moment curve and suppose the operator A

from Theorem 34 satisfies a restricted weak-type pp, qq inequality for some 1 ¤ p, q   8. Here it

is shown that the exponents p, q must satisfy four conditions,3 each corresponding to an edge of

the trapezium Tn. The first three conditions also appear in the study of the averaging operator

f ÞÑ f �µ and are deduced by the same reasoning (see Remark 8). The remaining condition does

not appear in the theory of single averages and here the dilation parameter plays a non-trivial

rôle, although the arguments are only marginally different from those used to examine f � µ.

Let P � h : r0, 1s Ñ Rn be a compact piece of the moment curve and suppose the operator

A from Theorem 34 satisfies a restricted weak-type pp, qq inequality for some 1 ¤ p, q   8.

3The argument presented herein can be adapted to show the necessity of the conditions on the exponents
for general P . This relies on applying various affine transformations to reduce to the case where P is of a
particularly simple form, the details are omitted.
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1{p

1{q

�
1
p1
, 1
q1

�

�
1
p2
, 1
q2

�
�

1
q12
, 1
p12

�

p0, 0q

p1, 1q

Figure 2.1: If the torsion of P does not vanish identically, then the operator A of Theorem 34
is restricted weak-type pp, qq if and only if p1{p, 1{qq belongs to the (closed set bounded by the)
bold trapezium. For comparison, the single average f ÞÑ f � µ is restricted weak-type pp, qq if
and only if p1{p, 1{qq belongs to the smaller trapezium formed by introducing the dashed line.

Here it is shown that the exponents p, q must satisfy four conditions,4 each corresponding to an

edge of the trapezium Tn. The first three conditions also appear in the study of the averaging

operator f ÞÑ f � µ and are deduced by the same reasoning (see Remark 8). The remaining

condition does not appear in the theory of single averages and here the dilation parameter

plays a non-trivial rôle, although the arguments are only marginally different from those used

to examine f � µ.

To begin, a slight modification of a general theorem of Hörmander [Hör60] implies p ¤ q.

For the second condition, let Rpδq :�±n
j�1r�δj{j!, δj{j!s and note that

AχRpδqpx, rq � |tt P r0, 1s : x� rhptq P Rpδqu|.

If x P p1{2qRpδq, then whenever t P r0, δ{4s it follows that

|xj � rtj | ¤ δj

2j!
� 2

j!

δj

4j
¤ δj for j � 1, . . . , n

and therefore

AχRpδqpx, rq ¥
δ

4
χp1{2qRpδqpxq.

Consequently, applying the hypothesised restricted weak-type estimate,

|Rpδq| À �� px, rq P Rn � r1, 2s : AχRpδqpx, rq ¡ δ{8(�� À �
1

δ
|Rpδq|1{p


q
.

Observe |Rpδq| � δnpn�1q{2 and so the preceding inequality implies

δnpn�1q{p2qq À δnpn�1q{p2pq�1 for all 0   δ   1.

4The argument presented herein can be adapted to show the necessity of the conditions on the exponents
for general P . This relies on applying various affine transformations to reduce to the case where P is of a
particularly simple form, the details are omitted.
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The exponents pp, qq must therefore satisfy the relation

1

q
¥ 1

p
� 2

npn� 1q .

The third condition is established by testing A on χBpδq, the characteristic function of a ball

Bpδq � Rn of radius 0   δ   1, centred at the origin. It is easy to see

AχBpδqpx, rq Á δχNrpδqpxq (2.2.1)

where Nrpδq is a δ{3-neighbourhood of the r-dilate of the moment curve; that is, the set of all

points x P Rn for which |x � rhpt0q|   δ{3 for some t0 P r0, 1s. The hypothesised restricted

weak-type estimate together with (2.2.1) imply

|tpx, rq P Rn � r1, 2s : x P Nrpδqu| ¤ �� px, rq P Rn � r1, 2s : AχBpδqpx, rq ¡ Cδ
(��

À
�

1

δ
|Bpδq|1{p


q
.

Observe |Bpδq| � δn whilst |Nrpδq| Á δn�1 for all r P r1, 2s and so the preceding inequality

implies

δpn�1q{q À δn{p�1 for all 0   δ   1.

Thus the exponents must satisfy the relation

1

q
¥ n

n� 1

1

p
� 1

n� 1
.

The final condition on p1{p, 1{qq is deduced by considering the adjoint A� of A. A simple

computation yields

A�gpxq �
» 2

1

» 1

0

gpx� rhptq, rq dtdr

for suitable functions g defined on Rn � r1, 2s. The hypothesis on pp, qq is equivalent to the

assumption that A� is restricted weak-type pq1, p1q. For Bpδq as above, let F pδq denote the set

Bpδq � r1, 1� cδs for some small constant c. Observe

A�χF pδqpxq Á δ2χN1pδqp�xq

where N1pδq is as defined above. Therefore,

|N1pδq| ¤
�� x P Rn : A�χF pδqpxq Á δ2

(�� À �
1

δ2
|F pδq|1{q1


p1
.

Finally, |F pδq| � δn�1 whilst |N1pδq| Á δn�1 and so the preceding inequality implies

δpn�1q{p1 À δpn�1q{q1�2 for all 0   δ   1.

It follows that the exponents must satisfy the relation pn� 1q{q1 � 2 ¤ pn� 1q{p1 which can be

rewritten as
1

q
¥ n� 1

n� 1

1

p
.
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2.3 An overview of the refinement method

It remains to show the conditions on pp, qq described in Theorem 34 are sufficient to ensure

A satisfies a type pp, qq inequality with the desired uniformity. Real interpolation immediately

reduces matters to establishing a uniform restricted weak-type pp1, q1q and strong type pp2, q2q
estimate for A. The latter is easily dealt with by appealing to the existing literature. Indeed,

Theorem 30 implies the estimate

}Afp � , rq}Lq2x pRnq À }f}Lp2x pRnq (2.3.1)

holds for all r P r1, 2s. Taking Lq2r pr1, 2sq-norms of both sides of (2.3.1) yields the uniform type

pp2, q2q inequality for A and the proof of Theorem 34 is therefore reduced to establishing the

following Proposition.

Proposition 37. For n ¥ 2 the inequality

xAχE , χF y À |E|1{n|F |pn2�1q{npn�1q (2.3.2)

is valid for all pairs of Borel sets E � Rn and F � Rn � r1, 2s of finite Lebesgue measure.

The proof of Proposition 37 will utilise the geometric and combinatorial techniques intro-

duced by Christ in [Chr98], which were briefly mentioned in the introduction and earlier in this

chapter. Collectively these techniques are known as the method of refinements. In this section

the rudiments of the method are reviewed. It is instructive to consider the proof of the analogue

of Proposition 37 in three dimensions (n � 3) for P � h : r0, 1s Ñ R3 a compact piece of the

moment curve. In this situation the arguments are extremely simple and only a crude version

of the refinement procedure is required.

Let E and F denote fixed sets satisfying the hypotheses of Proposition 37 for n � 3. Assume,

without loss of generality, that xAχE , χF y � 0 where A is the operator from Theorem 34, defined

with respect to the specific choice of curve given above. One wishes to establish the inequality

xAχE , χF y À |E|1{3|F |5{6.

Defining constants α and β by the equation xAχE , χF y � α|F | � β|E|, one may rewrite the

preceding inequality as a lower bound on the measure of E; explicitly,

|E| Á α6pβ{αq. (2.3.3)

The basic idea behind Christ’s method is to attempt to prove (2.3.3) by using iterates of A and

A� to construct a natural parameter set Ω � R3 and parametrising function Φ : Ω Ñ E with

a number of special properties. First of all, Φ must have bounded multiplicity so, by applying

the change of variables formula,

|E| Á
»

Ω

|JΦptq|dt

where JΦ denotes the Jacobian of Φ. It then remains to bounded this integral from below by

some expression in terms of α and β, which is possible provided that the parametrisation has

been carefully constructed.
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Following [Chr98], define

F1 :�  px, rq P F : AχEpx, rq ¡ α{2(,
E1 :�  

y P E : A�χF1pyq ¡ β{4(.
It is not difficult to see the assumptions on E and F imply xAχE1

, χF1
y � 0 and therefore E1

is non-empty. Fix y0 P E1 and define a map Φ1 : r1, 2s � r0, 1s Ñ R3 � r1, 2s by

Φ1pr1, t1q :�
�
y0 � r1hpt1q

r1

�
. (2.3.4)

Note that the set

Ω1 :� tpr1, t1q P r1, 2s � r0, 1s : Φ1pr1, t1q P F1u

satisfies |Ω1| ¡ β{4. Similarly, define a map Φ2 : r1, 2s � r0, 1s2 Ñ R3 by

Φ2pr1, t1, t2q :� y0 � r1hpt1q � r1hpt2q (2.3.5)

and observe for each pr1, t1q P Ω1 the set

Ω2pr1, t1q :� tt2 P r0, 1s : Φ2pr1, t1, t2q P Eu

satisfies |Ω2pr1, t1q| ¡ α{2. Finally, define the structured set

Ω2 :�  pr1, t1, t2q P r1, 2s � r0, 1s2 : pr1, t1q P Ω1 and t2 P Ω2pr1, t1q
(
.

Now, Ω :� Ω2 � R3 is the parameter set alluded to above and Φ :� Φ2|Ω : Ω Ñ E the

parametrising function. Observe Φ is well-defined by the preceding observations and the poly-

nomial nature of this map ensures it has almost everywhere bounded multiplicity.5 The absolute

value of the Jacobian JΦpr1, t1, t2q of Φ may be expressed as

r2
1

��������det

����
1 1 t2 � t1

t1 t2
t22
2 � t21

2
t21
2

t22
2

t22
3! � t31

3!

���
�������� �

r2

2

���� » t2
t1

V pt1, t2, xq dx

����
where V px1, . . . , xmq :� ±

1¤i j¤mpxj � xiq denotes, and will always denote, the m-variable

Vandermonde polynomial. The sign of V pt1, t2, xq does not change as x varies between t1 and

t2 and so modulus signs can be placed inside the integral in the above expression, leading to the

bound |JΦpr1, t1, t2q| Á |t1 � t2|4. Consequently, by applying the change of variables formula,

|E| Á
»

Ω

|JΦpr1, t1, t2q| dt2dr1dt1 Á
»

Ω1

»
Ω2pr1,t1q

|t1 � t2|4 dt2dr1dt1 Á α5β

and this concludes the proof of (2.3.3) and hence establishes Theorem 34 for this special case.

The remainder of the chapter will develop this elementary argument in order to prove

Proposition 37 in any dimension n and for any polynomial curve P .

5That is, for almost every x P Rn the cardinality of the pre-image Φ�1ptxuq is no greater than some fixed
(finite) constant. This is, for instance, a consequence of Lemma 21 from the introduction.
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2.4 The polynomial decomposition theorem of Dendrinos

and Wright

The refinement method essentially reduces the problem of establishing the restricted weak-type

inequality (2.3.2) from Proposition 37 to estimating a Jacobian determinant associated with a

certain naturally arising change of variables. In the case of the moment curve this Jacobian

takes a particularly simple form involving a Vandermonde polynomial V ptq. For a general

polynomial curve P : RÑ Rn one is led to consider expressions of the form

JP ptq :� detpP 1pt1q . . . P 1ptdqq (2.4.1)

for t � pt1, . . . , tnq P Rn.6 The multivariate polynomial JP can be effectively estimated by

comparing it with the Vandermonde polynomial and a certain geometric quantity expressed in

terms of the torsion function (whose definition is recalled below). This leads to what is referred

to here (and in [DW10]) as a geometric inequality for JP . It is often the case that such a com-

parison is not possible globally; however, an important theorem due to Dendrinos and Wright

[DW10] demonstrates the existence of a decomposition of the real line into a bounded number

of intervals, R � �C
m�1 Im, such that such a geometric inequality holds on each constituent

interval Im. Furthermore, the torsion function has a particularly simple form when restricted to

an Im: it is comparable to a centred monomial. Restricting the analysis to an interval arising

from the Dendrinos-Wright decomposition therefore significantly simplifies the situation and

allows for an effective estimation of the Jacobian JP .

In order to state the decomposition lemma, recall the torsion of the curve P is defined to

be the polynomial function

LP ptq :� detpP p1qptq . . . P pnqptqq

where P piq denotes the ith derivative of P .

Theorem 38 (Dendrinos and Wright [DW10]). Let P : RÑ Rn be a polynomial curve of degree

d such that LP � 0. There exists an integer C � Cn,d and a decomposition R � �C
m�1 Im where

the Im are pairwise disjoint open intervals with the following properties:

1) Whenever t � pt1, . . . , tnq P Inm the geometric inequality

|JP ptq| Á
n¹
i�1

|LP ptiq|1{n|V ptq|

holds.

2) For every 1 ¤ m ¤ C there exists a positive constant Dm, a non-negative integer Km À 1

and a real number bm P RzIm such that

|LP ptq| � Dm|t� bm|Km for all t P Im.

Theorem 38 originally appeared in [DW10] where it was used to prove a version of Theorem

31 with a restricted range of exponents; subsequently Stovall [Sto] augmented these methods

6For the moment curve hptq :� pt, t2{2!, . . . , tn{n!q, one immediately observes that Jhptq � cV ptq.
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with additional square function estimates to prove Theorem 31 in full. Dendrinos, Laghi and

Wright [DLW09] applied the decomposition to establish uniform estimates for convolution with

affine arc-length on polynomial curves in low dimensions; their results were then extended to all

dimensions by Stovall [Sto10] to give Theorem 30. Many of the methods used in the remaining

sections of this chapter are based on those found in [DLW09, Sto10].

Fixing a polynomial P for which LP � 0, to prove Proposition 37 it suffices to establish the

analogous uniform restricted weak-type inequalities for the local operators

Apx, rq :�
»
I

fpx� rP ptqqλP ptqdt

where I is any bounded interval. Furthermore, one may assume I lies completely within one of

the intervals Im produced by the decomposition (indeed, A can always be expressed as a sum of

a bounded number of operators of the same form for which this property holds). Observing the

translation, reflection and scaling invariance of the problem, one may assume Dm � 1, bm � 0

and I � p0,8q with |I| � 1 without any loss of generality. Similar reductions were made

in [Sto10] where further details can be found. Notice under these hypotheses, |LP ptq| � tK

uniformly on I for some non-negative integer K À 1.

Henceforth A will denote the operator defined by

Afpx, rq :�
»
I

fpx� rP ptqq dµP ptq (2.4.2)

where µP is now the weighted measure dµP ptq :� λP ptqdt; λP is redefined as λP ptq :� t2K{npn�1q

and the integer K and interval I satisfy the above properties. It remains to prove the analogue

of the restricted weak-type inequality (2.3.2) from Proposition 37 for this operator.

To close this section it is remarked that Stovall [Sto10] established an upper bound for

certain derivatives of JP on the set In in terms of JP itself. This estimate will be of use in the

forthcoming analysis and is recorded presently for the reader’s convenience.

Proposition 39 (Stovall [Sto10]). Let S � t1, . . . , nu be a non-empty set of indices. Whenever

t � pt1, . . . , tnq P In, one has the estimate����¹
jPS

B
Btj JP ptq

���� À ¸
T�S

¸
u,ε

� ¹
jPSzT

t�1
j


�¹
jPT

t
�εpjq
j |tj � tupjq|εpjq�1



|JP ptq|

where the outer sum is over all subsets T of S and the inner sum is over all functions u : T Ñ
t1, . . . , nu with the property upjq � j for all j P T and all ε : T Ñ t0, 1u.

2.5 Parameter towers

Having made the reductions of the previous section, fix Borel sets E � Rn and F � Rn � r1, 2s
of finite Lebesgue measure such that xAχE , χF y � 0 where A is of the special form described

in (2.4.2). As in Section 2.3, the quantities

α :� 1

|F | xAχE , χF y and β :� 1

|E| xχE , A
�χF y
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play a dominant rôle in the analysis. Indeed, by some simple algebra the inequality (2.3.2) can

be restated in terms of α and β as either

|E| Á αnpn�1q{2pβ{αqpn�1q{2 (2.5.1)

or

|F | Á αnpn�1q{2pβ{αqpn�1q{2. (2.5.2)

The proof will proceed by attempting to establish either one of these estimates by applying

a variant of the refinement procedure described earlier. In view of the Lp2x � Lq2x,r estimate

established in Section 2.3, henceforth it is assumed without loss of generality that α ¡ β.

Indeed, the restricted weak-type pp2, q2q inequality implies

|E| Á αnpn�1q{2pβ{αqn

from which (2.5.1) follows in the case α ¤ β.

As in Section 2.3, either (2.5.1) or (2.5.2) will be established by constructing suitable pa-

rameter domain Ω and parametrising function Φ where Ω is some structured set. In this section

the basic structure of such a domain Ω is described.

Consider a collection tΩjuDj�1 of Borel measurable sets either of the form7

Ωj � r1, 2stj{2u � Ij for j � 1, . . . , D (2.5.3)

or

Ωj � r1, 2srj{2s � Ij for j � 1, . . . , D. (2.5.4)

In order to be concise it is useful to let xxy ambiguously denote either rxs or txu for any x P R,

where it is understood the notation is consistent within any given equation. Thus (2.5.3) and

(2.5.4) are considered simultaneously by writing

Ωj � r1, 2sxj{2y � Ij for j � 1, . . . , D.

Assume each Ωj has positive pj�xj{2yq-dimensional measure. The following definitions, which

borrow terminology from [Chra, Chrb], are fundamental in what follows.

Definition 40. i) A collection tΩjuDj�1 of the above form is a (parameter) tower of height

D P N if for any 1   j ¤ D and r1, . . . , rxj{2y P r1, 2s and t1, . . . , tj P I the following holds:

prj , tjq P Ωj ñ prj�1, tj�1q P Ωj�1

where rk :� pr1, . . . , rxk{2yq and tk :� pt1, . . . , tkq for k � j � 1, j.

ii) If a tower is described as “type 1” (respectively, “type 2”) this indicates the constituent

sets are of the form described in (2.5.3) (respectively, (2.5.4)). Thus, when considering

type 1 (respectively, type 2) towers the symbol xxy is interpreted as txu (respectively, rxs)

for any x P R. Notice in a type j tower the initial set Ω1 is j-dimensional, for j � 1, 2.

iii) Given a type 1 (respectively, type 2) tower tΩjuDj�1, fix 1   j ¤ D. For each prj�1, tj�1q P
7Here rxs :� mintm P N : m ¥ xu and txu :� maxtm P N : m ¤ xu for any x P R.
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Ωj�1 define the associated fibre Ωjprj�1, tj�1q to be the set$'&'%
 
tj P I : prj , tjq P Ωj

(
if j is odd (respectively even)

 prxj{2y, tjq P r1, 2s � I : prj , tjq P Ωj
(

if j is even (respectively odd).

For example, the collection tΩju2j�1 defined in Section 2.3 constitutes a type 2 tower. In

what follows, type 1 towers will be of primary interest. The elements of the various levels of a

type 1 tower are typically denoted using the following notation:

t1 � t1 P Ω1, pr2, t2q � pr1, t1, t2q P Ω2, pr3, t3q � pr1, t1, t2, t3q P Ω3,

pr4, t4q � pr1, r2, t1, t2, t3, t4q P Ω4, pr5, t5q � pr1, r2, t1, t2, t3, t4, t5q P Ω5, . . . .

Recall that certain the mappings Φ1 and Φ2 defined in (2.3.4) and (2.3.5) were associated to

the tower constructed in Section 2.3. Presently the analogues of these mappings in the general

situation are discussed. First of all one associates to every px0, r0q P Rn � r1, 2s and y0 P Rn a

family of functions.

i) Given px0, r0q P Rn � r1, 2s define the functions Ψjpx0, r0; � q : r1, 2stj{2u � Ij Ñ Rn by

Ψjpx0, r0; rj , tjq � x0 �
j̧

k�1

p�1qkrtk{2uP ptkq. (2.5.5)

for all rj � pr1, . . . , rtj{2uq P r1, 2stj{2u and tj � pt1, . . . , tjq P Ij .

ii) Given y0 P Rn define the functions Ψjpy0; � q : r1, 2srj{2s � Ij Ñ Rn by

Ψjpy0; rj , tjq � y0 �
j̧

k�1

p�1qk�1rrk{2sP ptkq (2.5.6)

for all rj � pr1, . . . , rrj{2sq P r1, 2srj{2s and tj � pt1, . . . , tjq P Ij .

To any tower one associates a family of mappings on the constituent sets, defined in terms

of the Ψj functions.

Definition 41. Suppose tΩjuDj�1 is a type 1 (respectively, type 2) tower and fix some z0 �
px0, r0q P Rn � r1, 2s (respectively, z0 � y0 P Rn). The family of mappings tΦjuDj�1 associated

to these objects is defined as follows:

i) For 1 ¤ j ¤ D odd (respectively, even) let Φj : Ωj Ñ Rn denote the map

Φjprj , tjq :� Ψjpz0; rj , tjq.

ii) For 1 ¤ j ¤ D even (respectively, odd) let Φj : Ωj Ñ Rn � r1, 2s denote the map

Φjprj , tjq :�
�

Ψkpz0, rj , tjq
rxj{2y

�
.

Referring back to the simple case discussed earlier, (appropriate restrictions of) the functions
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defined in (2.3.4) and (2.3.5) are easily seen to constitute the family associated to the point y0

and tower tΩju2j�1 constructed in Section 2.3.

For notational convenience define

κ :� npn� 1q
2K � npn� 1q . (2.5.7)

Recalling the definition of µP from (2.4.2), it is also useful to let νP denote the measure given

by the product of Lebesgue measure on r1, 2s with µP . Hence, for any Borel set R � r1, 2s � I,

νP pRq �
» 2

1

»
I

χRpr, tqλP ptqdtdr.

Initially the following lemma is used to construct a suitable parameter tower.

Lemma 42. There exists a point px0, r0q P F and a type 1 tower tΩjun�1
j�1 with the following

properties:

1) Whenever prj , tjq P Ωj it follows that

ακ � maxtα, βuκ À t1   t2   � � �   tj .

2) For 1 ¤ j ¤ n� 1 odd:

i) ΦjpΩjq � E;

ii) µP pΩ1q Á α and if j ¡ 1, then µP pΩjprj�1, tj�1qq Á α whenever prj�1, tj�1q P Ωj�1;

iii) If j ¡ 1 and prj , tjq P Ωj, then » tj
tj�1

λP ptqdt Á α.

3) For 1   j ¤ n� 1 even:

i) ΦjpΩjq � F ;

ii) νP pΩjprj�1, tj�1qq Á β whenever prj�1, tj�1q P Ωj�1;

iii) If prj , tjq P Ωj, then » tj
tj�1

λP ptqdt Á β.

Lemma 42 is a slight modification of a recent result due to Dendrinos and Stovall [DS15],

based on a fundamental construction due to Christ [Chr98]. Rather than present a proof of

Lemma 42, a stronger statement, Lemma 44, is established below.

To conclude this section it is noted that a tower admitting all the properties described in

the previous lemma automatically satisfies a certain separation condition. This observation was

also used in [DS15].

Corollary 43. Let tΩjun�1
j�1 be a tower with all the properties described in Lemma 42.

i) Suppose 1   j ¤ n� 1 is odd. Then, for all prj , tjq P Ωj it follows that

tj � ti Á αt
�2K{npn�1q
i for 1 ¤ i ¤ j � 1.
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ii) Suppose 1   j ¤ n� 1 is even. Then, for all prj , tjq P Ωj it follows that

tj � tj�1 Á βt
�2K{npn�1q
j�1 ; tj � ti Á αt

�2K{npn�1q
i for 1 ¤ i ¤ j � 2.

Proof. Let 1   j ¤ n � 1 be either odd or even and 1 ¤ i ¤ j � 1. If j is even, then further

suppose i ¤ j � 2. For prj , tjq P Ωj , properties 1) and 2) iii) of the construction ensure there

exists some ti   si   tj for which » si
ti

λP ptq dt � α.

Consequently,

s
1{κ
i �

» si
0

λP ptq dt �
» ti

0

λP ptq dt�
» si
ti

λP ptq dt � t
1{κ
i � α

and, since α À t
1{κ
i holds by property 1), one concludes that si � ti. Thence,

|tj � ti| ¥ |si � ti| Á
�» si

ti

λP ptq dt



t
�2K{npn�1q
i Á αt

�2K{npn�1q
i .

The remaining case when j is even and i � j�1 can be dealt with in a similar fashion, applying

property 3) iii).

2.6 Improved parameter towers

The properties detailed in Lemma 42, though useful, are insufficient for the present purpose.

Observe that although the even fibres of the tower constructed in Lemma 42 are two-dimensional

sets, consisting of points prj{2, tjq P r1, 2s � I, all the bounds are decidedly one-dimensional in

the sense that they are in terms of the tj variables and there is little reference to the dilation

parameters. An additional refinement is necessary to take advantage the higher dimensionality

of the even fibres.

Lemma 44. Fix 0   δ ! 1 a small parameter. There exists a point px0, r0q P F and a tower

tΩkun�1
k�1 satisfying all the properties of Lemma 42 with the additional property that for each

even 1   j ¤ n� 1 either

|tj � tj�1| ¥ δpαβq1{2t�2K{npn�1q
j�1

holds for all prj , tjq P Ωj, or

|tj � tj�1|   δpαβq1{2t�2K{npn�1q
j�1 and |rj{2 � rj{2�1| Á pβ{αq1{2

both hold for all prj , tjq P Ωj. If the former case the index j is designated “red”, whilst in the

latter j is designated “blue”. The odd vertices are achromatic; that is, they are not assigned a

colour.

Remark 45. The partition of the indices into the sets of odd, red and blue indices plays a very

similar rôle to the construction of the band structure in [Chr98] and in particular the “slicing

method” of [Chra, Chr98] will be utilised.

The result is essentially established as follows. By applying the argument of Dendrinos and

Stovall [DS15] one obtains an initial tower with the properties stated in Lemma 42. To ensure
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the additional property described in Lemma 44 holds one further refines the tower, appealing

to the following lemma (or, more precisely, the resulting corollary).

Lemma 46. Let trΩjuDj�1 be a type 1 tower of even height D and

 
AprD�1, tD�1q : prD�1, tD�1q P rΩD�1

(
a collection of measurable subsets of r1, 2s � I. Then there exists a tower tΩjuDj�1 satisfying:

a) Ω1 � rΩ1 and Ωjprj�1, tj�1q � rΩjprj�1, tj�1q for all prj�1, tj�1q P Ωj�1 and all 1   j ¤ D;

b) The following estimates hold:

i) µP pΩ1q ¥ 1
2µP prΩ1q.

ii) Whenever 1   j ¤ D is odd,

µP
�
Ωjprj�1, tj�1q

� ¥ 1

2
µP

�rΩjprj�1, tj�1q
�

for all prj�1, tj�1q P Ωj�1.

iii) Whenever 1   j ¤ D is even,

νP
�
Ωjprj�1, tj�1q

� ¥ 1

2
νP

�rΩjprj�1, tj�1q
�

for all prj�1, tj�1q P Ωj�1.

c) Precisely one of the following holds:

i) ΩDprD�1, tD�1q � AprD�1, tD�1q for all prD�1, tD�1q P ΩD�1;

ii) ΩDprD�1, tD�1q XAprD�1, tD�1q � H for all prD�1, tD�1q P ΩD�1.

Proof. Define a sequence of sets ωD�k � rΩD�k for 1 ¤ k ¤ D � 1 recursively as follows. For

all prD�1, tD�1q P rΩD�1 let

ωDprD�1, tD�1q :� rΩDprD�1, tD�1q XAprD�1, tD�1q

and define ωD�1 to be the set"
prD�1, tD�1q P rΩD�1 : νP

�
ωDprD�1, tD�1q

� ¥ 1

2
νP

�rΩDprD�1, tD�1q
�*

.

Hence, ωD�1 is the set of points pr, tq P rΩD�1 with the property that most of the associated

fibre rΩDpr, tq lies in Apr, tq.
Now suppose ωD�k has been defined for some 1 ¤ k ¤ D � 2 and let prD�k�1, tD�k�1q PrΩD�k�1. If k is odd, then D � k is also odd and ωD�kprD�k�1, tD�k�1q is defined to be

 
tD�k P rΩD�kprD�k�1, tD�k�1q : prD�k, tD�kq P ωD�k

(
where rD�k � rD�k�1 and tD�k � ptD�k�1, tD�kq; throughout this chapter, similar nota-

tion will be used for elements belonging to levels of various parameter towers without further
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comment. Let

ωD�k�1 :�
"
pr, tq P rΩD�k�1 : µP

�
ωD�kpr, tq

� ¥ 1

2
µP

�rΩD�kpr, tq�*

so that ωD�k�1 is the set of points pr, tq P rΩD�k�1 with the property that most of the associated

fibre rΩD�kpr, tq lies in ωD�kpr, tq.
Similarly, if k is even, then D � k is even and ωD�kprD�k�1, tD�k�1q is defined to be

 prpD�kq{2, tD�kq P rΩD�kprD�k�1, tD�k�1q : prD�k, tD�kq P ωD�k
(

and one completes the recursive definition by letting

ωD�k�1 :�
"
pr, tq P rΩD�k�1 : νP

�
ωD�kpr, tq

� ¥ 1

2
νP

�rΩD�kpr, tq�* .
Having constructed the sequence ωD�k for 1 ¤ k ¤ D � 1, suppose µP pω1q ¥ 1

2µP prΩ1q. If one

defines Ω1 :� ω1 and Ωjprj�1, tj�1q :� ωjprj�1, tj�1q for 1   j ¤ D, then one may construct a

tower inductively by setting

Ωj :� tprj , tjq P r1, 2spj�1q{2 � r0, 1sj : prj�1, tj�1q P Ωj�1 and tj P Ωjprj�1, tj�1qu (2.6.1)

for j ¡ 1 odd and

Ωj :� tprj , tjq P r1, 2sj{2 � r0, 1sj : prj�1, tj�1q P Ωj�1 and prj{2, tjq P Ωjprj�1, tj�1qu (2.6.2)

for j even. It immediately follows from the definitions that the resulting tower tΩjuDj�1 satisfies

the properties a), b) and c) i) stated in the lemma.

On the other hand, if µP pω1q   1
2µP prΩ1q, then define Ω1 :� rΩ1zω1 and let

Ωjprj�1, tj�1q :� rΩjprj�1, tj�1qzωjprj�1, tj�1q

for 1   j ¤ D so that properties a) and b) i) and c) ii) clearly hold for the resulting tower

tΩjuDj�1, again defined by (2.6.1) and (2.6.2). To prove b) ii), suppose 1   j ¤ D is odd

and prj�1, tj�1q P Ωj�1. Thus, prpj�1q{2, tj�1q P Ωj�1prj�2, tj�2q and, by the definition of

ωj�1prj�2, tj�2q, it follows that prj�1, tj�1q P rΩj�1zωj�1. Finally, the definition of ωj�1 ensures

µP
�
Ωjprj�1, tj�1q

� � µP
�rΩjprj�1, tj�1q

�� µP
�
ωjprj�1, tj�1q

� ¥ 1

2
µP

�rΩjprj�1, tj�1q
�
.

A similar argument shows b) iii) also holds, completing the proof.

By repeatedly applying the previous lemma one may deduce the following corollary.

Corollary 47. Let trΩjuDj�1 be a tower of height D and for each even 1   k ¤ D let

 
Akprk�1, tk�1q : prk�1, tk�1q P rΩk�1

(
a collection of measurable subsets of r1, 2s � I. Then there exists a tower tΩjuDj�1 satisfying:

a) Ω1 � rΩ1 and Ωjprj�1, tj�1q � rΩjprj�1, tj�1q for all prj�1, tj�1q P Ωj�1 and all 1   j ¤ D;
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b) The following estimates hold for the fibres:

i) µP pΩ1q ¥ 2�tD{2uµP prΩ1q.
ii) Whenever 1   j ¤ D is odd,

µP
�
Ωjprj�1, tj�1q

� ¥ 2�tD{2uµP
�rΩjprj�1, tj�1q

�
holds for all prj�1, tj�1q P Ωj�1.

iii) Whenever 1   j ¤ D is even,

νP
�
Ωjprj�1, tj�1q

� ¥ 2�tD{2uνP
�rΩjprj�1, tj�1q

�
holds for all prj�1, tj�1q P Ωj�1.

c) For each even 1   k ¤ D precisely one of the following holds:

i) Ωkprk�1, tk�1q � Akprk�1, tk�1q for all prk�1, tk�1q P Ωk�1;

ii) Ωkprk�1, tk�1q XAkprk�1, tk�1q � H for all prk�1, tk�1q P Ωk�1.

Proof. Proceed by induction on D, the case D � 1 being vacuous. Let 1   D and fix a tower

trΩjuDj�1. Apply the induction hypothesis to trΩjuD�1
j�1 to obtain a tower tωjuD�1

j�1 satisfying the

properties a), b) and c) of the corollary, with D replaced by D�1. For each prD�1, tD�1q P ωD�1

define ωDprD�1, tD�1q :� rΩDprD�1, tD�1q. If D is odd define ωD to be

 prD, tDq P rΩD : tD P ωDprD�1, tD�1q and prD�1, tD�1q P ωD�1

(
;

and similarly, if D is even, then define ωD to be

 prD, tDq P rΩD : prD{2, tDq P ωDprD�1, tD�1q and prD�1, tD�1q P ωD�1

(
.

In the case D is odd, the proof is completed by letting Ωj :� ωj for j � 1, . . . , D. In the even

case, apply Lemma 46 to the tower tωjuDj�1 to obtain a refinement tΩjuDj�1. This refinement is

easily seen to have the desired properties.

Having stated these trivial refinement results one may proceed to prove Lemma 44.

Proof (of Lemma 44). Observe, defining Σ :� Rn � r1, 2s � I it follows that

xAχE , χF y �
»

Σ

χU px, r, tqλP ptqdxdrdt

where λP ptq :� t2K{npn�1q and

U :�  px, r, tq P Σ : x� rP ptq P E and px, rq P F(.
Writing I :� pa, bq where a ¥ 0 and b� a � 1, a method due to Dendrinos and Stovall [DS15]

may be applied to produce a sequence tUku8k�0 of decreasing subsets of U of pairwise comparable

measure such that for all k ¥ 1 either» b
t

χUk�1
px, r, τqλP pτqdτ ¥ 4�pk�1qα (2.6.3)
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or » 2

1

» b
t

χUk�1
px� rP ptq � ρP pτq, ρ, τqλP pτqdτdρ ¥ 4�pk�1qβ (2.6.4)

holds for all px, r, tq P Uk. Specifically, the tUku8k�0 can be chosen so that»
Σ

χU0
px, r, tqλP ptqdxdrdt ¥ 1

2
xAχE , χF y

and for all k ¥ 1:

i) Uk � Uk�1 and»
Σ

χUkpx, r, tqλP ptqdxdrdt ¥ 1

4

»
Σ

χUk�1
px, r, tqλP ptqdxdrdt;

ii) If k � n mod 2 (respectively, k � n mod 2), then (2.6.3) (respectively (2.6.4)) holds for

all px, r, tq P Uk.

iii) Furthermore, for each k, if t P I is such that px, r, tq P Uk for some px, rq P Rn�r1, 2s, then

t ¥ pα{2κqκ where κ is as in (2.5.7).

This construction is due to Dendrinos and Stovall [DS15], however the details are included

in the final section of the chapter for completeness.

Fix px0, r0, t0q P Un�1. The next step is to use the sets tUkun�1
k�0 to construct an initial tower

trΩjun�1
j�1 satisfying the properties of Lemma 42 and such that whenever prj , tjq P rΩj for some

1 ¤ j ¤ n� 1, it follows that$'&'%
�
Ψjprj , tjq, rj{2, tj

� P Un�1�j if 0 ¤ j ¤ n� 1 is even

�
Ψj�1prj�1, tj�1q, rtj{2u, tj

� P Un�1�j if 1 ¤ j ¤ n� 1 is odd

where Ψjprj , tjq :� Ψjpx0, r0; rj , tjq for j ¥ 1 is as defined in (2.5.5) and Ψ0pr0, t0q :� x0. It

is convenient to consider pr0, t0q as some arbitrary object (say, pr0, t0q :� pr0, t0q) and Ψ0 as a

function on the singleton set rΩ0 :� tpr0, t0qu, taking the value x0.

The tower trΩjun�1
j�1 is constructed recursively. To begin, define rΩ0 as above; suppose rΩj

has been defined for some 0 ¤ j ¤ n and fix prj , tjq P rΩj . The argument splits into two cases,

depending on the parity of j.

Case 1: j is even.

Since pΨjprj , tjq, rj{2, tjq P Un�1�j and n� 1� j � n mod 2, one may apply (2.6.3) to deduce

» b
tj

χUn�j pΨjprj , tjq, rj{2, τqλP pτqdτ ¥ 4�pn�2�jqα. (2.6.5)

It is therefore possible to choose tj   sj   b with the property» sj
tj

λP pτqdτ � 4�pn�5{2�jqα. (2.6.6)
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Define the set

rΩj�1prj , tjq :�  
tj�1 P psj , bs : pΨjprj , tjq, rj{2, tj�1q P Un�j

(
,

noting, by (2.6.5) and (2.6.6), that this has measure µP prΩj�1prj , tjqq ¥ 4�pn�5{2�jqα. To

complete the recursive step in this case, if j � 0 let rΩ1 :� rΩ1pr0, t0q whilst for j ¡ 0 define

rΩj�1 :�  prj�1, tj�1q : prj , tjq P rΩj and tj�1 P rΩj�1prj , tjq
(
.

Case 2: j is odd.

Since pΨj�1prj�1, tj�1q, rtj{2u, tjq P Un�1�j and n � 1 � j � n mod 2, one may apply (2.6.4)

to deduce » 2

1

» b
tj

χUn�j pΨjprj , tjq � ρP pτq, ρ, τqλP pτqdτdρ ¥ 4�pn�2�jqβ. (2.6.7)

Here the identity

Ψjprj , tjq � Ψj�1prj�1, tj�1q � rtj{2uP ptjq

has been applied, which is a consequence of the definition (2.5.5). It is therefore possible to

choose tj   sj   b and tj   s̃j with the properties» sj
tj

λP pτqdτ � 4�pn�5{2�jqβ,

» s̃j
tj

λP pτqdτ � 2�pn�3�jqpαβq1{2. (2.6.8)

The factor pαβq1{2 is chosen in order to exploit the 2-dimensionality of the fibres in the present

case; this will lead to the improved separation properties for the tj variables associated to the

red indices described in the statement of Lemma 44.

Define rΩj�1prj , tjq to be the set

 prrj{2s, tj�1q P Dprj , tjq :
�
Ψjprj , tjq � rrj{2sP ptj�1q, rrj{2s, tj�1

� P Un�j(
where Dprj , tjq :� pr1, 2s � psj , bsqzRprj , tjq for the rectangle

Rprj , tjq :�  pr, tq P R2 : |r � rtj{2u| ¤ 2�pn�4�jqpβ{αq1{2 and tj ¤ t ¤ s̃j
(
.

Observe, by (2.6.8) it follows that» 2

1

»
I

χRprj ,tjqpr, tqλP ptqdtdr ¤ 4�pn�3�jqβ.

Thus, by (2.6.7) and (2.6.8), the set rΩj�1prj , tjq has measure νP prΩj�1prj , tjqq ¥ 4�pn�3�jqβ.

Finally, to complete the recursive definition let

rΩj�1 :�  prj�1, tj�1q : prj , tjq P Ωj and prrj{2s, tj�1q P Ωj�1prj , tjq
(
.

It is easy to verify the collection trΩjun�1
j�1 forms a tower satisfying all the properties of

Lemma 42. Finally, Corollary 47 is applied to further refine this tower to ensure the additional

property stated in Lemma 44 holds. For each 1   j ¤ n� 1 even, define

Aprj�1, tj�1q :�
!
pr, tq P r1, 2s � I : t� tj�1 ¡ δpαβq1{2t�2K{npn�1q

j�1

)
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for all prj�1, tj�1q P rΩj�1. Letting tΩjun�1
j�1 denote the refined tower, the existence of which is

guaranteed by Corollary 47, it is easy to see this has all the desired properties. In particular,

for each 1   j ¤ n� 1 even, precisely one of the following holds:

a) For all prj , tjq P Ωj one has |tj � tj�1| ¡ δpαβq1{2t�2K{npn�1q
j�1 .

b) For all prj , tjq P Ωj one has |tj � tj�1| ¤ δpαβq1{2t�2K{npn�1q
j�1 . In this case, observe for

tj�1 ¤ τ ¤ tj it follows that

|τ � tj�1| ¤ δpαβq1{2t�2K{npn�1q
j�1 À δαpακq�2K{npn�1q À δtj�1

by condition iii) of the sets Uk described above. Thus τ À tj�1 and consequently» tj
tj�1

λP pτqdτ À δpαβq1{2.

If δ is chosen from the outset to be sufficiently small depending only on n and K, then it fol-

lows that tj�1   tj   s̃j�1 by the preceding inequality and the definition of s̃j�1 from (2.6.8).

Since prj{2, tjq R Rprj�1, tj�1q, one concludes that |rj{2 � rj{2�1| ¡ 2�pn�5�jqpβ{αq1{2.

2.7 Definition of the parameter domain

Henceforth fix a tower tΩjun�1
j�1 satisfying the properties stated in Lemma 44 with a suitably

small choice of 0   δ ! 1 so as to satisfy all the forthcoming requirements of the proof. It

is stressed that the subsequent argument will require δ to be chosen depending only on the

admissible parameters n and degP ; a careful examination of what follows shows such a choice

of δ is always possible.

Observe that the set Ωn�1 is of dimension t3pn � 1q{2u; one requires a domain of either

dimension n or n � 1 to effectively parametrise either the set E or F . Two methods can be

applied to remedy this excess of variables. The first is to simply consider the tower defined only

to a lower level; that is, only work with tΩjuNj�1 for some N ¤ n� 1. The second method is to

consider the whole tower tΩjun�1
j�1 and freeze a number of the variables tj . What is essentially

meant by this is that for some set of indices I � t1, . . . , n � 1u and choice of psiqiPI � R#I

each set Ωj is replaced with

 pr, tq P Ωj : ti � si for all i P I X t1, . . . , ju(.
In order to optimise the subsequent Jacobian estimates, both methods are combined below and

the variables to be frozen are chosen according to the “colour” of their indices. In particular

only ti for i a blue index will be frozen. In light of this discussion define the function ζ :

t1, . . . , n� 1u Ñ t1, 2u as follows:

ζpjq :�
#

2 if j is red

1 otherwise
for j � 1, . . . , n� 1.

One can think of ζpjq as the number of variables contributed by the fibres of the jth floor of the

tower after the blue variables have been frozen. Note that there exists a least 1   N ¤ n � 1
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such that

ZpNq :�
Ņ

j�1

ζpjq P tn, n� 1u; (2.7.1)

in particular, the number of variables contributed by the first N floors corresponds to the

dimension of either E or F . At this point the proof splits into a number of different cases

depending on the parity of N and the value of ZpNq.

Definition 48. For j P tn, n � 1u, the notation Casep1, jq (respectively, Casep2, jq) refers to

the case where N is odd (respectively, even) and ZpNq � j.

Ostensibly there are four distinct cases; however, the minimality ofN precludes Casep1, n�1q
and so it suffices to consider the remaining three cases.

The preceding observations lead to the definition of a suitable parameter domain Ω and

mapping Φ which will form the focus of study for the remainder of the chapter. By the nature

of the definitions of Ω and Φ, it will be convenient in some situations to introduce a relabelling

of the relevant indices to replace the established “red, blue, odd” system. All these definitions

depend on which Casepi, jq happens to hold.

Casep1,nq and Casep2,n� 1q:
The simplest situation corresponds to when either Casep1, nq or Casep2, n � 1q holds. In both

instances one defines Ω :� ΩN and Φ :� ΦN . In the former case Φ : Ω Ñ E whilst in the latter

Φ : Ω Ñ F by the properties 2. i) and 3. i) of Lemma 42, respectively. Here no relabelling is

required: each even index 1 ¤ j ¤ N retains its original colour whilst the odd indices remain

achromatic (that is, they have no colour assigned to them).

Casep2,nq:
This situation is slightly more complicated. Fix t0 P Ω1 and consider the family of sets tΩ�

j uNj�1

defined by

Ω�
j :�  pt1, . . . , tjq : pt0, t1, . . . , tjq P Ωj�1

(
for j � 1, . . . , N .

It is easy to see tΩ�
j uNj�1 constitutes a type 2 tower. Let y0 :� x0 � r0P pt0q and let tΦ�

j uNj�1

denote the family of mappings associated to tΩ�
j uNj�1 and the point y0, as defined in Definition

41. Define Ω :� Ω�
N and Φ :� Φ�

N and observe, by property 2. i) of Lemma 42, that Φ : Ω Ñ E.

In this case the colouring system of the indices is redefined. In particular,

i) The index 1 is designated red;

ii) The odd indices 1   j ¤ N are designated red (respectively, blue) if j � 1 was red (respec-

tively, blue) in the previous scheme;

iii) The even indices are re-designated achromatic.

2.8 Freezing variables and families of parametrisations

Rather than use a single function to parametrise E or F , here the slicing method of Christ

[Chra, Chr98] is used to construct a family of maps Gσ. To begin some notation is introduced.

Let M denote the number of non-blue indices in t1, . . . , Nu and label these indices l1   l2  
� � �   lM . Similarly, let e (respectively, d) denote the number of red (respectively, blue) indices
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so that M � N � d. For the reader’s convenience the following table indicates the relationship

between these parameters in the various cases.

N n

Casep1, nq 2e� 2d� 1 3e� 2d� 1

Casep2, n� 1q 2e� 2d 3e� 2d� 1

Casep2, nq 2e� 2d 3e� 2d

(2.8.1)

These computations follow immediately from the definition of N in (2.7.1).

Now let 1 ¤ µ1   � � �   µe ¤ M be such that tlµiuei�1 is precisely the set of red indices.

Rather than the blue indices themselves, it will be useful to enumerate those indices which lie

directly before a blue index. Irrespective of which case happens to hold, any blue index is at

least 2 and so there are precisely d indices lying directly before a blue index. In particular, let

1 ¤ ν1   � � �   νd ¤M be such that tlνj � 1udj�1 are precisely the blue indices.

Define functions τ and σ on Ω by

τ � pτ1, . . . , τM q :� ptl1 , . . . , tlM q
s � psν1 , . . . , sνdq :� ptlνj�1 � tlνj qdj�1

σ � pσν1 , . . . , σνdq :� psνjτ2K{npn�1q
νj qdj�1.

Finally let ρ � pρµ1
, . . . , ρµe , ρν1 , . . . , ρνdq where ρµi (respectively, ρνj ) is the dilation variable

arising from the fibres of floor lµi (respectively, lνj � 1) of the tower. More precisely, ρµj :�
rrlµi {2s for 1 ¤ i ¤ e whilst ρνj :� rrplνj�1q{2s for 1 ¤ j ¤ d.

Observe that the map

ϕ : pr, tq ÞÑ pρ, τ, σq (2.8.2)

is a valid change of variables with Jacobian determinant satisfying

����det
Bϕ

Bpr, tq
���� � d¹

j�1

τ2K{npn�1q
νj .

For σ P Rd define the parameter set ωpσq :�  pρ, τq : ϕ�1pρ, τ, σq P Ω
(

and let

W :�  
σ P Rd : ωpσq � Hu � �

0, δpαβq1{2�d (2.8.3)

where the inclusion follows from properties of the blue indices. Finally, consider the mapping

Gσ on ωpσq by

Gσpρ, τq :� Φ � ϕ�1pρ, τ, σq.

By (2.8.1), it follows that in Casep1, nq and Casep2, nq the maps Gσ are functions of n variables

and take values in E whilst in Casep2, n� 1q the Gσ are functions of n� 1 variables and take

values in F . Hence in each case the maps Gσ have the desirable property that the domain and

co-domain are of equal dimension.

Furthermore, the polynomial nature of maps Gσ imply each has bounded multiplicity. In-

deed, as a consequence of Lemma 21, if Jσ denotes the Jacobian of Gσ, then in Casep1, nq and
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Casep2, nq one concludes that the estimate

|E| Á
»
ωpσq

|Jσpρ, τq|dρdτ

holds for all σ P W . In Casep2, n � 1q there is a similar estimate but with |E| replaced with

|F | on the left-hand side of the above expression. Thus, in order to establish either (2.5.1) or

(2.5.2) in the present cases it suffices to prove a suitable estimate for the Jacobian |Jσpρ, τq| on

the set ωpσq.

2.9 Reduction to Jacobian estimates

The key step in the proof is to estimate the Jacobian determinant Jσ of the map Gσ. It is

convenient to introduce the notation

η :�
#

0 if either Casep1, nq or Casep2, n� 1q holds

1 if Casep2, nq holds
.

Lemma 49. Let σ PW , where W is as defined in (2.8.3). Then

|Jσpρ, τq| Á αnpn�1q{2�M pβ{αqpd�e�ηq{2
M¹
l�1

τ
2K{npn�1q
l

for all pρ, τq P ωpσq.

Theorem 34 is a direct consequence of Lemma 49.

Proof (of Theorem 34, assuming Lemma 49). To prove Theorem 34 it suffices to show the esti-

mate (2.5.1) holds in both Casep1, nq and Casep2, nq and (2.5.2) holds in Casep2, n�1q. Indeed,

recall both (2.5.1) and (2.5.2) are equivalent to the desired endpoint restricted weak-type pp1, q1q
inequality (2.3.2) for A. For notational convenience, let

|X| :�
#
|E| if either Casep1, nq or Casep2, nq holds

|F | if Casep2, n� 1q holds
.

Apply Lemma 49 to each σ P W together with the Multiplicity Lemma to deduce in all

cases

|X| Á
»
ωpσq

|Jσpρ, τq|dρdτ

Á αnpn�1q{2�M pβ{αqpd�e�ηq{2
»
ωpσq

M¹
k�1

τ
2K{npn�1q
k dρdτ.

Integrating both sides of the preceding inequality over W , it follows that

pαβqd{2|X| Á αnpn�1q{2�M pβ{αqpd�e�ηq{2
»
ϕpΩq

M¹
k�1

τ
2K{npn�1q
k dρdτdσ (2.9.1)

where ϕ is the map defined in (2.8.2). By a change of variables, the integral on the right-hand
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side of (2.9.1) can be written as

»
ϕpΩq

M¹
k�1

τ
2K{npn�1q
k dρdτdσ �

»
Ω

M¹
k�1

t
2K{npn�1q
lk

����det
Bϕ

Bpr, tq pr, tq
���� drdt

�
»

Ω

M¹
k�1

t
2K{npn�1q
lk

d¹
j�1

t
2K{npn�1q
lνj

drdt.

Arguing as in the last step of the proof of Lemma 44, one may deduce tlνj � tlνj�1 for 1 ¤ j ¤ d

provided that the parameter δ from Lemma 44 is chosen to be sufficiently small (depending only

on degP and n). The previous expression is therefore bounded below by a constant multiple of

»
Ω

N¹
k�1

t
2K{npn�1q
k drdt.

Applying Fubini’s theorem and the estimates for the µP -measure of the fibres of the Ωj , one

may easily deduce the above integral is at least a constant multiple of αN pβ{αqtN{2u. Thence,

combining these observations and multiplying both sides of (2.9.1) by α�dpβ{αq�d{2, one arrives

at the estimate

|X| Á αnpn�1q{2�M�N�dpβ{αqpe�ηq{2�tN{2u.

Recalling M � N � d and (2.8.1), this is easily seen to be the desired estimate.

To complete the proof of Theorem 37 it remains to prove Lemma 49.

2.10 The proof of the Jacobian estimates: Casep1, nq

Here the proof of Lemma 49 in Casep1, nq is discussed in detail. The same arguments can be

adapted to treat the remaining cases, as demonstrated in the following section.

Proof (of Lemma 49, assuming Casep1, nq holds). The arguments here, which are based pri-

marily on those of [Chr98, Sto10], are somewhat lengthy; it is convenient, therefore, to present

the proof as a series of steps.

Compute the Jacobian matrix.

Recalling the definition of the mapping Φ :� ΦN , one may use the established index notation

to express Φ � ϕ�1 as

Φ � ϕ�1pρ, τ, σq � x0 � r0P pτ1q �
ȩ

i�1

ρµi
�
P pτµiq � P pτµi�1q

�
�

ḑ

j�1

ρνj
�
P pτνj � sνj pτ, σqq � P pτνj�1q

�
.

One immediately deduces that

BGσ
Bρµi

pρ, τq � P pτµiq � P pτµi�1q for i � 1, . . . , e
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whilst BGσ
Bρνj

pρ, τq � P pτνj � sνj pτ, σqq � P pτνj�1q for j � 1, . . . , d

which identifies d�e of the columns of the Jacobian matrix. The remaining columns correspond

to differentiation with respect to the τ variables and are readily computed by expressing Φ�ϕ�1

as

Φ � ϕ�1pρ, τ, σq � x0 �
ȩ

i�1

�
ρµiP pτµiq � ρ�µi�1P pτµi�1q

�
�

ḑ

j�1

�
ρνjP pτνj � sνj pτ, σqq � ρ�νj�1P pτνj q

�� ρ�MP pτM q

where the ρ�µi�1, ρ�νj�1 and ρ�M are defined in the obvious manner; for instance, if ρνj corresponds

to the parameter rk via the change of variables ϕ, then ρ�νj�1 is understood to correspond to

the parameter rk�1. Thus for i � 1, . . . , e one has

BGσ
Bτµi

pρ, τq � ρµiP
1pτµiq and

BGσ
Bτµi�1

pρ, τq � �ρ�µi�1P
1pτµi�1q

whilst BGσ
BτM pρ, τq � �ρ�MP 1pτM q,

accounting for a further 2e � 1 columns to the Jacobian matrix. To compute the remaining d

columns differentiate Gσ with respect to the τνj to give

BGσ
Bτνj

pρ, τq � ρνjP
1pτνj � sνj pτ, σqq � ρ�νj�1P

1pτνj q (2.10.1)

� 2K

npn� 1q
sνj pτ, σq
τνj

ρνjP
1pτνj � sνj pτ, σqq

for j � 1, . . . , d.

Compare Jσ with JP .

The estimation of the Jacobian Jσ will be achieved by comparing it to the more tractable

expression JP , introduced in (2.4.1). Once such a comparison is established, Jσ can then be

bounded by means of the geometric inequality of Dendrinos and Wright (that is, Theorem 38).

This inequality is guaranteed to hold in the appropriate setting due to the reductions made

earlier in the chapter.

To begin, express the Jacobian determinant in the form of an integral

Jσpρ, τq � �
»
Rpτq�Bσpτq

℘σpρ, τ, xq dx

where ℘σpρ, τ, xq is a multi-variate polynomial and

Rpτq :�
e¹
i�1

pτµi , τµi�1q and Bσpτq :�
d¹
i�1

pτνj � sνj , τνj�1q
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are rectangles.8 The polynomial ℘σpρ, τ, xq is the product of Cpρq � ρ�M
±e
i�1 ρ

�
µi�1ρµi and the

determinant of the matrix Aσpρ, τ, xq obtained from original Jacobian matrix by making the

following changes:

• The column P pτµiq � P pτµi�1q is replaced with P 1pxiq for i � 1, . . . , e.

• The column P pτνj � sνj q � P pτνj�1q is replaced with P 1pxm�jq for j � 1, . . . , d.

• The columns ρµiP
1pτµiq and �ρ�µi�1P

1pτµi�1q are replaced with P 1pτµiq and P 1pτµi�1q,
respectively, for all i � 1, . . . , e. In addition, �ρ�MP 1pτM q is replaced with and P 1pτM q.

• The remaining columns d are unaltered; in other words, they agree with the corresponding

columns of the Jacobian matrix.

Notice the unaltered columns are those corresponding to differentiation by τνj and are of

the form given in (2.10.1). Each may be expressed as the sum of three terms

BGσ
Bτνj

pρ, τq �
3̧

i�1

T iσ,jpρ, τq (2.10.2)

where, writing c :� �2K{npn� 1q,

T 1
σ,jpρ, τq :� pρνj � ρ�νj�1qP 1pτνj q,

T 2
σ,jpρ, τq :� c

sνj pτ, σq
τνj

ρνjP
1pτνj � sνj pτ, σqq,

T 3
σ,jpρ, τq :� ρνj pP 1pτνj � sνj pτ, σqq � P 1pτνj qq.

The multi-linearity of the determinant and (2.10.2) are now applied to express detAσpρ, τ, xq as

a sum of determinants of more elementary matrices. In order to present concisely the resulting

expression it is useful to introduce some notation. In particular, for S � N :� tν1, . . . , νdu, let

∆S denote the function of ρ given by

∆Spρq :�
¹
νPS

pρν � ρ�ν�1q

and Rσ,Spτq � R#S the rectangle

Rσ,Spτq :�
¹
νPS

pτν , τν � sνq.

With this notation detAσpρ, τ, xq equals

¸
S

∆S1pρq
� ¹
νPS2

cρνsν
τν


� ¹
νPS3

ρν


»
Rσ,S3 pτq

� ¹
νPS3

B
Byν



JP pξSpyq, xq dy, (2.10.3)

at least up to a sign, where the sum ranges over all partitions S :� pS1, S2, S3q of N and for

any such partition ξSpyq � pξS,lpτ, σ, yqqMl�1 is defined by

ξS,lpτ, σ, yq :�

$'&'%
τl � sl if l P S2,

yl if l P S3,

τl otherwise.

8For notational convenience the dependence of sν on pτ, σq has been suppressed.
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If S3 � H, then the integral appearing in (2.10.3) is interpreted as JP pξS , xq.
The term of the sum in (2.10.3) corresponding to the unique partition for which S1 � N

is simply ∆pρqJP pτ, xq where ∆pρq :� ∆N pρq; the sum of the remaining terms is denoted by

Eσpρ, τ, xq. Thus, (2.10.3) equals

∆pρqJP pτ, xq � Eσpρ, τ, xq. (2.10.4)

In conclusion, the Jacobian Jσ can be expressed in terms of (an integral of) the function JP

together with some error term.

Control the error.

It will be shown that provided that δ is chosen sufficiently small, depending only on n and

degP , the right-hand summand of (2.10.4) is subordinate to the left-hand summand. Only

a bounded number of terms of (2.10.3) are non-zero and the error is therefore a sum of Op1q
terms which will be estimated individually.

By the properties of the parameter tower, sν À δpβ{αqτν for all ν P N . Hence, for any

S2 � N one has ¹
νPS2

cρνsν
τν

À δ#S2pβ{αq#S2 À δ#S2∆S2pρq (2.10.5)

where the final inequality is due to the definition of the blue indices. A suitable error bound

would follow from a similar estimate for each of the integrals appearing in (2.10.3). In particular,

fixing some partition S � pS1, S2, S3q of N , it suffices to prove

»
Rσ,S3 pτq

�����
�¹
νPS3

B
Byν

�
JP pξSpyq, xq

����� dy À δ#S3∆S3
pρq|JP pτ, xq|. (2.10.6)

Indeed, once (2.10.6) is established, the error bound

|Eσpρ, τ, xq| À
� ¸

S�pS1,S2,S3q
S1�N

δ#S2�#S3

3¹
j�1

∆Sj pρq


|JP pτ, xq| (2.10.7)

À δ∆pρq|JP pτ, xq|

immediately follows, noting the factor
±
νPS3

ρν from (2.10.3) is Op1q whenever it appears in a

non-zero term of the sum.

If S3 � H, then (2.10.6) is trivial. Fix a partition S as above with S3 non-empty and some

y P Rσ,S3
pτq and consider the ratio������

�±
νPS3

B
Byν

	
JP pξSpyq, xq

JP pξSpyq, xq

������ . (2.10.8)

For notational convenience write ξ � pξ1, . . . , ξdq :� ξSpyq. Using the derivative estimate from

Proposition 39 one may bound (2.10.8) by a linear combination of Op1q terms (with Op1q
coefficients) of the form� ¹

νPT1

y�1
ν


� ¹
νPT2

y�εpνqν |yν � ξupνq|εpνq�1


� ¹
νPT3

y�εpνqν |yν � xvpνq|εpνq�1



(2.10.9)
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where:

• pT1, T2, T3q is a partition of S3;

• u : T2 Ñ t1, . . . ,Mu is a function with the property upjq � j for all j P T2;

• v : T3 Ñ t1, . . . , d� eu (with no additional conditions) and

• ε : T2 Y T3 Ñ t0, 1u.

To prove (2.10.6) it therefore suffices to establish a suitable bound for the integral of the

product of (2.10.9) and |JP pξ, xq| over the set Rσ,S3
pτq. The first step is to estimate (2.10.9)

by applying the following observations.

i) Given y P Rσ,S3
pτq, by the definition of the parameter tower the estimates

yν ¥ τν � τ1{κ
ν τ�2K{npn�1q

ν Á ατ�2K{npn�1q
ν ;

|yν � ξupνq| ¥ |τν � τupνq| � δαpτ�2K{npn�1q
ν � τ

�2K{npn�1q
upνq q;

|yν � xvpνq| ¥ |τν � xvpνq| � δατ�2K{npn�1q
ν

hold for ν P N .

ii) Since the indices lν for ν P N are those that directly precede a blue index (and so lν is odd),

Corollary 43 ensures τν � τu Á ατ
�2K{npn�1q
u for all 1 ¤ u   ν. Moreover, the ordering of

the variables then guarantees

τν � τu Á ατ�2K{npn�1q
ν whenever 1 ¤ u   ν.

iii) On the other hand, since the labelling lk omits the blue indices, for any ν P N and

ν   u ¤M one must have l� lν ¥ 2 where l is the index such that τu � tl. Consequently,

by applying Corollary 43 in this case one concludes that

τu � τν Á ατ�2K{npn�1q
ν whenever ν   u ¤M.

Combining these observations one immediately deduces that

|yν � ξupνq| Á ατ�2K{npn�1q
ν

for all ν P N , provided that δ is chosen initially to be sufficiently small in the earlier application

of Lemma 44.

It would be useful to have a similar bound for the terms |yν � xl|. At present such an

estimate is not possible due to the potential lack of separation between the τν and xl variables.

To remedy this, temporarily assume the addition separation hypothesis

|τν � xl| Á ατ�2K{npn�1q
ν (2.10.10)

for all ν P N and all 1 ¤ l ¤ d� e. Presently it is shown that this separation hypothesis leads

to desirable control over the error term Eσpρ, τ, xq; the following step is then to modify the

existing set-up so that (2.10.10) indeed holds without the need of additional assumptions.
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The preceding discussion, together with the identity |Rσ,Spτq| �
±
νPS sν , implies (2.10.9)

is controlled by

α�#S3

¹
νPS3

τ2K{npn�1q
ν À δ#S3pβ{αq#S3{2|Rσ,S3

pτq|�1

À δ#S3 |∆S3
pρq||Rσ,S3

pτq|�1

provided that δ is chosen to be sufficiently small. Observe, both of the above inequalities are

simple consequences of the definition of the blue indices. Consequently, the left-hand side of

(2.10.6) may be bounded by

δ#S3∆S3
pρq 1

|Rσ,S3pτq|
»
Rσ,S3 pτq

|JP pξS , xq|dy

and so (2.10.6), and thence (2.10.7), would follow if

|JP pξpyq, xq| � |JP pτ, xq| for all y P Rσ,S3
pτq.

This approximation is readily deduced by combining Proposition 39 with Grönwall’s inequality

(for a proof of Grönwall’s inequality see, for instance, [Tao06a, Chapter 1]).

Hence, the estimate (2.10.7) is established under the assumption of the separation hypothesis

(2.10.10).

Enforce separation.

In the previous section it was shown if (2.10.10) were to hold for each ν P N uniformly over all

x � px1, . . . , xd�eq P Rσ,S3
pτq, then by choosing 0   δ ! 1 sufficiently small one may control the

integrand by the easily-understood function |∆pρq||JP pτ, xq|. Clearly for fixed i the estimate

(2.10.10) cannot hold for at least one value of l, since as x varies over Rpτq�Bσpτq some xl can

stray close to τνi in the boundary regions. To remedy this problem one simply removes a suitable

small portion of Rpτq � Bσpτq from the boundary, observing that this can be done without

greatly diminishing the size of the integral to be estimated. Given 0   ε   1{2, 1 ¤ i ¤ e and

1 ¤ j ¤ d, define the ε-truncate of Ripτq :� pτµi , τµi�1q and Bσ,jpτq :� pτνj � sνj , τνj�1q by

Rεipτq :� pτµi � ε|Ripτq|, τµi�1 � ε|Ripτq|q

and

Bεσ,jpτq :� pτνj � sνj � ε|Bσ,jpτq|, τνj�1 � ε|Bσ,jpτq|q,

respectively. Moreover, define the ε-truncates of the associated rectangles to be Rεpτq :�±e
i�1R

ε
ipτq and Bεσpτq :� ±d

j�1B
ε
σ,jpτq. Lemma 50 below establishes the existence of some

constant 0   c0   1{2, depending only on n and degP , such that

|Jσpρ, τq| ¥
���� »
Dpτq

℘σpρ, τ, xqdx

����� 1

2

»
Dpτq

|℘σpρ, τ, xq| dx. (2.10.11)

where Dpτq :� Rc0pτq �Bc0σ pτq.
It is easy to show that for all x P Dpτq the condition (2.10.10) holds with a uniform constant.
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Observe

|Bσ,jpτq| � τνj�1 � pτνj � sνj q � tlpνj�1q
� tplνj�1q,

where the brackets in the subscript are included to aid the clarity of exposition. Since lνj � 1

is, by definition, a blue index it follows that lpνj�1q is odd and, consequently,

|Bσ,jpτq| Á αt
�2K{npn�1q
plνj�1q � αpτνj � sνj q�2K{npn�1q

by Corollary 43 part i). Futhermore, recalling sνj À δpβ{αqτνj À τνj , it follows that

|Bσ,jpτq| Á ατ�2K{npn�1q
νj . (2.10.12)

Now suppose xl P Bc0σ,j0pτq for some fixed j0 P t1, . . . , du. It is clear from the definition of the

parameter domain that if j � j0, then (2.10.10) holds for ν � νj . Similarly, if xl P Rc0i0 pτq for

some fixed i0 P t1, . . . , eu, then (2.10.10) holds for all ν P N . It remains to verify (2.10.10)

when xl P Bc0σ,j0pτq and j � j0, but this is immediate from the definition of the truncation and

the bound (2.10.12).

Consequently, for x P Dpτq and δ sufficiently small (2.10.7) holds and thus the estimate

|℘σpρ, τ, xq| Á |∆pρq||JP pτ, xq| (2.10.13)

is valid on Dpτq. Furthermore, it is claimed that as x varies over Dpτq the sign of ℘σpρ, τ, xq is

unchanged. Once this observation is established the right-hand side of (2.10.11) can be written

as
1

2

»
Dpτq

|℘σpρ, τ, xq|dx Á |∆pρq|
»
Dpτq

|JP pτ, xq| dx

To prove the claim, note that the ordering of the components of the pr, tq P Ω implies the sign

of V pτ, xq is fixed as x varies over Dpτq; the geometric inequality guaranteed by Theorem 38

therefore ensures that the sign of JP pτ, xq is also fixed (and is non-zero). The estimate (2.10.13)

now implies the claim.

Bound JP and apply the properties of Ω.

Combining the estimate guaranteed by Theorem 38 and the preceding observations one deduces

that

|Jσpρ, τq| Á |∆pρq|
M¹
l�1

|LP pτlq|1{n
»
Dpτq

d�e¹
k�1

|LP pxkq|1{n|V pτ, xq|dx.

Over the domain of integration the estimate

|V pτ, xq| Á αnpn�1q{2�MpM�1q{2|V pτq|
M¹
l�1

τ
�Kpn�Mq{npn�1q
l

d�e¹
k�1

x
�Kpn�1q{npn�1q
k

is valid owing to both (2.10.10) and the additional separation enforced by truncating the set

Rpτq. Furthermore, the construction of the (type 1) parameter tower ensures

|V pτq| Á αMpM�1q{2pβ{αqe{2
M¹
l�1

τ
�KpM�1q{npn�1q
l . (2.10.14)
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Since the properties of the blue intervals imply |∆pρq| Á pβ{αqd{2, one may combine the pre-

ceding inequalities to deduce

|Jσpρ, τq| Á αnpn�1q{2pβ{αqpd�eq{2
�»

Dpτq

n�M¹
k�1

x
2K{npn�1q
k dx


 M¹
l�1

τ
2K{npn�1q
l . (2.10.15)

Here the approximation LP ptq � tK has been applied, which was a consequence of the decom-

position theorem.

Finally, the integral on the right-hand side of the above expression is easily seen to satisfy

»
Dpτq

n�M¹
k�1

x
2K{npn�1q
k dx Á αn�M ,

concluding the proof.

It remains to state and prove the lemma which justifies the estimate (2.10.11). In general,

for 0   ε   1{2 the ε-truncation Iε of a finite open interval I � pa, bq is defined as Iε :�
pa� εpb� aq, b� εpb� aqq. If I1, . . . , IK is a family of finite open intervals, the ε-truncation Rε

of the associated rectangle R :�±K
j�1 Ij is defined simply by Rε :�±K

j�1 I
ε
j .

Lemma 50. Given any M,K P N there exists a constant 0   cM,K   1{2 with the following

property. For all 0   ε   cM,K there exists CM,Kpεq ¡ 0 such that for any collection I1, . . . , IK

of finite open intervals with associated rectangle R one has»
RzRε

|ppxq| dx ¤ CM,Kpεq
»
Rε
|ppxq|dx

whenever p is a polynomial of degree at most M in x � px1, . . . , xKq. Moreover, limεÑ0 CM,Kpεq �
0 for any fixed M,K.

Once the lemma is established, taking d, e and M to be as defined in the previous proof and

K :� d � e, the inequality (2.10.11) (at least in Casep1, nq) follows by choosing c0 sufficiently

small so that 0   CM,Kpc0q   1{2.

Proof (of Lemma 50). By homogeneity it suffices to consider the case I1 � � � � � IK � p0, 1q
and a simple inductive procedure further reduces the problem to the case K � 1. Fixing M and

letting I � p0, 1q, the proof is now a simple consequence of the equivalence of norms on finite-

dimensional spaces: if CM   8 is defined to be the supremum of the ratio }p}L8pIq{}p}L1pIq

over all polynomials of degree at most M , then»
IzIε

|ppxq| dx ¤ 2εCM

�»
IzIε

|ppxq|dx�
»
Iε
|ppxq|dx



.

Provided that 0   ε   CM{2 one may take CM,1pεq :� 2εCM{p1 � 2εCM q, completing the

proof.
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2.11 The proof of the Jacobian estimates: Casep2, n � 1q

and Casep2, nq

The argument used to prove Lemma 49 in Casep1, nq can easily be adapted to establish the

result in the remaining cases. The necessary modifications are sketched below; the precise

details are left to the patient reader.

Adapting the arguments to Casep2, n� 1q.
To prove the inequality in Casep2, n� 1q only a minor modification of the preceding argument

is needed. Notice by the minimality of the parameter N defined in (2.7.1) it follows that the

index N is red and so µe �M . Here Φ � ϕ�1 maps into Rn � r1, 2s and is given by

Φ � ϕ�1pρ, τ, σq �
�

ΨN px0, r0;ϕ�1pρ, τ, σqq
ρµm

�

where

ΨN px0, r0;ϕ�1pρ, τ, σqq � x0 � r0P pτ1q �
e�1̧

i�1

ρµi
�
P pτµiq � P pτµi�1q

�
�

ḑ

j�1

ρνj
�
P pτνj � sνj q � P pτνj�1q

�� ρµeP pτµeq.

The Jacobian matrix is now an pn�1q�pn�1q matrix. The columns given by differentiating

Gσ with respect to ρµi are�
P pτµiq � P pτµi�1q

0

�
for j � 1, . . . , e� 1 and

�
P pτµeq

1

�
.

For remaining columns, the first n components are precisely the components of the correspond-

ing columns in the previous case and the n � 1 component is 0. Expanding the determinant

across row pn� 1q, the methods used earlier in the proof can be applied to deduce

Jσpρ, τq � �
»
Rpτq�Bσpτq

℘σpρ, τ, xq dx

where ℘σpρ, τ, xq is the determinant of a n� n matrix and

Rpτq :�
e�1¹
i�1

pτµi , τµi�1q; Bσpτq :�
d¹
j�1

pτνj � sνj , τνj�1q.

The key difference is now the integral is over a rectangle of dimension d � e � 1 (rather than

d � e). Define the truncated domain Dpτq in analogous manner to the previous case. Notice

from (2.8.1) it follows that n�M � d� e� 1, which is precisely the dimension of the set Dpτq
in the present situation. Arguing as before, the inequality (2.10.15) also holds in this setting

and from this one obtains the required estimate.
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Adapting the argument to Casep2, nq.
Here the map Φ � ϕ�1 is given by

Φ � ϕ�1pρ, τ, σq � y0 �
ȩ

i�1

ρµi
�
P pτµiq � P pτµi�1q

�
�

ḑ

j�1

ρνj
�
P pτνj � sνj pτ, σqq � P pτνj�1q

�
and thus the columns of the Jacobian matrix essentially agree with those of Casep1, nq, with

the exception that now there is no column corresponding to BGσ{Bτµ1�1.

The above arguments now carry through almost verbatim; the only substantial difference

in this situation is that the Vandermonde estimate (2.10.14) becomes

|V pτq| Á αMpM�1q{2pβ{αqpe�1q{2

due to the fact that the parameter tower in this situation is of type 2, as opposed to type 1 in

both of the previous cases.

Remark 51. At the beginning of the chapter the possibility of strengthening the restricted

weak-type pp1, q1q estimate from Proposition 37 to a strong-type estimate was discussed. It was

remarked that the strong-type estimate in dimension n � 2 follows from a result of Gressman

[Gre13], but can also be established by combining the analysis contained within the present

chapter with an extrapolation method due to Christ [Chrd] (see also [Sto09]). Here some

further details are sketched. The key ingredients in Christ’s extrapolation technique are certain

‘trilinear’ variants of the estimates (2.5.1) and (2.5.2). Recall, to prove the weak-type bound it

sufficed to show either (2.5.1) or (2.5.2) holds since both these estimates are equivalent. This

equivalence breaks down when one passes to the trilinear setting and to establish the strong-

type inequality one must prove both the trilinear version of (2.5.1) and the trilinear version of

(2.5.2) hold. This can be achieved in the n � 2 case by introducing an “inflation” argument (see

[Chra] and also [Gre06]). One may attempt to apply the same techniques in higher dimensions

but now the Jacobian arising from the inflation is rather complicated. The question of whether

or not this Jacobian can be effectively estimated remains unresolved. It is possible that the

inflation argument is not required when n belongs to a certain congruence class modulo 3 and

potentially the strong-type bound could be established more directly from existing arguments

in this situation.

2.12 The method of Dendrinos and Stovall

To conclude the chapter the details the construction of the sequence of sets tUku8k�1 featured

in Lemma 44 are presented. The argument here is due to Dendrinos and Stovall [DS15]. At

this point some preliminary definitions and remarks are pertinent. Observe

xAχE , χF y �
»

Σ

χF pπ1px, r, tqqχEpπ2px, r, tqqλP ptq dxdrdt
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where Σ :� Rn � r1, 2s � I and π1 : Σ Ñ Rn � r1, 2s and π2 : Σ Ñ Rn are the mappings

π1px, r, tq :� px, rq, π2px, r, tq :� x� rP ptq.

Define the πj-fibres to be the sets π�1
j � πjpx, r, tq for px, r, tq P Σ and j � 1, 2. Thus, the

π1-fibres form a partition of Σ into a continuum of curves (which are simply parallel lines)

whilst the π2-fibres partition Σ into a continuum of 2-surfaces. Writing

U :� π�1
1 pF q X π�1

2 pEq � tpx, r, tq P Σ : π1px, r, tq P F and π2px, r, tq P Eu

it follows that

xAχE , χF y �
»

Σ

χU px, r, tqλP ptq dxdrdt.

The sets tUku8k�0 are defined recursively. To construct the initial set U0, let

B0 :� tpx, r, tq P U : 0   t   pα{2κqκu.

Then, recalling the definition of λP and applying Fubini’s theorem, it follows that»
Σ

χB0
px, r, tqλP ptqdxdrdt �

»
F

» pα{2κqκ

0

χEpx� rP ptqqλP ptqdtdxdr

¤ 1

2
α|F | � 1

2

»
Σ

χU px, r, tqλP ptqdxdrdt.

Define U0 :� UzB0 so that»
Σ

χU0px, r, tqλP ptqdxdrdt ¥ 1

2

»
Σ

χU px, r, tqλP ptqdxdrdt.

Note that this definition will ensure property iii) holds for the sequence of refinements. Now

suppose the set Uk�1 has been defined for some k ¥ 1 and satisfies the conditions stipulated in

the proof of Lemma 44.

Case k � n mod 2.

In order to ensure the property (2.6.4) holds in this case, the following refinement procedure is

applied. Let Bk�1 denote the set"
px, r, tq P Uk�1 :

» 2

1

»
I

χUk�1
px� rP ptq � ρP pτq, ρ, τqλP pτqdτdρ ¤ 4�pk�1{2qβ

*
.

The map pρ, τq ÞÑ px� rP ptq � ρP pτq, ρ, τq parametrises the fibre π�1
2 pπ2px, r, tqq and so Bk�1

is precisely the set of all points belonging to π2-fibres which have a “small” intersection with

Uk�1. Removing the parts of Uk�1 lying in these fibres should not significantly diminish the
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measure of the set and indeed, by Fubini’s theorem and a simple change of variables,»
Σ

χBk�1
px, r, tqλP ptqdtdxdr �

»
Rn�r1,2s

»
I

χBk�1
px� rP ptq, r, tqλP ptqdtdxdr

¤
»
txPE :Tk�1pxq¤4�pk�1{2qβu

Tk�1pxq dx

¤ 4�pk�1{2qβ|E|
¤ 1

2

»
Σ

χUk�1
px, r, tqλP ptqdxdrdt (2.12.1)

where

Tk�1pxq :�
» 2

1

»
I

χUk�1
px� ρP pτq, ρ, τqλP pτqdτdρ.

Note that the inequality (2.12.1) is due to property i) of the sets Uj for 1 ¤ j ¤ k � 1, stated

in Lemma 44. Thence, letting U 1
k�1 :� Uk�1zBk�1 it follows that»

Σ

χU 1
k�1

px, r, tqλP ptqdxdrdt ¥ 1

2

»
Σ

χUk�1
px, r, tqλP ptqdxdrdt. (2.12.2)

Now, recalling I � pa, bq, define B1
k�1 to be the set#

px, r, tq P U 1
k�1 :

» 2

1

» b
t

χU 1
k�1

px� rP ptq � ρP pτq, ρ, τqλP pτqdτdρ ¤ 4�pk�1qβ

+
.

Given x P π2pU 1
k�1q, the fibre-wise nature of the definition of U 1

k�1 implies for px� rP ptq, r, tq P
U 1
k�1 if and only if px� rP ptq, r, tq P Uk�1 and consequently

» 2

1

»
I

χU 1
k�1

px� rP ptq, r, tqλP ptqdtdr ¥ 4�pk�1{2qβ. (2.12.3)

On the other hand, » 2

1

»
I

χB1
k�1

px� rP ptq, r, tqλP ptqdtdr � 4�pk�1qβ. (2.12.4)

Indeed, the left-hand side can be expressed as

νP
� pr, tq P Kpxq : νP

�
Kpxq X pr1, 2s � pt, bqq� ¤ 4�pk�1qβ

(�
for Kpxq � r1, 2s � I a measurable subset. The identity (2.12.4) is now a consequence of the

fact that for any measure ν on R2 which is, say, absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue

measure,

ν
� pr, tq P K : ν

�
K X pR� pt,8qq� ¤ u

(� � u

for all 0   u   νpKq and all K � R2 measurable.

Thence, combining (2.12.3) and (2.12.4) it follows that» 2

1

»
I

χB1
k�1

px� rP ptq, r, tqλP ptqdtdr ¤ 1

2

» 2

1

»
I

χU 1
k�1

px� rP ptq, r, tqλP ptqdtdr
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whenever x P π2pU 1
k�1q. Defining Uk :� U 1

k�1zB1
k�1, one observes that

»
Σ

χUkpx, r, tqλP ptqdxdrdt �
»
π2pU 1

k�1q

» 2

1

»
I

χUkpx� rP ptq, r, tqλP ptqdtdrdx

¥ 1

2

»
π2pU 1

k�1q

» 2

1

»
I

χU 1
k�1

px� rP ptq, r, tqλP ptqdtdrdx

� 1

4

»
Σ

χUk�1
px, r, tqλP ptqdxdrdt.

Moreover, the set Uk is easily seen to satisfy (2.6.4).

Case k � n mod 2.

It remains to define the set Uk under the assumption k � n mod 2, ensuring property (2.6.3)

is satisfied. Here one is concerned with the fibres of the map π1. Define

Bk�1 :�
"
px, r, tq P Uk�1 :

»
I

χUk�1
px, r, τqλP pτqdτ ¤ 4�pk�1{2qα

*
.

Notice that the map τ ÞÑ px, r, τq parametrises the fibre π�1
1 pπ1px, r, tqq and so Bk�1 is the col-

lection of all points px, r, tq in Uk�1 which belong to π1-fibres which have a “small” intersection

with Uk�1. Reasoning analogously to the previous case, if one defines U 1
k�1 :� Uk�1zBk�1 it

follows that (2.12.2) holds in this case. Finally, let

B1
k�1 :�

#
px, r, tq P U 1

k�1 :

» b
t

χU 1
k�1

px, r, τqλP pτqdτ ¤ 4�pk�1qα

+

and Uk :� U 1
k�1zB1

k�1. Again arguing as in the previous case, it follows that»
Σ

χUkpx, r, tqλP ptqdxdrdt ¥ 1

4

»
Σ

χUk�1
px, r, tqλP ptqdxdrdt.

This recursive procedure defines a sequence of sets with all the desired properties.
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Chapter 3

An affine Fourier restriction

theorem for conical surfaces

3.1 Averages over circles and Fourier restriction to light

cones

Let σ denote the arc-length measure on the unit circle S1 (which agrees with the affine arc-

length measure since S1 has curvature everywhere equal to 1) and define the dilated averaging

operator

Afpx, rq :�
»
S1

fpx� ryq dσpyq.

For this example, the endpoint key inequality is

}Af}L6pR2�r1,2sq À }f}L2pR2q. (3.1.1)

In contrast with averages over general space curves, averages over plane curves are (at least

in the non-degenerate case) amenable to Fourier transform techniques. For instance, (3.1.1)

can be established by comparing A with a certain Fourier integral operator and then applying

the TT� method combined with fractional integral estimates; this follows an argument used to

prove (closely-related) classical Strichartz estimates for the wave equation, described in [Sog08]

(see also [Tao06b]). Furthermore, by applying the Fourier transform it can be shown that

(3.1.1) is equivalent to the following Stein-Tomas restriction theorem for the light cone.

Theorem 52 (Strichartz [Str77]). The following Stein-Tomas restriction inequality holds:

� »
pR2

|F̂ pξ, |ξ|q|2 dξ

|ξ|
	1{2

À }F }L6{5pR3q. (3.1.2)

Many of these observations were essentially present in the original paper of Strichartz [Str77],

where the higher dimensional situation is also considered (see also [Ste93, Chapter VIII]). The

weight |ξ|�1 appearing on the left-hand side of (3.1.2) gives rise to the natural Lorentz-invariant

measure on the light cone; with this choice of measure it is possible to obtain estimates for the

full (non-compact) cone as above, see [Tao04] for further discussion. The connection between

dilated averages over circles and Fourier restriction was briefly mentioned in Remark 35; in this

chapter some of the consequences of this relationship are investigated.
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The proof that (3.1.2) implies (3.1.1) is straight-forward (as is the proof of the converse).

Note, provided that f is sufficiently regular,

Afpx, rq �
»
pR2

e2πix.ξ f̂pξqσ̂prξq dξ

and recall that the Fourier transform of the measure σ can be expressed as

σ̂pξq �
¸
�

a�pξqe�2πi|ξ|

p1� |ξ|q1{2 (3.1.3)

where a� P C8ppR2q satisfy1

���� B
Bξ

	α
a�pξq

��� Àα p1� |ξ|q�|α|1 α P N2
0.

The identity (3.1.3) follows from elementary stationary phase computations, see [Ste93, Chapter

VIII] or [Sog93, Chapter 1] for details. Thus, in order to establish (3.1.1) it essentially suffices

to show the same inequality but now with

Afpx, rq :�
»
pR2

e2πipx.ξ�r|ξ|q aprξq
p1� r|ξ|q1{2 f̂pξq dξ

for some a P C8ppR2q satisfying the same estimates as the a�. Furthermore, defining

mpξ, rq :� aprξq|ξ|1{2
p1� r|ξ|q1{2 ,

it follows that ���� B
Bξ

	α
mpξ, rq

��� Àα |ξ|�|α|1 α P N2
0,

where the implied constant is independent of r P r1, 2s. Now define

Afpx, rq :�
»
pR2

e2πipx.ξ�r|ξ|qf̂pξq dξ

|ξ|1{2 (3.1.4)

and observe, for A as (re)defined above, Afpr, �q � MrAfpr, �q where Mr is the multiplier

operator associated to the function mp � , rq : pRn Ñ C. Thus, by the Hörmander-Mikhlin

multiplier theorem (see [Ste70, Chapter IV]),

}Afp � , rq}L6
xpRnq À }Afp � , rq}L6

xpRnq

and to prove (3.1.1) it suffices to show the same inequality holds but with A in place of A. Take

η P C8
c pRq with supp η P r1, 2s and 0 ¤ η ¤ 1 and note» 2

1

»
Rn
Afpx, rqgpx, rqηprq dxdr �

»
R

»
pRn
e2πir|ξ|f̂pξqĜpξ, rq dξ

|ξ|1{2 dr

�
»
pRn
f̂pξq

»
R
e�2πir|ξ|Ĝpξ, rq dr

dξ

|ξ|1{2

where Gpx, rq :� gpx, rqηprq. The inner integral is just the Fourier transform of r ÞÑ Ĝpξ, rq
1Here |α|1 :� α1 � α2 for α P N2

0.
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evaluated at |ξ|. Thus,

��� » 2

1

»
R2

Afpx, rqgpx, rqηprq dxdr
��� ¤ }f̂}L2pR2q

�»
pR2

|Ĝpξ, |ξ|q|2 dξ

|ξ|

1{2

and, since }G}L6{5pR3q ¤ }g}L6{5pR3q, (3.1.1) now follows from (3.1.2) and Plancherel’s theorem.

The converse statement can be proven in a similar fashion.

3.2 Averages over convex curves and restriction to conical

surfaces

Now consider the more general situation where µ is the affine arc-length measure on some

smooth plane curve Σ and A is defined to be the dilated averaging operator

Afpx, rq :�
»

Σ

fpx� ryq dµpyq. (3.2.1)

It is natural to ask whether in general an L2
x � L6

x,r estimate for this operator corresponds to

some weighted conical restriction inequality. In the previous chapter A was defined with respect

to polynomial curves, but here it is more natural to let Σ � R2 be given by the boundary of

some centred convex body. That is, Σ equals BΩ where Ω is a compact, convex set with smooth

boundary for which 0 P Ω is an interior point. It transpires that estimates for A correspond

to Fourier restriction estimates for the conical surface generated by the boundary of the polar

body Ω�. This correspondence is, in general, not a rigorous equivalence, but merely a heuristic.

It does, however, suggest what the correct affine formulation of the conical restriction problem

should be.

In order to proceed it is necessary to recall some fundamental facts concerning the relation-

ship between a convex body and its polar body. Let K0 denote the class of centred convex

bodies in R2. The polar body Ω� of Ω P K0 is defined by

Ω� :� tξ P pR2 : |xx, ξy| ¤ 1 for all x P Ωu;

later it will be useful to think of Ω� as lying in the frequency space, but this has no particular

significance at present.

Proofs of the following results are both easily deduced and widely available (see [Sch14], for

instance).

a) For Ω P K0, the polar body Ω� is dual to Ω in the sense that Ω� P K0 and, moreover,

Ω�� � Ω.

b) Suppose Ω P K0 is smooth; that is, Σ :� BΩ is a smooth hypersurface. Then Ω together

with its boundary Σ can be expressed as

Ω � tx P Rn : φpxq ¤ 1u and Σ � tx P Rn : φpxq � 1u

where φ : Rn Ñ r0,8q is smooth away from 0, homogeneous of degree 1 and satisfies

∇φpxq � 0 for x P R2zt0u.

c) If Ω P K0 is smooth, then the polar body Ω� is also smooth. Defining φ� : pR2 Ñ r0,8q by
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φ�pξq :� supxPΩ xξ, xy and letting Σ� denote the boundary of Ω�, it follows that

Ω� � tξ P pR2 : φ�pξq ¤ 1u and Σ� � tξ P pR2 : φ�pξq � 1u.

Furthermore, φ� is smooth away from the origin, homogeneous of degree 1 and satisfies

∇φ�pξq � 0 for ξ P pR2zt0u.

d) Suppose Ω is strictly convex. Then given x P Σ there exists a unique point x� P Σ�, known

as the dual point to x, satisfying xx, x�y � 1.

The final fact is not so elementary; it is a special case of (2) from [Hug96].

e) Let Ω P K0 be smooth and strictly convex. The curvature κpxq of Σ at a point x P Σ is

related to the curvature κ�px�q of Σ� at the dual point x� P Σ� by

κpxq1{3κ�px�q1{3 � xx, νpxqyxx�, ν�px�qy (3.2.2)

where ν and ν� are the (outward) Gauss maps for Σ and Σ�, respectively. Moreover, it

is clear the right-hand side of this identity may be written asA
x,
∇φpxq
|∇φpxq|

EA
x�,
∇φ�px�q
|∇φ�px�q|

E
� φpxqφ�px�q
|∇φpxq||∇φ�px�q| �

1

|∇φpxq||∇φ�px�q|

where the first equality is due to Euler’s homogeneous function theorem.

Returning to the averaging operator, fix Ω and Σ as above and let A be as defined in (3.2.1).

As before, the key estimate is

}Af}L6pR2�r1,2sq À }f}L2pR2q. (3.2.3)

In the non-degenerate case (where the curvature of Σ is non-vanishing) this is equivalent to a

conical restriction theorem. In particular, let Σ� and φ� : pR2 Ñ r0,8q be as defined in c) and

consider the conical surface C� given by

C� :�  pξ, φ�pξqq : ξ P pR2
( � pR3.

Define the weight function

w�pξq :� @
Mpφ�qpξq∇φ�pξq,∇φ�pξqDφ�pξq

where Mpφ�q is the matrix-valued function

Mpφ�q :�
�
� B2φ�

Bξ22

B2φ�

Bξ1Bξ2
B2φ�

Bξ1Bξ2
� B2φ�

Bξ21

�
.

Notice Mpφ�q is the negative of the adjugate of the Hessian matrix of φ�. One may easily

verify w� is smooth away from the origin and homogeneous of degree 0. With these definitions

it transpires (3.2.3) corresponds to

�»
pR2

| pF pξ, φpξqq|2w�pξq1{3 dξ

φ�pξq

1{2

À }F }L6{5pR3q. (3.2.4)
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Of course, the prototypical example is given by taking Σ � S1, in which case Σ� � S1 so that

φ�pξq � |ξ| and C� is the light cone considered in the previous section and, furthermore, (3.2.4)

reduces to (3.1.2).

In the non-degenerate case (3.2.3) can be shown to be equivalent to (3.2.4), provided that

one allows constants which may depend on the choice of curve Σ. The details of this argument

are given in the following section. For general convex curves the correspondence is merely

a heuristic, which arises from ignoring certain (important) error terms in stationary phase

estimates.

3.3 Equivalence in the non-degenerate case

Suppose Σ has non-vanishing curvature (and therefore Ω is strictly convex). Here the equiva-

lence of (3.2.3) and (3.2.4) is discussed; this is intended to give a glimpse of the relationship

between the weight w� and the affine arc-length measure on Σ and is only for expository pur-

poses. To proceed as in Section 3.1 one must obtain a suitable expression for the Fourier

transform of affine arc-length measure on Σ, which is given by the formula

µ̂pξq �
»

Σ

e�2πix.ξκpxq1{3 dσpxq.

Since Σ is locally graph parametrised, by applying a partition of unity and various rotations it

suffices to consider the integral»
R
e�2πiptξ1�γptqξ2qβptqγ2ptq1{3 dt (3.3.1)

where β P C8
c pRq is supported on an interval and satisfies 0 ¤ β ¤ 1 and γ : R Ñ R is a

smooth convex function satisfying φpt, γptqq � 1 for t P suppβ. The non-vanishing curvature

condition implies the Gauss map is a diffeomorphism from tpt, γptqq : βptq � 0u onto an open

neighbourhood U of S1. For ξ belonging to the open cone Γ generated by U , let ξ1 denote the

unique point in Σ� for which φ�pξqξ1 � ξ and tpξq the unique t P R such that βptq � 0 and ξ is

normal to Σ at pt, γptqq. The Gauss map is chosen to correspond to the outward normal vector

field; in this case the set U and, consequently, Γ lie in the lower-half plane.

Write (3.3.1) as

e�2πixptpξq,γptpξqq,ξy

»
R
e2πiφ�pξ1qΦpt,ξ1qβptqγ2ptq1{3 dt (3.3.2)

where

Φpt, ξ1q :� �xpt, γptqq, ξ1y � xptpξq, γptpξqqq, ξ1y.

For fixed ξ the function t ÞÑ Φpt, ξ1q has a critical point at tpξq; explicitly,

Φpt, ξ1q��
t�tpξq

� Φ1
tpt, ξ1q

��
t�tpξq

� 0.

Furthermore, the curvature condition implies this critical point is non-degenerate in the sense

that

Φ2
ttpt, ξ1q

��
t�tpξq

� �ξ12γ2ptpξqq ¡ 0.

One is now in a position to apply standard asymptotic expansion formulae for oscillatory inte-
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grals (see [Ste93, Chapter VIII]). In particular, it follows that (3.3.2) can be expressed as

apξqφ�pξq�1{2|ξ12|�1{2γ2ptpξqq�1{6e2πixxpξq,ξy (3.3.3)

where xpξq � ptpξq, γptpξqq and apξq P C8ppR2q satisfies���� B
Bξ

	α
apξq

��� Àα p1� |ξ|q�|α| α P N2
0.

One would like to write (3.3.3) in a more palatable form. The map x ÞÑ xx, ξy defined on Σ

attains its extrema at the point at which ξ is normal to the curve: indeed,

B2

Bt2
�
tξ1 � γptqξ2

���
t�tpξq

� γ2ptpξqqξ2   0.

Thence, xpξq is a global maximum for the aforementioned map and therefore

φ�pξq � sup
xPΣ

xx, ξy � xxpξq, ξy. (3.3.4)

This simplifies the expression appearing in the exponential. One would like to also write

the factor |ξ12|�1{2γ2ptpξqq�1{6 in terms of φ and φ�. To do this, differentiate the equation

φpt, γptqq � 1 with respect to t to obtain

φ1pt, γptqq � γ1ptqφ2pt, γptqq � 0 (3.3.5)

where φj � Bxjφ for j � 1, 2. Since ∇φpt, γptqq � 0, it follows that φ2pt, γptqq � 0 and

differentiating (3.3.5) leads to the expression

γ2ptq � �φ11φ
2
2 � 2φ12φ1φ2 � φ22φ

2
1

φ3
2

pt, γptqq (3.3.6)

Note that the numerator is the weight

wpt, γptqq :� xD2φpxq∇φpxq,∇φpxqyφpxq��
x�pt,γptqq

which is similar to that appearing in (3.2.4), but with φ� replaced with φ. For the denominator,

observe both ξ and ∇φpxpξqq are normal to the curve at xpξq and hence are scalar multiples of

one another. Applying (3.3.4) and appealing to Euler’s homogeneous function theorem yields

φ�p∇φpxpξqqq � xxpξq,∇φpxpξqqy � φpxpξqq � 1 (3.3.7)

and it follows immediately that

∇φpxpξqq � φ�pξq�1ξ � ξ1 (3.3.8)

so, in particular, φ2pxpξqq � ξ12. Substituting these identities into (3.3.3) one obtains

apξqwpxpξqq
�1{6

φ�pξq1{2 e2πiφ�pξq.
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The above expression can in turn be written as

apξqw
�pξq1{6

φ�pξq1{2 e
2πiφ�pξq (3.3.9)

by invoking the fact

wpxpξqqw�pξq � wpxpξqqw�pxpξq�q � 1, (3.3.10)

which is established presently. Indeed, from (3.3.7) and (3.3.8) one concludes that ξ1 � xpξq�
and the first equality now follows by the homogeneity of ω�. For the second equality, note that

(3.3.6) implies the formula

κpxq � wpxq
|∇φpxq|3 for all x P Σ (3.3.11)

and, by a similar argument,

κ�pξq � w�pξq
|∇φ�pξq|3 for all ξ P Σ�

so that (3.3.10) is now an immediate consequence of the identity (3.2.2).

Thus far ξ P Γ; if ξ lies outside Γ then the phase function appearing in (3.3.2) has no critical

points. In this case the principle of non-stationary phase applies and as such (3.3.2) can be

written as a function of the form (3.3.9) for all ξ P pR2. The Fourier transform of µ is then given

as a sum of similar functions.

Thus, in the non-degenerate case, the averaging operator defined at the start of the section

can be represented as a sum of Fourier integral operators of the form

Ãfpx, tq :�
»
pR2

e2πipx.ξ�rφ�pξqqf̂pξqaprξqw
�prξq1{6

φ�prξq1{2 dξ.

By a simple multiplier argument, one concludes that the estimate (3.2.3) would follow from the

same inequality but with

Afpx, tq :�
»
R̂2

e2πipx.ξ�tφ�pξqqf̂pξqw
�pξq1{6

φ�pξq1{2 dξ

in place of A. The desired estimate for A is then easily seen to be a consequence of the

restriction estimate (3.2.4) by duality. As before, the converse statement can be treated in a

similar fashion.

The above argument is severely limited in that it applies only to non-degenerate Σ and it

may introduce an undesirable dependence in the constants (which makes the appearance of the

weight somewhat superfluous). Nevertheless, it does indicate a likely candidate for the correct

measure for an affine conical restriction theorem. The following section considers the problem

of establishing inequalities such as (3.2.4), but now without reference to estimates for dilated

averages.
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3.4 An affine restriction theorem for 2-dimensional cones

In [Nic09] Nicola gave an alternative proof of the sharp Lp � Lq Fourier restriction theorem

for the conical surface tpξ, |ξ|q : ξ P pR2u lying in the frequency space pR3 with measure dξ{|ξ|,
originally due to Barceló [Bar85] (see [Bar86, DG93, Obe02, Bus] for related results). Explicitly,

this states whenever 1 ¤ p   4{3 and q � p1{3 one has

�»
pR2

|F̂ pξ, |ξ|q|q dξ

|ξ|

1{q

À }F }LppR3q. (3.4.1)

In this section, which presents published work of the author from [Hic14], it is observed Nicola’s

arguments can easily be adapted to give results in an affine-invariant setting. In particular, it

is shown that Sjölin’s affine restriction estimate for convex plane curves (Theorem 12) implies

a variant of the conical restriction theorem where one may replace the circular cone with any

member of a broad class of conic surfaces given by dilating convex curves, provided that the

measure dξ{|ξ| is substituted with the weighted measure introduced earlier in this chapter. To

make this precise, let Ω P K0 be smooth and define Σ, φ with respect to Ω as in the previous

sections. Consider the cone

C :� tpξ, φpξqq : ξ P pR2u � pR3,

which is thought of as lying in the frequency space, and define the weight function

wpξq :� @
Mpφqpξq∇φpξq,∇φpξqDφpξq

where Mpφq is the negative of the adjugate of the Hessian matrix of φ. The desired restriction

estimate for the whole cone is as follows:

Proposition 53. For φ and w as above, if 1 ¤ p   4{3 and q � p1{3, then

�»
pR2

| pF pξ, φpξqq|qwpξq1{3 dξ

φpξq

1{q

¤ C}F }LppR3q. (3.4.2)

Here C is a universal constant in the sense that it depends on p only and, in particular, not

the choice of conical surface.

Remark 54. a) In the prototypical case Σ � S1, wpξq � 1 and the original restriction

estimate (3.4.1) is recovered.

b) The inequality (3.4.2) exhibits certain kind of affine invariance. If (3.4.2) holds for a fixed

φ, then it is easily seen to hold with the same constant C whenever φ replaced with any

function of the form φ �X for X P GLp2,Rq.

As indicated above, the proof of the proposition is given simply by observing that the

arguments of Nicola in [Nic09] may be adapted to work in this setting. The exposition will

therefore be terse; the reader is directed to the aforementioned paper [Nic09] for further details.

Before giving the proof some preliminary remarks are in order. For each t ¥ 0 let Σt :� tΣ

denote the t-dilate of Σ so that the cone C may be expressed as a disjoint union of a continuum

of slices:

C �
¤
t¥0

Σt � ttu.
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Let dσt denote the surface measure on Σt with dσ :� dσ1 and κ the curvature of Σ. It will be

shown that the conic restriction estimate is related to Theorem 12 via the co-area formula»
pR2

gpξq dξ �
» 8

0

»
Σt

gpξq dσtpξq
|∇φpξq| dt, (3.4.3)

valid for all non-negative continuous functions g on pR2. For a proof of this identity see [Fed69].

Proof (of Proposition 53). Fixing exponents p, q satisfying the hypotheses of the proposition,

it suffices to establish the dual extension estimate

}pudµC q̌ }Lp1 pR3q À }u}Lq1 pC,dµCq
(3.4.4)

where dµC denotes the weighted conic measure so that

pudµC q̌ px, tq �
»
pR2

e2πipx.ξ�tφpξqqupξ, φpξqqwpξq1{3 dξ

φpξq .

By applying the co-area formula together with a change of variables one obtains

pudµC q̌ px, tq �
» 8

0

»
Σs

e2πipx.ξ�tsqupξ, sqwpξq
1{3

|∇φpξq| dσspξq ds

s

�
» 8

0

e2πits

»
Σ

e2πisx.ξ1upsξ1, sqκpξ1q1{3 dσpξ1qds,

where here the formula (3.3.11) has been applied. Notice that the last integral is the value at

t of the inverse Fourier transform of the function

χr0,8qpsq
»

Σ

e2πisx.ξ1upsξ1, sqκpξ1q1{3 dσpξ1q.

Apply the Lorentz space version of the Hausdorff-Young inequality to obtain

}pudµC q̌ }Lp1x,tpR3q
À

���� »
Σ

e2πisx.ξ1upsξ1, sqκpξ1q1{3 dσpξ1q
����
Lp

1
x L

p,p1
s pR2�R�q

À
���� »

Σ

e2πisx.ξ1upsξ1, sqκpξ1q1{3 dσpξ1q
����
Lp,p

1
s Lp

1
x pR2�R�q

where the second inequality is due to the interchange lemma from [Nic09]. By a change of

variables and an appeal to the dual formulation of Sjölin’s theorem one deduces that���� »
Σ

e2πisx.ξ1upsξ1, sqκpξ1q1{3 dσpξ1q
����
Lp

1
x pR2q

� s�2{p1}pups � , sqκp � q1{3 dσq̌ }
Lp

1
x pR2q

À s�2{p1}ups � , sq}
Lq

1

ξ pΣ,κ
1{3 dσq

.

Observe the hypotheses on the exponents imply q1 ¤ p1 and 1{p � 1{q1 � 2{p1. Thus, by the
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nesting of Lorentz spaces and Lorentz version of Hölder’s inequality,

}pudµC q̌ }Lp1x,tpR3q
À ��s�2{p1}ups � , sq}

Lq
1

ξ pΣ,κ
1{3 dσq

��
Lp,p

1
s pR�q

À ��s�2{p1}ups � , sq}
Lq

1

ξ pΣ,κ
1{3 dσq

��
Lp,q

1
s pR�q

À }s�2{p1}
L
p1{2,8
s pR�q

��}ups � , sq}
Lq

1

ξ pΣ,κ
1{3 dσq

��
Lq

1
s pR�q

.

Finally recall

}s�2{p1}
L
p1{2,8
s pR�q

� sup
α¡0

α|ts ¡ 0 : s�2{p1 ¡ αu|2{p1 � 1

whilst by an easy computation, essentially a reversal of the identities used at the start of the

proof, one deduces that

}}ups � , sq}
Lq

1

ξ pΣ,κ
1{3 dσq

}
Lq

1
s pR�q

� }u}Lq1 pC,dµCq

and thence the required estimate.

By applying Hölder’s inequality one obtains a sharp restriction theorem for a compact piece

of the cone. In particular, consider restriction to the surface S :� tpξ, φpξqq : ξ P ∆u where

∆ :� tξ P pR2 : 1 ¤ φpξq ¤ 2u.

Corollary 55. For 1 ¤ p   4{3 and 1 ¤ q ¤ p1{3,

�»
∆

| pF pξ, φpξqq|qwpξq1{3 dξ


1{q

ÀS }F }LppR3q.

It is interesting to note that some applications of the preceding weighted restriction in-

equalities to the unweighted theory. Clearly, if the curvature of Σ is non-vanishing, then wpξq
is bounded below by some positive constant. Thus the weighted results imply both the sharp

restriction theorem for the compact piece of the cone with surface measure and for the whole

cone with the scale-invariant measure in the non-degenerate case.

The proposition can also be used to obtain the results when Σ is of finite type and gives

the sharp range of exponents, except for an endpoint (for direct proofs of the finite type results

see [Bar86, Bus, Hic14]). First note that for sub-critical exponents 1 ¤ p   pk � 1q{k and

pk � 1q{p1   1{q where k ¥ 3 is the type of Σ, the estimate

}F̂ |S}LqpS,dσq ÀS }F }LppR3q

is a simple consequence of the previous corollary and Hölder’s inequality. One may also obtain

results on the critical line pk� 1q{p1 � 1{q by applying a simple interpolation argument, of the

type described in [BS11, Remark 2.2].

Corollary 56. Suppose Σ is of finite type, let S be as above and dσ denote surface measure on

S. For 1 ¤ p   pk � 2q{pk � 1q and q � p1{pk � 1q where k ¥ 3 is the type of Σ, the following

estimate holds:

}F̂ |S}LqpS,dσq ÀS }F }LppR3q. (3.4.5)

Remark 57. The sharp range for which (3.4.5) holds is given by 1 ¤ p ¤ pk � 2q{pk � 1q and

therefore (56) is almost optimal (see [Hic14] for details). A more general version of Corollary
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56, with additional Lorentz space estimates, was proved by Buschenhenke [Bus] using a very

different method.

Proof (of Corollary 56). By interpolation with the trivial pp, qq � p1,8q estimate, it suffices

to show the restricted weak-type version of (3.4.5) holds for all 1   p   pk � 2q{pk � 1q and

q � p1{pk � 1q. Fix a pair of exponents pp, qq satisfying these hypotheses and let

ρ :� k � 2� ppk � 3q
k � 1� ppk � 2q τ :� qpk � 1q � pk � 2q

3
.

It is easy to verify 1 ¤ ρ   4{3 and τ � ρ1{3 and so the pair of exponents pρ, τq satisfies the

conditions of Corollary 55. Now partition ∆ into sets ∆j defined as follows:

∆j :�  
ξ P ∆ : 2j ¤ wpξq   2j�1

(
.

Fix a measurable subset E � R3 of finite measure and α ¡ 0 and consider

�� ξ P ∆j : |xχEpξ, φpξqq| ¡ α
(�� ¤ 1

ατ

»
∆j

|xχEpξ, φpξqq|τ dξ

¤ 2�j{3

ατ

»
∆j

|xχEpξ, φpξqq|τwpξq1{3 dξ

Àk
�

2�j{3τ

α
|E|1{ρ


τ
where the last inequality follows by applying Corollary 55. On the other hand, using the

homogeneity of the weight one observes

�� ξ P ∆j : |xχEpξ, φpξqq| ¡ α
(�� ¤ 1

α

»
∆j

|xχEpξ, φpξqq|dξ
Àφ 1

α
σpΣjq|E|

for Σj � tξ1 P Σ : 2j ¤ wpξ1q   2j�1u. By applying the sub-level set version of van der Corput’s

lemma (see, for instance, [CCW99]) together with the curvature hypothesis, one may deduce

the estimate σpΣjq Àφ 2j{pk�2q. To conclude the proof note, for suitably chosen J P Z,

�� ξ P ∆ : |xχEpξ, φpξqq| ¡ α
(�� �

8̧

j��8

�� ξ P ∆j : |xχEpξ, φpξqq| ¡ α
(��

Àφ
8̧

j��8

min

"�
2�j{3τ

α
|E|1{ρ


τ
,

2j{pk�2q

α
|E|

*

Àk
�

2�J{3τ

α
|E|1{ρ


τ
� 2J{pk�2q

α
|E|

À 1

α3pτ�1q{pk�1q�1
|E|3pτ{ρ�1q{pk�1q�1

where the last inequality is given by picking J to optimise the estimate. By the definition of

the exponents ρ and τ it follows that

�� ξ P ∆ : |xχEpξ, φpξqq| ¡ α
(�� Àφ �

1

α
|E|1{p


q
,
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as required.

3.5 Conjectured results in higher dimensions

Now consider the analogous problem in higher dimensions. Let Σ � pRn be a smooth hypersur-

face, given by the boundary of some centred convex body. As before there exists φ : pRn Ñ r0,8q
smooth away from the origin, homogeneous of degree 1 and such that φpξq � 1 if and only if

ξ P Σ. Define the weight w by

wpξq :� @
Mpφqpξq∇φpξq,∇φpξqDφpξq

where M is an pn� 1q � pn� 1q matrix-valued function given by the negative of the adjugate

of the Hessian matrix of φ. It is not difficult to show if κ denotes the Gaussian curvature of Σ,

then

κpξq � wpξq
|∇φpξq|n�1

for all ξ P Σ. (3.5.1)

By considering the conjectured Lp � Lq bounds for the prototypical case of the light cone

tpξ, |ξ|q : ξ P pRnu (as described in, for example, [Tao04]), the following conjecture is natural.

Conjecture 58. For 1 ¤ p   2n{pn� 1q and q � pn� 1qp1{pn� 1q,
�»

pRn
| pF pξ, φpξqq|qwpξq1{pn�1q dξ

φpξq

1{q

À }F }LppRn�1q.

Here the constant is uniform in the sense that it is independent of the choice of φ.

In order to proceed as before one would need an n-dimensional analogue of Sjölin’s theo-

rem. In light of the conjectured results for the restriction operator associated to the pn � 1q-
dimensional sphere in pRn (see, for example, [Tao04]), the following conjecture is also natural.

Conjecture 59 (Affine restriction conjecture). For Σ � pRn as above and 1 ¤ p   2n{pn� 1q
and q � pn� 1qp1{pn� 1q,

}f̂ |Σ}LqpΣ, κ1{pn�1qdσq À }f}LpppRnq,

where κ denotes the Gaussian curvature of Σ and dσ surface measure. Here the constant is

uniform in the sense that it is independent of the choice of Σ.

One can adapt the proof of Proposition 53 to show that if the affine restriction conjecture

holds for some Σ and choice of exponents p, q satisfying the hypotheses of Conjecture 59, then

the estimate for the corresponding cone holds for the same pair of exponents.

It is remarked that a number of partial results are known regarding the affine restriction

conjecture. Many of these pertain to surfaces of revolution in R3: for affine restriction in

this special case and related results see [AKS06, CKZ07, Obe04, Sha07, Sha09]. Other classes

of surfaces have been considered in [CZ02, Obe12, CKZ13]. Interesting connections between

the affine restriction conjecture and the affine isoperimetric inequality have been observed and

discussed in [CZ02, Sha07, Sha09].

As a final remark it is noted that arguments from [IL00, Nic08] can be adapted in order to

study the weight function introduced above. In particular, the following proposition demon-

strates that w is a natural choice of weight for the conic restriction problem.
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Proposition 60 (Hickman [Hic14]). Whenever 0 ¤ ψ P CppRnq is a weight for which the conic

restriction estimate�»
pRn
|F̂ pξ, φpξqq|2ψpξq dξ

φpξq

1{2

¤
?
C}F }L2pn�1q{pn�3qpRn�1q

holds, it follows that

ψpξq À Cwpξq1{pn�1q

holds for all ξ P pRnzt0u. Here the implied constant depends on the dimension n only.

This is, of course, the analogue of the second part of Theorem 15 from the first chapter and

can be proved using similar methods.
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Chapter 4

Discrete analogues of the Fourier

restriction problem

4.1 Introduction: Fourier restriction over finite fields.

This final chapter describes recent joint work of the author and J. Wright which considers a

formulation of the Fourier restriction problem over rings of integers modulo a prime power.

Understanding (Euclidean) Fourier restriction phenomena in high dimensions appears to

be a very difficult problem. In particular, for the paraboloid or sphere the sharp range of

estimates for the associated Fourier restriction operators are unknown for n ¥ 3. There have

been a number of partial results which have, for instance, established restriction inequalities for a

restricted range of Lebesgue exponents (one example being, of course, the Stein-Tomas estimate

discussed in the introduction); details can be found in the survey article [Tao04], although there

have been major advances in the theory since its publication, including [BCT06, BG11, BD].

In view of the apparent complexity of the restriction conjecture, it is prudent to attempt to

pose a simplified version of the problem to act as a ‘toy model’. One way to approach this

is to replace the underlying real field R with a discrete object such as a finite field Fq.1 This

follows the example of Wolff [Wol99] who famously posed a version of the Kakeya conjecture

from geometric measure theory in the finite field setting; this led to an array of interesting and

important developments in geometric combinatorics [Dvi09, Qui10, Gut10, CV13, GK15]. The

Kakeya and restriction conjectures are closely related and, inspired by Wolff’s work, Tao and

Mockenhaupt [MT04] succeeded in formulating a restriction problem over finite fields. Since Fq
has an essentially trivial topological structure, working in this setting dramatically simplifies

issues related to scale which typically arise in the real-variable case. To motivate what follows

the rudiments of this restriction theory over finite fields is presently discussed.

Since the vector space Fnq is a finite abelian group it admits a Fourier analysis and, fur-

thermore, is self-dual (in the Pontryagin sense). Here the Haar measure on Fnq is taken to be

counting measure whilst on F̂nq (which is identified with Fnq ) it is taken to be normalised count-

ing measure; with these choices Fourier inversion and Plancherel’s theorem hold. Fix ψ P pFq a

non-principal character and for any function f P `1pFnq q (that is, for any f : Fnq Ñ C) define its

1Here q is the prime power corresponding to the cardinality of the field.
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Fourier transform f̂ P `1pFnq q by

f̂pξq :�
¸
xPFnq

fpxqψp�x � ξq for all ξ P Fnq ,

where x � ξ :� x1ξ1 � � � � � xnξn.

Now define the d-dimensional ‘submanifold’ Σ in Fnq to be the image of some injective

polynomial mapping γ : Fdq Ñ Fnq ; this is endowed with normalised counting measure σ and one

may consider restriction estimates of the form

}f̂ |Σ}Lspσq Àγ }f}LrpFnq q, (4.1.1)

where the left-hand side of this expression is given by� 1

|#Fdq |
¸
tPFdq

|f̂ � γptq|s
	1{s

when 1 ¤ s   8 and (4.1.1) is interpreted in the obvious manner when s � 8. Trivially,

}f̂ |Σ}L8pσq ¤ }f}L1pFnq q

and, moreover, by the equivalence of norms on finite-dimensional vector spaces it follows that

(4.1.1) is valid for all 1 ¤ r, s ¤ 8 with an implied constant that depends on q. Thus, for

a fixed finite field Fq the question of determining the pr, sq for which the estimate (4.1.1)

holds is completely trivial. Ostensibly, therefore, it is unclear how one may meaningfully pose a

restriction conjecture in this finite setting. However, it was observed in [MT04] that an effective

model of the Euclidean problem is obtained by simultaneously considering (4.1.1) over all Fq
and aiming to prove estimates which are uniform in q. With this requirement the situation is

no longer entirely trivial and simple examples show (4.1.1) cannot hold with a uniform constant

for every pair of Lebesgue exponents.

In the Euclidean formulation of the restriction problem necessary conditions are obtained

by testing the estimate against the Knapp example, given by a small rectangle adapted to the

geometry of the surface (see Remark 8 or Section 2.2 for a discussion of the Knapp example in

related contexts). Crucially, in a finite field there is only one choice of scale and so the charac-

teristic function of such a rectangle is simply modelled by a Dirac delta mass δx, concentrated

at some x P Σ. Defining f̂ :� δx, it follows that }f}`rpFnq q � q�n{r
1

whilst }f̂ |Σ}`spσq � q�d{s

so that if (4.1.1) is to hold uniformly in q, then the exponents necessarily satisfy the condition

r1 ¥ sn{d.

For concreteness, henceforth assume charFq ¡ n, d � 1 and γ :� h : Fq Ñ Fnq is the moment

curve

hptq :� �
t,
t2

2
, . . . ,

tn

n!

�
, (4.1.2)

the relevance of which was discussed in the Euclidean context in Section 1.6. Note that the

assumption on the characteristic ensures the definition of h makes sense.

Now consider testing the dual formulation of the problem against the constant function 1.

If (4.1.1) holds uniformly in q, it follows that

}σ̌}`r1 pFnq q À 1 (4.1.3)
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where

σ̌pxq :� 1

q

¸
tPFq

ψ
�
x1t� x2

t2

2
� � � � � xn

tn

n!

	
.

By Hölder’s inequality,

}σ̌}`2pFnq q ¤ qnp1{2�1{r1q}σ̌}`r1 pFnq q
and, applying Plancherel’s theorem,

}σ̌}`2pFnq q � qn�1}σ}`2pF̂nq q � qpn�1q{2,

where here σ is identified with the function σpξq :� q�1χthptq:tPFqu and the qn�1 factor arises

from the choice of normalisation of the Haar measure. Consequently, if (4.1.3) holds uniformly

in q, then r1 ¥ 2n.

Remark 61. Ostensibly it is unclear whether the above argument produces a sharp necessary

condition. However, it is a well-known fact that

|σ̌pxq| À q�1{2 for x P Fnq zt0u (4.1.4)

and from this it follows (4.1.3) holds whenever r1 ¥ 2n. This gives moral support to the previous

analysis. The estimate (4.1.4) follows from (deep) work of A. Weil [Wei48] on the Riemann

hypothesis over curves in finite fields.

It transpires that the necessary conditions suggested by the above observations are also

sufficient for this version of the finite field restriction problem.

Theorem 62 (Mockenhaupt and Tao [MT04]). For charFq ¡ n and γ :� h given by the

moment curve as above, the restriction estimate (4.1.1) holds uniformly in q if and only if

1 ¤ r ¤ 2n

2n� 1
and r1 ¥ sn. (4.1.5)

The sufficiency of (4.1.5) can be proven by adapting a method of Christ [Chr85] to the finite

field setting. It is interesting to note that Christ’s argument does not produce the sharp range

of exponents in the original context of restriction to the moment curve in Rn, which is given by

1 ¤ r   n2 � n� 2

npn� 1q and r1 ¥ npn� 1q
2

s. (4.1.6)

Thus, there is some discrepancy between the behaviour of the finite field and real formulations

of the restriction problem. This is partly due to the lack of available scales in Fnq , which leads

to the weaker necessary condition r1 ¥ sn, and partly due to the improved decay rate (4.1.4)

for the Fourier transform of the ‘arc-length’ measure σ.

Other interesting new phenomena of the kind described above was observed in [MT04] and

in more recent work such as [IK10, LL12, Lew15].

4.2 Fourier restriction over rings of integers.

The finite field formulation of the restriction conjecture admits an interesting theory but, as

observed in the previous section, it does not model all the relevant aspects of the Euclidean
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problem. This is manifested in the weaker conditions on the Lebesgue exponents appearing

in the statement of Theorem 62 compared with (4.1.6). There are, therefore, some inherent

limitations in using Fourier analysis over finite fields to model Euclidean restriction phenomena.

In addition, Wolff’s finite field Kakeya conjecture was completely resolved by Dvir [Dvi09], using

a remarkably elementary argument; this has inspired some progress on the original real-variable

problem (notably [Gut10]), but it appears Dvir’s methods cannot be translated into the setting

of Rn (at least in any reasonably direct manner).

One difference between Fnq and Rn is that the natural topology on the former is discrete and

therefore Fnq admits only one choice of scale. This contrast manifests itself in many different

ways: for instance, when considering the Fnq analogue of the Knapp example one is led to the

weaker necessary condition r1 ¥ sn{d for the finite field restriction problem. In light of these

observations and developments it is natural to ask whether one may formulate an alternative

discrete version of the restriction conjecture which is endowed with a non-trivial notion of scale.

One possibility is to consider the restriction problem defined over rings of integers modulo

a prime power. Fixing a prime p, consider the rings Gα :� Z{pαZ for each α P N and define

the Fourier transform f̂ P `1pĜnαq of a function f P `1pGnαq by

f̂pξq :�
¸
xPGnα

fpxqe2πix�ξ{pα ,

where the exponential is interpreted in the obvious manner. If γ : Gdα Ñ Gnα is an injective

polynomial mapping, one can consider Fourier restriction to the d-dimensional ‘submanifold’ Σ

given by the image of γ. In particular, the set Σ is endowed with normalised counting measure

and one now wishes to consider inequalities of the form

}f̂ |Σ}Lspσq Àγ }f}LrpGnαq. (4.2.1)

Since (4.2.1) involves norms over finite dimensional spaces, the estimate holds for all 1 ¤ r, s ¤
8 with constants depending on p and α. Analogous to the finite field case, one can consider

the problem of obtaining estimates which are uniform in p and α, or just α. The key difference

between this and the finite field formulation is that here, for large α, there is a natural way

to define a wide array of different scales. These scales arise by considering the highest power

of p which divides a given x P Z{pαZ; this is closely related to the definition of the p-adic

valuation on Z and, indeed, much of the subsequent analysis will be carried out in the p-adic

setting (or, more precisely, in the more general setting of non-archimedean local fields). The

restriction problem over rings of integers was first posed in unpublished work of J. Wright, who

also recognised the key importance of the aforementioned notion of scaling and considered the

analogous formulation of the Kakeya problem.2

As an example, let p ¡ n, k � 1 and as before define γ :� h : Gα Ñ Gnα to be the moment

curve, given by the formula (4.1.2). In this situation, numbers of divisors can be used to

construct Knapp-type examples which lead to a relatively strong necessary condition on the

Lebesgue exponents for (4.2.1). Indeed, suppose α is large, let δ be some positive integer

2The Kakeya conjecture in the context of local fields is discussed in [EOT10], apparently without prior
knowledge of the earlier work of J. Wright. Unpublished results of J. Wright on the local field Kakeya problem
have been subsequently and independently rediscovered by Dummit and Hablicsek [DH13] and Fraser [Fra].
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satisfying nδ   α and, defining the ‘rectangle’

Rδ :� tξ P Ĝnα : pδj |ξj for 1 ¤ j ¤ nu,

let fδ : Gnα Ñ C be given by f̂δ � χRδ . In this case the left-hand side of (4.2.1) equals p�δ{s

whilst, by a simple computation,

fpxq � 1

pαn

¸
ξPRδ

e2πix�ξ{pα � p�δnpn�1q{2χR�δ
pxq

where R�
δ is the dual rectangle

R�
δ :� tx P Gnα : pα�δj |xj for 1 ¤ j ¤ nu.

Consequently,

}f}`rpGnαq � p�δnpn�1q{2r#R�
δ s1{r � p�δnpn�1q{2r1 .

Hence, if (4.2.1) holds uniformly in α, then

p�δ{s À p�δnpn�1q{2r1

holds for all δ P N which forces

r1 ¥ npn� 1qs{2.

This is precisely one of the conditions (4.1.6) on the exponents for the Euclidean problem.

Therefore, this initial analysis suggesting that working over Z{pαZ, and using the number of

divisors as a notion of scale, may result in a model that very closely resembles the original

Fourier restriction problem.

4.3 Basic properties of (non-archimedean) local fields

The following sections present some positive results on the restriction problem over Z{pαZ
obtained by the author and J. Wright. The methods used herein not only apply to the rings

Z{pαZ, but to any sequence Gα of quotient rings associated to a (non-archimedean) local field

K. Moreover, in order to study the problem over the Gα it will be useful to lift the analysis

to K and consider Fourier restriction in the context of local fields. This lifting procedure

will be described in a subsequent section. Presently the relevant definitions and basic results

concerning local fields are briefly presented, in order to facilitate the subsequent analysis. For

a more detailed exposition one may consult, for instance, [Sch06, §8 - §12] or [Cas86, Chapter

4].

Non-archimedean valuations

Let K be a field with a non-archimedean valuation | � |K . Hence, | � |K : K Ñ r0,8q satisfies:

i) |x|K � 0 if and only if x � 0;

ii) |xy|K � |x|K |y|K for all x, y P K;

iii) |x� y|K ¤ maxt|x|K , |y|Ku for all x, y P K.
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As a consequence of i) and ii), the image |K�|K ofK� � Kzt0u under | � |K is a multiplicative

subgroup of p0,8q; the valuation on K is said to be discrete if there exists some π P K such

that

|π|K P p0, 1q and |K�|K � t|π|nK : n P Zu. (4.3.1)

Property iii) is referred to as the strong triangle inequality or non-archimedean property of the

valuation. It is easy to see it implies |x�y|K � maxt|x|K , |y|Ku whenever |x|K � |y|K for some

x, y P K. It is remarked that | � |K is said to be archimedean if it satisfies i), ii) and the usual

triangle inequality, but iii) fails.

Two valuations | � |K , | � |1K on K are said to be equivalent if they generate the same

topology on K; this is the case if and only if there exists some c ¡ 0 such that | � |1K � | � |cK . In

particular, if | � |K is discrete, then for any prescribed value 0   r   1 there exists a valuation

| � |1K which is equivalent to | � |K such that |π|1K � r.

Rings of integers, uniformisers and series expansions

The set

o :� tx P K : |x|K ¤ 1u

is a local ring, referred to as the ring of integers of K. Its unique maximal ideal is given by

p :� tx P o : |x|K   1u

and the quotient ring o{p (which is a field) is referred to as the residue class field of K.

If the valuation is discrete and π P K satisfies (4.3.1), then p � πo and π is referred to as a

uniformiser . Observe the choice of uniformiser is unique up to multiplication by an element

of o� � tx P o : |x|K � 1u. Furthermore, each non-zero ideal in o is given by παo for a unique

choice of α P N0.

Still assuming | � |K is discrete, suppose R � o is mapped bijectively to the residue class

field under the canonical projection and, for simplicity, 0 P R. Then for each a P K� there

exists a unique N P Z and R-valued sequence pajq8j�N such that

a �
¸
j¥N

ajπ
j � πN paN � πaN�1 � . . . q, (4.3.2)

where aN � 0. Conversely, if K is metrically complete, then the right-hand side of (4.3.2)

defines an element of K for any choice of R-valued sequence pajq8j�N .

Local fields

Assume | � |K is non-trivial in the sense that there exists a non-zero element a P K such that

|a|K � 1 and further assume K is metrically complete. In this situation one can show o is

compact if and only if the valuation is discrete and the class residue class field is finite. If these

equivalent properties are satisfied, then K is said to be a (non-archimedean) local field.

Henceforth K denotes a local field with valuation | � |K and uniformiser π. Thus, for some

prime power q � pf the residue class field is isomorphic to Fq. By possibly replacing the

valuation with some equivalent version, one may assume without loss of generality | � |K is

normalised so that

|π|K � q�1.
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This choice of normalisation will be tacitly assumed throughout the following sections.

Finally, for a local field K observe each of the quotient rings Gα :� o{παo is finite.

Key examples and the classification of local fields

There are two key examples of local fields.

Example 63 (p-adic numbers). The field of p-adic numbers Qp is the archetypical example of

a local field. The ring of integers corresponds to the ring of p-adic integers Zp and the residue

class field is isomorphic to Fp. The uniformiser can be taken to be p P Qp so that (4.3.2)

becomes the familiar series expansion of a p-adic number. Notice the usual p-adic valuation

automatically has the desired normalisation.

The example of Qp is relevant to the problem of Fourier restriction over rings of integers

modulo a prime power: observe in this case the sequence of quotient rings is given by Gα �
Zp{pαZp � Z{pαZ for α P N.

Example 64 (Formal Laurent series in Fq). Let k be a field and consider the set kppXqq of

formal Laurent series over k. If ajpxq denotes the jth coefficient of x P kppXqq, then an addition

and multiplication on kppXqq is defined by

ajpx� yq :� ajpxq � ajpyq and ajpx.yq :�
¸
iPZ

aipxqaj�ipyq for all x, y P kppXqq.

With these operations kppXqq is a field. Now consider K :� FqppXqq where Fq is the field of

cardinality q � pf for some prime p and, in analogy with the p-adics, define a valuation on K

by

|x|K :� q�N whenever x �
8̧

j�N

ajpxqXj and aN pxq � 0

and |0|K :� 0. Then K is a local field with respect to this valuation. The ring of integers

corresponds to the ring FqrrXss of formal power series over Fq and the residue class field

is isomorphic to Fq. The uniformiser can be taken to be the linear polynomial X; in this

case the series expansion holds by definition. The valuation described above has the correct

normalisation. Notice the key difference between this example and the p-adics is that here the

arithmetic operations, defined with respect to the coefficients of the series expansion, no longer

“carry” and, consequently, charK � p.

Remark 65. Any local field is a locally compact abelian group under addition and therefore

admits a Fourier analysis (this will be developed in more detail in subsequent sections). Fourier

analysis over the local field F2ppXqq corresponds to the study of Walsh-Fourier series. This has

played a prominent rôle as a discrete model for problems related to Carleson’s theorem and

time-frequency analysis [DL12, DP14].

From Example 63 and Example 64 one may construct a plethora of non-isomorphic local

fields by forming finite field extensions. Indeed, if K is a local field with valuation | � |K and

L : K is a finite field extension, then there exists a unique valuation | � |L on L which extends

| � |K and, furthermore, L is a local field with respect to | � |L.3 In fact, this exhausts the list

of all possible local fields:

3This is perhaps surprising. Indeed, for any field extension L : C with L � C it is not possible to extend the
usual (archimedean) valuation | � | on C to L. This is one formulation of the Gelfand-Mazur theorem.
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• If charK � 0, then K is isomorphic to a finite extension of Qp.

• If charK � p, then K is isomorphic to FqppXqq for some q � pf .

It is remarked Fpf ppXqq is a degree f extension of FpppXqq. A proof of the above classification

can be found in, for example, [Jac80, Chapter 9, §12].

4.4 Fourier analysis on local fields and their quotient rings

The analysis over Z{pαZ described in Section 4.2 readily generalises to the setting of a sequence

of quotient rings Gα :� o{παo of an arbitrary local field K. Here the rudiments of this theory

are discussed.

Fourier analysis on quotient rings

Since Gnα is a finite abelian group it is self-dual (in the Pontryagin sense). Moreover, if ψα P pGα
is any non-principal character, then for any ξ P Gnα the map

ψξαpxq :� ψαpx � ξq for all x P Gnα (4.4.1)

defines a character on Gnα and the function Gnα Ñ pGnα given by ξ ÞÑ ψξα is an isomorphism of

topological groups. Although pGnα and Gnα will continue to be distinguished notationally, the

identification pGnα � Gnα will be heavily exploited and here pGnα is essentially considered a ‘copy’

of Gnα.

Definition 66. 1) Define the Fourier transform f̂ P `1p pGnαq of f P `1pGnαq by

f̂pξq :�
¸
xPGnα

fpxqψαp�x � ξq for all ξ P pGnα.

2) Similarly, define the inverse Fourier transform ǧ P `1pGnαq of g P `1p pGnαq by

ǧpxq :� 1

# pGnα
¸
ξP pGnα

gpξqψαpx � ξq for all x P Gnα.

Note that the Haar measure on Gnα is taken to be counting measure, whilst on pGnα it is

taken to be counting measure normalised to have mass 1. With this choice of normalisation the

inversion formula and Plancherel’s theorem hold (and are completely elementary).

A number of difficulties will arise when working in this discrete setting and, in order to

circumvent them, it will be useful to lift the analysis to the local field K. The two theories -

that is, Fourier analysis in the continuous setting of K and in the discrete setting of the Gα -

are closely entwined via a correspondence principle described in a later subsection.

Fourier analysis on local fields

In this and the following subsection certain aspects of analysis over K are described in view of

applications to the discrete Fourier restriction problem introduced in Section 4.2.

The vector space Kn is endowed with the norm

}x} :� maxt|xj |K : 1 ¤ j ¤ nu for x � px1, . . . , xnq P Kn. (4.4.2)
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This induces a system of balls

Brpxq :� ty P Kn : }x� y} ¤ ru for x P Kn and r ¡ 0

which are simultaneously open and closed; observe Bqlp0q � rπlosn for each l P Z. Furthermore,

with respect to the topology arising from these balls, Kn is a locally compact abelian (LCA)

group under addition and therefore admits a Fourier analysis. Furthermore, if K̂n denotes the

Pontryagin dual of Kn, then it transpires K̂n � Kn; in particular:

Proposition 67. There exists some ψ P K̂ with the property that the restriction of ψ to o is a

principal character whilst the restriction of ψ to π�1o is non-principal. Furthermore, given any

ξ P Kn if one defines ψξ : Kn Ñ C by ψξpxq :� ψpx � ξq for x P Kn where x � ξ :� °n
j�1 xjξj,

then ξ ÞÑ ψξ is an isomorphism between Kn and K̂n.

The reader is referred to [Tai75] for a proof of this proposition and a detailed exposition of

many of the ideas discussed in the present section.

Henceforth, ψ P K̂ denotes a fixed character which admits the properties described in the

preceding proposition and the character group K̂n is considered a ‘copy’ of Kn.

Both Kn and K̂n admit a Haar measure which is uniquely defined up to a choice of scaling

factor. These measures are normalised so that the unit ball of each vector space (which is

simply the n-fold product of the ring of integers of the underlying field) has mass 1.

Definition 68. 1) For f P L1pKnq define its Fourier transform f̂ : K̂n Ñ C by

f̂pξq :�
»
Kn

fpxqψp�x � ξq dx for all ξ P K̂n. (4.4.3)

2) Similarly, for g P L1pK̂nq define its inverse Fourier transform ǧ : Kn Ñ C by

ǧpξq :�
»
K̂n

gpξqψpx � ξq dξ for all x P Kn.

The notation dx, dξ,dt . . . indicates here and in the subsequent text that the integration

is with respect to the Haar measure on Kn or K̂n, for some dimension n (the value of n will

always be clear from the context).

Remark 69. These definitions can be extended in the obvious manner in order to define the

Fourier and inverse Fourier transforms of bounded, regular, complex-valued Borel measures on

Kn and K̂n, respectively. The details are left to the reader.

The uncertainty principle and the Schwartz-Bruhat class

Many techniques in Euclidean Fourier analysis are guided by various heuristic principles which

are collectively known as ‘the uncertainty principle’. One manifestation of this is that for

f P L1pRnq the following (non-rigorous) statement roughly holds:

f is spatially localised at scale R ðñ f̂ is essentially constant at scale R�1.

For instance, if f is supported on or concentrated in a ball of radius R, then one should, in

principle, be able to treat the function f̂ as if it were constant on balls of radius R�1. In this

situation one says f has frequency uncertainty at scale R�1.
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It is possible to turn these heuristics into precise statements in a wide range of contexts but

often there are significant limitations in how far they can be applied. For instance, one limiting

factor is that it is not possible, in general, for a function on pRn to be simultaneously localised

in both the spatial and frequency domain, viz.

Lemma 70. If f P S pRnq is such that both f and f̂ are compactly supported, then f � 0.

Recall, S pRnq denotes the class of Schwartz functions on Rn.

In the local field setting many of the technicalities which arise as a result of Lemma 70 are

not present and the uncertainty principle is arguably more pronounced.

Definition 71. Let K be a local field.

a) For k, l P N denote by S pKn; k, lq the vector subspace of L1pKnq consisting of all f : Kn Ñ C
which are supported on Bqlp0q and constant on cosets of Bq�kp0q. A function f P S pKn; k, lq
is said to have spatial uncertainty at scale q�k and to be spatially localised to scale ql.

b) The union of the S pKn; k, lq over all k, l P N is denoted S pKnq. Note that f P S pKnq if

and only if it is a finite linear combination of characteristic functions of balls.

The space S pKnq is the local field analogue of the Schwartz class S pRnq from Euclidean

analysis. It is remarked that both spaces can be viewed as particular instances of a more general

construction, namely the Schwartz-Bruhat class on an arbitrary LCA group [Bru61, Osb75].4

At present only two properties of S pKnq are noted; a more comprehensive discussion of these

spaces can be found in, for instance, [Tai75]. First of all, it is a simple consequence of the

Stone-Weierstrass theorem that S pKnq is dense in LrpKnq for 1 ¤ r   8. Secondly, and of

direct relevance to the subsequent discussion, the following simple observation suggests Fourier

analysis over local fields is a simpler affair compared with the Euclidean theory.

Lemma 72. If f P S pKn; k, lq, then f̂ P S pK̂n; l, kq.
Notice, in stark contrast with Lemma 70, any f P S pKnq is simultaneously localised in

both the spatial and frequency domains. Furthermore, each such f has spatial and frequency

uncertainty at scales consistent with the uncertainty principle.5

A simple correspondence principle

By definition, any f P S pKn; k, lq can be considered a function of the cosets of πko in π�lo and

therefore, by rescaling, f can be identified with some F P `1pGnk�lq. This observation forms the

basis of a correspondence principle which allows one to ‘lift’ certain problems over the rings Gα

to problems over K.

Definition 73. For each α, n P N let ια,n denote the canonical bijection ια,n : Gnα Ñ tx P Kn :

x � °α�1
j�0 xjπ

ju.
Often it will be convenient to drop one or both of the subscripts and write either ι or ια

for ια,n, if the meaning is apparent from the context. In general, ια is not an additive group

homomorphism; however, the following identities hold:

ιαpx� yq � ιαpxq � ιαpyq mod παon for all x, y P Gnα
4Strictly speaking, these spaces are, by definition, topological vector spaces; a description of their topology

is not provided here as it plays no rôle in the forthcoming analysis.
5This ‘perfect localisation’ makes Fourier analysis on K particularly amenable to time-frequency techniques,

cf. Remark 65.
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and

ιαpxyq � ιαpxqιαpyq mod παo for all x, y P Gα.

Using this notation, it is useful to refine Definition 66 so that the Fourier transform on Gnα is

compatible with the Fourier transform on Kn.

Definition 74. For ψ as above,

ψαpxq :� ψpπ�αιαpxqq for all x P Gnα (4.4.4)

defines a non-principal character on Gnα.

Henceforth it is assumed the character appearing in Definition 66 is given by (4.4.4).

With this choice of character one may define a natural linear bijection between S pKn; k, lq
and `1pGnk�lq.

Definition 75. For k, l P N0, k � l � 0 let Tk,l : S pKn; k, lq Ñ `1pGnk�lq be the map given by

Tk,lfpxq :� q�knfpπ�lιk�lpxqq for all x P Gnk�l.

The choice of normalisation of the Haar measure on the dual group pGnk�l suggests it is

natural to consider rescaled versions of the maps Tk,l in the dual setting.

Definition 76. For k, l P N0, k � l � 0 let pTl,k : S pK̂n; l, kq Ñ `1p pGnk�lq be the map given by

pTl,kfpxq :� fpπ�kιk�lpxqq for all x P pGnk�l.
Clearly both Tk,l and pTl,k are linear mappings and are easily seen to be bijective.

Lemma 77. For any f P S pKn; k, lq the following hold:

a) }Tk,lf}`rpGnk�lq � q�kn{r
1}f}LrpKnq for 1 ¤ r ¤ 8;

b) } pTl,kf̂}`sp pGnk�lq � qln{s}f}LspK̂nq for 1 ¤ s ¤ 8.

Proof. Fix f P S pKn; k, lq and observe

}Tk,lf}r`rpGnk�lq � q�knr
¸

zPGnk�l

|fpπ�lιpzqq|r � q�knr
¸

yPImpπ�lιq

|fpyq|r

where Impπ�lιq � Kn denotes the image of the injective mapping z ÞÑ π�lιpzq on Gnk�l. Since

f is constant on cosets of πkon, it follows that the above expression may be written as

q�knpr�1q
¸

yPImpπ�lιq

»
B
q�k

pyq

|fpxq|r dx.

One may easily observe Impπ�lιq forms a complete set of coset representatives of πkon in π�lon

and hence

}Tk,lf}r`rpGnk�lq � q�knpr�1q

»
B
ql
p0q

|fpxq|r dx.

Taking the 1{r-power of the preceding identity completes the proof of a) whilst b) follows from

the same argument, mutatis mutandis.
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A similar argument shows the mappings Tk,l and pTl,k behave well with respect to taking

Fourier transforms.

Lemma 78. The diagram

S pKn; k, lq S pK̂n; l, kq

`1pGnk�lq `1p pGnk�lq
Tk,l

F

F

pTl,k

commutes, where each occurrence of F denotes the appropriate Fourier transform.

Proof. Given f P S pKn; k, lq observe

pTk,lf q̂ pξq � q�kn
¸

zPGnk�l

fpπ�lιpzqqψp�π�pk�lqιpzq.ιpξqq

� q�kn
¸

yPImpπ�lιq

fpyqψp�π�ky.ιpξqq

for any ξ P pGnk�l. Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 77, one deduces that the right-hand side

of the above expression is equal to

¸
yPImpπ�lιq

»
B
q�k

pyq

fpxqψp�π�kx � ιpξqq dx �
»
B
ql
p0q

fpxqψp�x � π�kιpξqq dx

and, recalling the definition of pTl,kf̂pξq, this concludes the proof.

It will be convenient to have explicit formulae for the inverses of Tk,l and pTl,k.

Definition 79. Note that x P Kn can be uniquely written as

x �
8̧

j�N

xjπ
j

where each xj P Rn, xN � 0 and R is, as in (4.3.2), a set of representatives for the residue

class field with 0 P R. Define the projection of x modulo παon to be the element txuα :�°α�1
j�N xjπ

j P Kn where the sum is understood to equal 0 if N ¥ α.

Having made this definition, one easily observes that

T�1
k,l F pxq �

#
qknF � ι�1

k�lptπlxuk�lq if x P Bqlp0q
0 otherwise

for all F P `1pGnk�lq, whilst

pT�1
l,k F̂ pξq �

#
F̂ � ι�1ptπkξuk�lq if ξ P Bqkp0q
0 otherwise

(4.4.5)

for all F̂ P `1p pGnk�lq.
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4.5 The Fourier restriction problem over local fields and

their quotient rings

In this section Fourier restriction is considered with respect to ‘d-surfaces’ in both K̂n and the

sequence of quotient rings pGnα and it is shown that the resulting theories are equivalent.

Fourier restriction over local fields

For 1 ¤ d ¤ n� 1 let γ : od Ñ K̂n�d be a polynomial mapping and consider the d-dimensional

surface which is graph parametrised by γ, viz.

Σ :�  
Γptq : t P od

(
,

where Γ: od Ñ K̂n is given by Γptq :� pt, γptqq. This is a compact subset of K̂n to which one

may associate a natural measure σ given by»
Σ

hdσ :�
»
od
h � Γptq dt

for all, say, continuous functions h : Σ Ñ C.

Problem 80 (Restriction over local fields). For which Lebesgue exponents r, s does the a priori

inequality

}f̂ |Σ}LspΣ,σq ¤ CΣ,r,s}f}LrpKnq (4.5.1)

hold?

In this context, an estimate is a priori if it holds for all f P S pKnq. Recall, for 1 ¤ r   8
the class S pKnq is dense in LrpKnq and for f P S pKnq the function Rf :� f̂ |Σ is explicitly

(and therefore well-) defined by the formula (4.4.3). Consequently, once (4.5.1) is established

for some 1 ¤ r, s ¤ 8 with r   8 one may extend the operator R uniquely to a bounded linear

operator on the whole of LrpKnq into LspΣq.
Definition 81. For 1 ¤ r, s ¤ 8 let RpΣ; r Ñ sq P r0,8s denote the infimum over all values of

CΣ,r,s for which (4.5.1) holds, with the convention that RpΣ; r Ñ sq � 8 if the estimate fails.

The range of exponents for which RpΣ; r Ñ sq   8 will depend on the geometry of Σ.

Fourier restriction over quotient rings

The estimate (4.5.1) can be translated into the setting of the Gα via the correspondence princi-

ple outlined earlier, leading to an equivalent discrete formulation of Problem 80. Here Fourier

restriction is introduced in the context of the quotient rings; the equivalence of the two formu-

lations is detailed in the following subsection.

For each α P N consider the polynomial mapping γα : Gdα Ñ Gn�dα whose components are

given by the corresponding components of γ modulo παo. Explicitly,

γα :� ι�1
α � γ � ια,

where the ια are as in Definition 73. Define

Σα :�  
Γαptq : t P Gdα

(
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where Γα : Gdα Ñ pGnα is given by Γαptq :� pt, γαptqq, noting Σα � ι�1
α tΣuα. Endow each Σα

with the normalised counting measure σα given by»
Σα

H dσα :� 1

#Gdα

¸
tPGdα

H � Γαptq

for all H : Σα Ñ C.

Problem 82 (Restriction over quotient rings). For which Lebesgue exponents r, s does the

inequality

}F̂ |Σα}`spΣα,σαq ¤ CΣ,r,s}F }`rpGnαq (4.5.2)

hold for all F P `1pGnαq uniformly in α P N?

Observe the function spaces appearing in Problem 82 are all finite-dimensional and hence,

by equivalence of norms, it is clear that for any fixed α the inequality (4.5.2) holds with a

constant depending on α for all 1 ¤ r, s ¤ 8. The non-trivial component of the problem is to

obtain estimates which are independent of α.

Definition 83. For 1 ¤ r, s ¤ 8 let RpΣα; r Ñ sq P r0,8s denote the smallest value of CΣ,r,s

with which (4.5.2) holds uniformly in α P N, with the convention RpΣα; r Ñ sq � 8 if the

uniform estimate fails.

Such uniform estimates cannot hold for all choices of 1 ¤ r, s ¤ 8. Furthermore, as in the

local field case, the range of exponents for which RpΣα; r Ñ sq   8 will depend on geometric

considerations.

Equivalence of restriction over local fields and quotient rings

The two formulations of the restriction problem outlined above are equivalent in a very precise

sense.

Proposition 84. For Σ as above and all 1 ¤ r, s ¤ 8,

RpΣ, r Ñ sq � RpΣα, r Ñ sq.

This observation is based on considering local restriction estimates in the non-archimedean

setting. In particular, for any l P N the validity of (4.5.1) immediately implies the local version

}f̂ |Σ}LspΣ,σq ¤ CΣ,r,s}f}LrpB
ql
p0qq (4.5.3)

whenever f P S pKnq is supported in Bqlp0q. Furthermore, (4.5.1) is equivalent to (4.5.3)

holding uniformly for all l P N. A striking aspect of the local field restriction theory is that

(4.5.3) is equivalent to an estimate in discrete setting of Gnl , as shown below. This observation

leads directly to the proof of Proposition 84.

In the Euclidean context, the study of various analogues of (4.5.3) forms an invaluable part

of restriction theory. The spatial localisation allows for application of (rigorous forms of) the

uncertainty principle, leading to various useful reformulations of the problem. Much of the

Euclidean theory can easily be adapted to the local field setting, often with simplified proofs.

For example, one expects the spatial localisation to scale ql in (4.5.3) to induce a frequency

uncertainty at scale q�l and one manifestation of this is the following lemma.
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Lemma 85. The estimate (4.5.3) is equivalent to

}f̂}LspN
q�l

pΣqq ¤ CΣ,r,sq
�lpn�dq{s}f}LrpB

ql
p0qq (4.5.4)

for all f P S pKnq supported in Bqlp0q, where the constants appearing in both inequalities are

identical.

Here,

NrpEq :� ty P K̂n : }x� y} ¤ r for some x P Eu

denotes the r-neighbourhood of a set E � K̂n.

This is the non-archimedean version of a well-known fact in the Euclidean case (see, for

instance, [Tao04]). The simple proof is postponed until the end of the section. The connection

between Problem 82 and local restriction theory now becomes apparent due to the simple

observation

Nq�lpΣq �
!
x P Kn : tπkxuk�l P tπkΣuk�l

)
.

Letting

pπkΣqk�l :� ι�1
k�l

�tπkΣuk�l
� � pGnk�l

and recalling (4.4.5), it follows that

χN
q�l

pΣq � pT�1
l,k χpπkΣqk�l . (4.5.5)

The neighbourhood Nq�lpΣq � K̂n can therefore be thought of as corresponding to a family of

‘surfaces’ pπkΣqk�l in the discrete groups pGnk�l.
Lemma 86. For any l P N0 the inequality (4.5.4) holds for all f P S pKnq supported in Bqlp0q
if and only if

}F̂ |Σl}`spΣl,σlq ¤ CΣ,r,s}F }`rpGnl q (4.5.6)

holds for all F P `1pGnl q, where the constants appearing in both inequalities are identical.

Proposition 84 is now an immediate consequence of Lemma 85 and Lemma 86, which are

proved presently.

Proof (of Lemma 86). Fix f P S pKn; k, lq for some k P N0 and observe (4.5.5) together with

Lemma 78 imply

χN
q�l

pΣqf̂ � pT�1
l,k

�
χpπkΣqk�l

pTl,kf̂ � � pT�1
l,k

�
χpπkΣqk�lpTk,lfqp�.

From this and Lemma 77 b) one deduces that

}f̂}LspN
q�l

pΣqq � q�lpn�dq{s
� 1

#pπkΣqk�l
¸

ξPpπkΣqk�l

|pTk,lfqppξq|s	1{s

.

Combining these observations together with Lemma 77 a), it follows that the local restriction

estimate (4.5.4) holds for all f P S pKnq supported in Bqlp0q if and only if for every k P N0 the

estimate � 1

#pπkΣqk�l
¸

ξPpπkΣqk�l

|F̂ pξq|s
	1{s

¤ CΣ,r,sq
kn{r1}F }`rpGnk�lq (4.5.7)
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holds for all F P `1pGnk�lq. Observe (4.5.6) is precisely the k � 0 case of the above inequality;

it therefore suffices to show that (4.5.6) implies (4.5.7) holds for all k P N0. For F P `1pGnk�lq
define the function Fl P `1pGnl q by

Flpzq :�
¸

x�zmodπl

F pxq for all z P Gnl

where the notation x � zmodπl indicates the sum is over the set of x P Gnk�l such that6

x � ι�1
k�l � ιlpzq mod ι�1

k�lpπlqGnk�1.

For any ξ P Gnk�l it follows that

F̂ pι�1
k�lpπkqξq �

¸
zPGnl

¸
x�zmodπl

F pxqψp�π�lιk�lpxq.ιk�lpξqq � F̂l � ι�1
l � ιk�lpξq.

Observing the identity

Γl � ι�1
l � ιk�l � Γk�l � ι�1

k�l � ιl,

it follows that¸
ξPpπkΣqk�l

|F̂ pξq|s �
¸
tPGdl

|F̂ pι�1
k�lpπkqΓk�l � ι�1

k�l � ιlptqq|s �
¸
tPGdl

|F̂l � Γlptq|s.

Applying (4.5.6) and noting #pπkΣqk�l � #Σl, one concludes that

� 1

#pπkΣqk�l
¸

ξPpπkΣqk�l

|F̂ pξq|s
	1{s

¤ CΣ,r,s}Fl}`rpGnl q

¤ CΣ,r,sq
kn{r1}F }`rpGnk�lq,

where the final estimate is due to Hölder’s inequality.

The proof of Proposition 84 has therefore been reduced to verifying Lemma 85. This is

easily achieved by modifying Euclidean arguments.

Proof (of Lemma 85). Assume (4.5.3) holds and let f P S pKnq with supp f � Bqlp0q. It

follows from (4.5.3) and translation invariance that

� »
Σ

»
B
q�l

p0q

|f̂pξ � ηq|s dηdσpξq
	1{s

¤ CΣ,r,sq
�ln{s}f}LrpB

ql
p0qq.

The left-hand (double) integral may be decomposed as

¸
z¤πl

»
B
q�l

pzq

»
B
q�l

pΓptqq

|f̂pηq|s dηdt,

where the sum is over all z P od whose series expansion is of the form z � °l�1
j�0 zjπ

j . If

t P Bq�lpzq, then Γptq P Bq�lpΓpzqq and so Bq�lpΓptqq � Bq�lpΓpzqq. From this identity one

6Equivalently, the sum is over the set ι�1
k�lptBq�l pιlpzqquk�lq.
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deduces that the above expression is equal to

¸
z¤πl

|Bq�lpzq|
»
B
q�l

pΓpzqq

|f̂pηq|s dη � q�ld
»
N
q�l

pΣq

|f̂pηq|s dη,

where the final equality is due to the simple observation that the Bq�lpΓpzqq form a partition

of Nq�lpΣq. The desired estimate (4.5.4) now immediately follows.

Now suppose (4.5.4) holds and again let f P S pKnq with supp f � Bqlp0q. Hence f �
fχB

ql
p0q, which leads to the reproducing formula f̂ � f̂ � χ̂B

ql
p0q and, in particular,

}f̂ |Σ}LspΣq � }f̂ � χ̂B
ql
p0q|Σ}LspΣq.

To bound the latter quantity, notice

f̂ � χ̂B
ql
p0q �

»
N
q�l

pΣq

Kpξ, ηqf̂pηq dη

where Kpξ, ηq :� χ̂B
ql
p0qpξ � ηq for pξ, ηq P Σ�Nq�lpΣq is easily seen to satisfy

sup
ξPΣ

»
N
q�l

pΣq

|Kpξ, ηq| dη ¤ 1 and sup
ηPN

q�l
pΣq

»
Σ

|Kpξ, ηq|dσpξq ¤ qlpn�dq.

Hence, by the classical Schur test

}f̂ � χ̂B
ql
p0q}LspΣq ¤ qlpn�dq{s}f̂}LspN

q�l
pΣqq

and applying the hypothesised estimate yields (4.5.3).

4.6 Fourier restriction to curves in rZ{pαZsn

Having developed a fairly general restriction theory, this section considers the more concrete

problem of Fourier restriction to the moment curve. For simplicity, the main result is stated

over rings of integers modulo a prime power. Fix a dimension n ¥ 2 and let p ¡ n be a prime.

For α P N let γα : Z{pαZÑ rZ{pαZsn be given by the familiar polynomial mapping

t ÞÑ �
t,
t2

2
, . . . ,

tn

n!

�
, (4.6.1)

noting this is well-defined by the hypothesis on p. The uniform mapping properties of the family

of restriction operators associated to these curves are completely determined by the following

theorem and subsequent remarks.

Theorem 87 (Hickman and Wright). For p and γα as above, the restriction estimate

� 1

pα

¸
tPZ{pαZ

|F̂ � γαptq|s
	1{s

Àp
� ¸
xPrZ{pαZsn

|F pxq|r
	1{r

(4.6.2)
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holds uniformly in α provided that

1 ¤ r   n2 � n� 2

npn� 1q and r1 ¥ npn� 1q
2

s. (4.6.3)

The condition r1 ¥ npn� 1qs{2 is necessary, as discussed in Section 4.2. On the other hand,

it was shown by J. Wright that the condition 1 ¤ r   pn2 � n � 2q{pn2 � nq is also necessary.

As in the finite field case, this condition arises from determining the range of r1 for which

}σ̌α}`r1 prZ{pαZsnq À 1, (4.6.4)

where the bound is understood to be uniform in α and σα is the normalised counting measure

on γα. J. Wright employed number-theoretic results of G. I. Arkipov, V. N. Chubarikov and

A. A. Karatsuba (see [ACK87]) to prove the following:

Proposition 88 (J. Wright, unpublished). The inequality (4.6.4) holds if r   pn2�n�2q{pn2�
nq and fails if r ¥ pn2 � n� 2q{pn2 � nq.

Thus, Theorem 87 is sharp.

Remark 89. When n � 2 the Fourier transform σ̌pxq is given by a Gauss sum and the condition

r   4{3 can be shown to be necessary for (4.6.4) by applying elementary identities for such

sums.

Remark 90. The condition (4.6.3) on the Lebesgue exponents corresponds precisely to the

sharp range of Lebesgue space estimates for restriction to a compact piece of the moment curve

in Rn. Thus, the behaviour of the discrete model closely matches that of the original real-

variable operator. This is in contrast with the finite field formulation: there the sharp range

was given by the weaker conditions 1 ¤ r ¤ 2n{p2n� 1q and r1 ¥ ns.

To prove Theorem 87 the correspondence principle will be exploited. In particular, the

analogous result will be proven over local fields K satisfying either charpKq ¡ n or charpKq � 0.

Fixing such a field, let γ : K Ñ K̂n be the moment curve, defined by the same formula as that

appearing in (4.6.1). The condition on charpKq ensures this is well-defined. Furthermore, it is

assumed |j|K � 1 for all 1 ¤ j ¤ n so that the restriction of γ to the ring of integers o maps

into on. By a slight abuse of notation, the image of γ will also be denoted by γ.

Theorem 91 (Hickman and Wright). For K and γ as above, the restriction estimate

}f̂ |γ}Lspγq Àq }f}LrpKnq

holds whenever

1 ¤ r   n2 � n� 2

npn� 1q and r1 � npn� 1q
2

s. (4.6.5)

Here q denotes the cardinality of the residue class field of K.

The more restrictive hypotheses on the Lebesgue exponents reflect the fact that here the

curve is non-compact. Restricting the domain of the map γ to o, one may immediately deduce

Theorem 87 as a consequence of the K � Qp case of Theorem 91 and the correspondence

principle, together with Hölder’s inequality.
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Analytic preliminaries: a change of variables formula

A rather routine but nevertheless important tool in the proof of Theorem 91 is a local field

variant of the classical change of variables formula.

Proposition 92 (Change of variables formula). Let U � Kn be open, Φ: U Ñ Kn be a

polynomial mapping and suppose JΦ is non-vanishing on U . Then»
U

fpuq|JΦpuq|K du �
»

ΦpUq

¸
uPU :Φpuq�x

fpuqdx

holds for all non-negative, measurable functions f on U .

Implicit in the statement of Proposition 92 is the fact that the function appearing in the

right-hand integral is measurable.

Here JΦ denotes the Jacobian determinant of Φ where, for the sake of simplicity, the deriva-

tives of a polynomial over K can be understood in the formal sense. Variants of this result can

be found in [Igu00, §7.4] and [Sch06, §A.7], but for the reader’s convenience a simple proof of

Proposition 92 is presented at the end of this chapter.

Remark 93. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 92, if f : ΦpUq Ñ r0,8s is measurable, then»
U

f � Φpuq du �
»

ΦpUq

fpxq
¸

uPU :Φpuq�x

|JΦpuq|�1
K dx. (4.6.6)

The analogous result in the discrete setting is trivial. For Gα � o{παo, let Uα � Gnα and

Φα : Uα Ñ Gnα be a polynomial mapping. If F : ΦαpUαq Ñ C is any function, then7

¸
uPUα

F � Φαpuq �
¸

xPΦαpUαq

F pxq
¸

uPU :Φpuq�x

1. (4.6.7)

Thus, both (4.6.6) and (4.6.7) suggest that to effectively utilise a change of variables one must

have sufficient understanding of

tu P U : Φpuq � xu,

which is a solution set of a system of polynomial equations. In what follows, the key advantage

of the local field formulation of the restriction problem (as opposed to working directly over the

quotient rings) is that it is significantly easier to determine the solution sets of the polynomial

equations of interest when working over K.

A convolution identity

By the usual duality arguments, Theorem 91 is equivalent to determining the Lebesgue space

mapping properties of the extension operator associated to γ, defined by

Eγgpxq :�
»
K

gptqψpx � γptqq dt

7Of course, there is nothing special about Gnα and Φα other than the fact the former is a finite set and the
latter is a function. The restriction to this particular case is merely for expository purposes.
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for g P L1pKq. By real interpolation it will also suffice to consider weak-type estimates for E .

Fixing E � K a Borel set and letting τ be an arbitrary exponent,

}EγχE}Lnτ pKnq � }pχEdσqq . . . pχEdσqq}1{nLτ pKnq � }p∆Eqq}1{nLτ pKnq

where ∆E is the density function associated to the measure χEdσ � � � � � χEdσ and σ is the

usual measure on γ. Now, for s � ps1, . . . , snq P Kn define

Φpsq :�
ņ

j�1

γpsjq

and observe »
φpξqχEdσ � � � � � χEdσpξq �

»
Kn

φ � Φpsq
n¹
j�1

χEpsjq ds

for any non-negative, continuous φ : K̂n Ñ C. At this point it would be useful to apply the

change of variables formula with respect to the transformation Φ. One may readily verify

the absolute value of the Jacobian arising from this change of variables is the Vandermonde

determinant

vpsq :�
¹

1¤i j¤n

|sj � si|K . (4.6.8)

Furthermore, it will be shown in the following section that Φ is precisely n! to 1 off a set

of measure zero; in particular, Φ�1tΦpuqu is the set of elements obtained by permuting the

components of u and so

#ts P Kn : Φpsq � ξu ¤ n!. (4.6.9)

Therefore, applying Proposition 92, the density of the measure can be expressed by

∆Epξq �
¸

sPKn:Φpsq�ξ

n¹
j�1

χEpsjqvpsq�1 (4.6.10)

for ξ P K̂n. The multiplicity bound (4.6.9) implies the right-hand sum has at most n! terms for

every ξ P K̂n.

Counting solutions to polynomial equations

The argument employed to prove (4.6.9) is robust and, informally, works whenever the poly-

nomial system Φpsq � ξ is defined over an integral domain. More precisely, for a ring8 R let

X :� pX1, . . . , Xnq be indeterminates, let pk P RrXs denote the kth power sum

pkpXq :�
ņ

j�1

Xk
j ,

and fix y � py1, . . . , ynq P Rn. Consider the system of polynomials equations in X given by

pkpXq � pkpyq for 1 ¤ k ¤ n (4.6.11)

8Here all rings are assumed to be commutative and admit a multiplicative identity.
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and let N pR; yq denote the cardinality of its solution set. For any permutation κ of t1, . . . , nu
one obtains a trivial solution pyκp1q, . . . , yκpnqq to (4.6.11). Moreover, if R is an integral domain,

then it is easily shown the only solutions to (4.6.11) are given by permuting the components of

y, leading to the following proposition.

Proposition 94. Suppose R is an integral domain. Then N pR; yq ¤ n! for all y P Rn.

The multiplicity bound (4.6.9) is a special case of this well-known result. The following is

an elaboration of an argument appearing in [MT04] which gives a simple proof of Proposition

94. The key ingredients are the classical(!) Newton-Girard formulae.

Lemma 95 (Newton-Girard formulae). On any ring R the identity

kekpXq �
ķ

i�1

p�1qi�1ek�ipXqpipXq for 1 ¤ k ¤ n

holds, where ek P RrXs is the degree k elementary symmetric polynomial in X.

Corollary 96. Suppose R is a ring for which 1, . . . , n are not zero divisors. If P P RrXs is

any symmetric polynomial and x is a solution to (4.6.11), then P pxq � P pyq.
Proof. By the fundamental theorem for symmetric polynomials there exists a unique polynomial

Q P RrXs such that

P pXq � Qpe1pXq, . . . , enpXqq.

If x is a solution to (4.6.11), then the Newton-Girard formula together with a simple induction

procedure show ekpxq � ekpyq for each 1 ¤ k ¤ n, from which the result follows.

Proof (of Proposition 94). For R an integral domain and y P Rn, suppose x is a solution to

(4.6.11) and consider the symmetric polynomial P P RrZsrXs given by

P pXq :�
n¹
i�1

pZ �Xiq.

Applying Corollary 96, it follows that¹
1¤i¤n

pZ � xiq �
¹

1¤i¤n

pZ � yiq. (4.6.12)

This is only possible if there exists a permutation κ on t1, . . . , nu such that xi � yκpiq for

1 ¤ i ¤ n. Indeed, (4.6.12) implies ¹
1¤i¤n

px1 � yiq � 0

and so, since R is an integral domain, there exists κp1q P t1, . . . , nu such that x1 � yκp1q. Now

consider the polynomial ¹
2¤i¤n

pZ � xiq �
¹

1¤i¤n
i�κp1q

pZ � yiq

and iterate the preceding argument to arrive at the desired conclusion.

Remark 97. This argument breaks down completely if R is not an integral domain. In partic-

ular, the cardinality of the solution set of the same system Φpsq � ξ defined over the quotient
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rings Z{pαZ (so ξ is taken to be in rZ{pαZsn) is, in general, much more difficult to bound. This

is the key advantage in working over the local field K, rather than the quotient rings.

The proof of the restriction theorem

The majority of the prerequisites for the proof of Theorem 91 have now been amassed. The

argument follows the classical method of off-spring curves due to Drury [DM85]. This involves

an inductive procedure. In particular, consider the (formal) inequality

}Eγg}Lr1 pKnq Àq }g}Ls1 pKq (4.6.13)

where Eγ is the extension operator introduced earlier. Let R�pγ; s1 Ñ r1q denote the best

constant in (4.6.13), with the usual convention R�pγ; s1 Ñ r1q � 8 if the estimate fails. By

duality, Theorem 91 is equivalent to showing R�pγ; s1 Ñ r1q   8 for all pr, sq satisfying (4.6.5).

Trivially, R�pγ; 1 Ñ8q ¤ 1 which serves as a base case for the induction. The proof of Theorem

91 therefore reduces to verifying the following proposition.

Proposition 98. If R�pγ; s10 Ñ npn � 1qs0{2q Àq 1 for some 1 ¤ s10   pn2 � n � 2q{2, then

R�pγ; s1 Ñ npn� 1qs{2q Àq 1 for all s1 ¥ 1 satisfying

n

s1
¡ 2

n� 2
� n� 2

n� 2

1

s10
. (4.6.14)

Applying the proposition to the trivial estimate given by s10 :� 1 shows Theorem 91 holds

for r satisfying 1 ¤ r   npn � 2q{pn2 � 2n � 2q; successive applications of the proposition can

then be used to improve upon this result. Moreover, observing the sequence pxkqk¥0 defined by#
x0 :� 1

xk�1 :� 2
npn�2q � n�2

npn�2qxk for k ¥ 0

is monotone decreasing and converges to 2{pn2 � n � 2q, it follows that the theorem can be

proved for any value of r in the desired range by applying Proposition 98 a finite number of

times.

The argument used to prove Proposition 98 makes substantial use of special symmetries of

the moment curve, manifested in the identity (4.6.16) below. Given β � pβ1, . . . , βnq P K̂n

define the off-spring curve γβ : K Ñ K̂n by γβptq :� Bγptq � β where

B :�

���������

1 0 . . . 0 0

β1 1 . . . 0 0
...

...
. . .

...
...

βn�2 βn�3 . . . 1 0

βn�1 βn�2 . . . β1 1

��������
.

Furthermore, for α � pα1, . . . , αn�1q P Kn�1 define γα :� γβpαq where βpαq :� p0, αq. For

each α P Kn�1 the curve γα is an affine image of γ and, moreover, by the change of variables

formula one may easily show R�pγ; s1 Ñ r1q � R�pγα; s1 Ñ r1q for all α (here R�pγα; s1 Ñ r1q
is defined in the obvious manner, by replacing all occurrences of γ with γα in the definition of

R�pγ; s1 Ñ r1q).
The following observations are easily verified.
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Lemma 99. With the above notation,

i) The map Kn�1 � K Ñ K̂n given by pα; tq ÞÑ γαptq is bijective and the absolute value of

the associated Jacobian determinant is everywhere equal to 1.

ii) Defining

Φtpsq :� 1

n
Φps1 � t, . . . , sn � tq, (4.6.15)

the identity

Φtpsq � γΦ0psqptq (4.6.16)

holds for all s � ps1, . . . , snq P Kn and t P K.

For any f : K̂ Ñ C, define the auxiliary function

F pfq : Kn�1 �K � K̂n Ñ C, F pfqpα; tq :� f � γαptq.

Lemma 100. With the above notation and assuming the hypothesis of Proposition 98, whenever

p1{ρ, 1{µq lies in the triangle convtp1, 1q, p1, 1{s10q, p1{2, 1{2qu and τ is defined by

pn� 2qpn� 1q
2

1

ρ
� 1

µ
� npn� 1q

2

1

τ
� npn� 1q

2
(4.6.17)

it follows that

}f̌}Lτ pKnq Àq }F pfq}LραLµt pK̂nq.

Proof. By real interpolation (see [Tri78, §1.18.4]) it suffices to prove the lemma in the following

special cases:

a) 1 ¤ ρ � µ ¤ 2 and τ � µ1;

b) ρ � 1, µ � s10 and τ � npn� 1qs0{2.

The proof of a) follows from the Hausdorff-Young inequality together with the observation

}f}Lτ pK̂nq � }F pfq}LταLτt pK̂nq, which is itself a consequence of Lemma 99 i) and Proposition 92.

For b), once again applying Lemma 99 i) it follows that

f̌pxq �
»
Kn�1

»
K

F pfqpα; tqψpx � γαptqq dtdα

and so

}f̌}Lnpn�1qs0{2pKnq ¤
»
Kn�1

}EγαF pfqpα; �q}Lnpn�1qs0{2pKq dα.

Applying the hypothesis of Proposition 98 then yields the desired estimate.

Proof (of Proposition 98). Recalling the definition of ∆E , let ∆n
Epξq :� ∆Epnξq so, by the

hypothesis |n|K � 1, it follows that p∆Eqqpn�1xq � p∆n
Eqqpxq and

}EγχE}Lnτ pKnq � }p∆Eqq}1{nLτ pKnq � }p∆n
Eqq}1{nLτ pKnq Àq }F p∆n

Eq}1{nLραLµt pK̂nq

whenever 1 ¤ ρ, µ, τ ¤ 8 satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 100 or, equivalently,� 2

s10
� 1

	1

ρ
�
�

1� 1

s10

	
¤ 1

µ
¤ 1

ρ
(4.6.18)
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and τ satisfies (4.6.17).

Recalling (4.6.10) and (4.6.15), it follows that

∆n
Epγαptqq �

¸
sPKn:Φtpsq�γαptq

n¹
j�1

χEpsj � tqvpsq�1

and, applying (4.6.16) and Lemma 99 i), one deduces that

F p∆n
Eqpα; tq �

¸
sPU :Φ0psq�p0,αq

n¹
j�1

χEpsj � tqvpsq�1.

Thus, by Minkowski’s inequality,

}F p∆n
Eqpα; � q}Lµt pKq ¤

¸
s:Φ0psq�p0,αq

wpsq1{µvpsq�1

where

wpsq :�
»
K

n¹
j�1

χEpsj � tq dt.

Therefore, taking Lρα�norms and applying the multiplicity bound (4.6.9) together with Hölder’s

inequality,

}F p∆n
Eq}LραLµt pK̂nq À

� »
Kn�1

¸
s:Φ0psq�p0,αq

wpsqρ{µvpsq�ρ dα
	1{ρ

.

Changing variables once again, it immediately follows that

}F p∆n
Eq}LραLµt pK̂nq À

� »
Kn�1

wp0, αqρ{µvp0, αq�pρ�1q dα
	1{ρ

.

Suppose pρ, µq further satisfy

n

n� 2
  1

ρ
  1;

n� 2

2

1

ρ
� n

2
  1

µ
. (4.6.19)

The former condition ensures η1 :� 2{npρ�1q satisfies 1   η1   8 and so, applying the Lorentz

space version of Hölder’s inequality, one deduces that

}EγχE}Lnτ pKnq Àq }wp0, � qρ{µ}1{ρnLη,1pKn�1q}vp0, � q�pρ�1q}1{ρn
Lη1,8pKn�1q

.

It will be proved below in Corollary 102 that the Vandermonde factor is Oqp1q. In addition,

}wp0, � q}L8pKn�1q ¤ }χE}L1pKq; }wp0, � q}L1pKn�1q � }χE}nL1pKq

and therefore, since the second condition of (4.6.19) guarantees 1   ρη{µ   8, one may readily

deduce

}wp0, � qρ{µ}Lη,1pKn�1q À }χE}ρ{µ�pn�1q{η
L1pKq .

Now let δ ¡ 0 and suppose s1 satisfies the hypotheses of the proposition and (4.6.14) is within

δ of equality, in the sense that the left-hand side of (4.6.14) differs by at most δ from the right-

hand side. To conclude the proof it suffices to show that, provided that δ is chosen suitably
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small, there exists pρ, µq satisfying (4.6.18) and (4.6.19) such that

n

s1
� n�

�npn� 1q
2

� pn� 2qpn� 1q
2

1

ρ
� 1

µ

	
. (4.6.20)

Indeed, assuming (4.6.20) one immediately observes

1

s1
� 1

ρn

� ρ
µ
� n� 1

η

	
by the definition of η whilst, defining τ by (4.6.17),

1

s1
� 1� n� 1

2

1

τ
.

Substituting these values into the estimates established above,

}EγχE}Lnpn�1qs{2pKnq Àq }χE}Ls1 pKq

and so, for all s1 such that (4.6.14) is within δ of equality, Eγ is restricted strong-type ps1, npn�
1qs{2q. A simple interpolation argument now concludes the proof of Proposition 98.

It remains to establish the existence of a pair pρ, µq with the desired properties. Let µ be

chosen (depending on ρ) so that equality holds in the first inequality of (4.6.18); that is,

1

µ
:�

� 2

s10
� 1

	1

ρ
�
�

1� 1

s10

	
. (4.6.21)

Then the conditions of (4.6.18) and (4.6.19) are satisfied provided that

n

n� 2
  1

ρ
  pn� 2qs10 � 2

pn� 4qs10 � 4
.

Substituting (4.6.21) into (4.6.20), it suffices to show there exists some ρ satisfying the preceding

inequalities such that

n

s1
�

� pn� 2qpn� 1q
2

� 2

s10
� 1

	1

ρ
� npn� 1q

2
� 1� 1

s10
.

The left-hand side of the above expression is a strictly increasing linear function of 1{ρ which

equals
2

n� 2
� n� 2

n� 2

1

s10

when evaluated at 1{ρ � n{pn � 2q. Thus, provided that δ ¡ 0 is sufficiently small depending

on n and s10, there exists a suitable choice of ρ.

Estimates for Vandermonde operators

It remains to establish the Lorentz space estimate for the Vandermonde determinant used in

the above argument. The main ingredient is a multilinear inequality due to Christ.

Proposition 101 (Christ’s multilinear inequality [Chr85]). Let Ω be a σ-finite LCA group with

Haar measure dx and for 1 ¤ j   k ¤ n let gj,k be a non-negative measurable function on Ω.
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Then»
Ωn

n¹
i�1

|fipxiq|
¹

1¤j k¤n

gj,kpxj � xkq dx1 . . . dxn À
n¹
i�1

}fi}LspΩq
¹

1¤j k¤n

}gj,k}Lt,8pΩq (4.6.22)

holds whenever s�1 � t�1pn� 1q{2 � 1 and 1 ¤ s   n.

Although Proposition 101 is presented in the Euclidean setting in [Chr85], the proof is based

on a fairly robust interpolation procedure which easily allows for the above generalisation.

The case of present interest is given by taking the LCA group to be the local field K and

defining gj,kptq :� |t|�αK for all j, k and some 0 ¤ α, so that }gj,k}L1{α,8pKq � 1. With this

choice, the kernel of the multilinear functional defined by the left-hand side of (4.6.22) is a

power of the reciprocal of the Vandermonde determinant (4.6.8) and Proposition 101 can be

applied to obtain the desired Lorentz space bound for vp0, � q�pρ�1q. In particular, there is the

following corollary, which is the local field version of [Dru85, Lemma 1].

Corollary 102. For n ¥ 2, η1 � 2{npρ� 1q and n{pn� 2q   1{ρ   1 it follows that

}vp0, � q�pρ�1q}Lη1,8pKn�1q Àq 1.

where q denotes the cardinality of the residue class field of K.

Proof. For λ ¡ 0, by the discrete nature of the valuation,

|tα P Kn�1 : vp0, αq�pρ�1q ¥ λu| � |tα P Kn�1 : vp0, αq�pρ�1q ¥ qkλu|

where kλ :� maxtk P Z : λ ¥ qku. Furthermore, by the homogeneity of the Vandermonde

determinant, it follows that

|tα P Kn�1 : vp0, αq�pρ�1q ¥ λu| � q�kλmpn�1q

»
Kn�1

χtvp0,αq�pρ�1q¥qkλupπkλmαq dα

� q�kλmpn�1q

»
Kn�1

χEpαq dα

where m :� 2{pnpn� 1qpρ� 1qq and E :� tα P Kn�1 : vp0, αq ¤ 1u. Recalling the definition of

η1, one deduces that

λ|tα P Kn�1 : vp0, αq�pρ�1q ¥ λu|1{η1 ¤ q|E|1{η1

and the problem is therefore reduced to showing E has finite measure. Furthermore, by sym-

metry it suffices to demonstrate

Ẽ :� tα P E : |α1|K ¤ |α2|K ¤ � � � ¤ |αn�1|Ku

has finite measure. When n � 2 this is immediate; henceforth assume n ¥ 3. Consider the

change of variables t :� αn�1 and sj :� αjt
�1 for 1 ¤ j ¤ n � 2, which is injective off a null

set, so that

vp0, αq � tnpn�1q{2
n�2¹
i�1

|sjp1� sjq|K
¹

1¤j k¤n�2

|sk � sj |K �: tnpn�1q{2upsq
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and

|Ẽ| �
»
B1p0q

»
B
upsq�2{npn�1q p0q

|t|n�2
K dtds À

»
B1p0q

upsq�2{n ds,

where the final estimate is easily seen by recalling |ts P Kn�1 : |s|K � qku| � qkp1 � 1{qq.
Now apply Proposition 101 in n� 2 dimensions with s :� n{3, t :� n{2, gj,kpsq :� |s|�2{n

K and

fipsq :� χB1p0qpsq|sp1� sq|�2{n
K . A simple calculation shows»

B1p0q

|sp1� sq|�2{3
K ds �

»
Bq�1 p0q

|s|�2{3
K ds�

»
t|1�s|K�1u

|s|�2{3
K ds

¤ 2

»
B1p0q

|s|�2{3
K ds À 1,

which concludes the proof.

4.7 Elementary calculus on local fields

For completeness a discussion of elementary calculus over local fields is presented, focusing on

the change of variables formula integral to the above argument. For the most part, the argu-

ments are fairly direct translations of those used in the familiar real variable setting, however

there are some notable differences between the two theories. All of the results presented in this

section are well-known and a more thorough treatment of the theory can be found [Sch06, §27]

or [Igu00, §7.4]. This presentation is based on that of [Sch06, §27], however [Sch06, §27] limits

the discussion to the univariate case.

Uniformly differentiable functions and the inverse function theorem

In real analysis the inverse function theorem is often stated under a C1 hypothesis on the

function. Given an open set U � Kn, if one simply assumes a function f : U Ñ Kn is (Fréchet)

differentiable with continuous derivative, then f may fail to be injective in any neighbourhood

of some regular point [Sch06, §26]. Hence, the näıve local field analogue of the inverse function

theorem fails. To save the situation one must assume f satisfies a stronger hypothesis than a

C1 condition, namely uniform differentiability.

Definition 103. A function f : U Ñ Kn on an open set U � Kn is uniformly differentiable at

a point a P Kn if there exists some f 1paq P Matpn,Kq such that

lim
px,yqÑpa,aq

}fpxq � fpyq � f 1paqpx� yq}
}x� y} � 0 (4.7.1)

where the limit is taken in U � Uztpx, xq : x P Knu. Furthermore, if f 1paq is invertible, then a

is said to be a regular point (for f).

This condition is stronger than Fréchet differentiability at a, which simply requires the

existence of some f 1paq P Matpn,Kq such that

lim
hÑ0

}fpa� hq � fphq � f 1paqh}
}h} � 0; (4.7.2)

indeed, whereas in (4.7.1) the limit may approach pa, aq from a wide array of directions, in

(4.7.2) the approach is restricted to a single line.
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Definition 104. A function f : U Ñ Kn on an open set U � Kn is uniformly differentiable on

U if it is uniformly differentiable at all the points a P U . The set of such functions is denoted

C1
upU Ñ Knq.

In general, C1
upU Ñ Knq forms a proper subset of the collection of functions f : U Ñ Kn

which are differentiable with continuous derivative.

Remark 105. One may easily formulate a notion of uniformly differentiability in the real

variable setting. However, the mean value theorem implies that real variable uniform differen-

tiability is equivalent to the familiar C1 condition.

Theorem 106 (Inverse function theorem). Suppose f P C1
upU Ñ Knq and a P U is a regular

point.

i) There exists some r0 ¡ 0 such that

}fpxq � fpyq} � }f 1paqpx� yq} (4.7.3)

whenever x, y P Br0paq. Furthermore, for any 0   r ¤ r0 the function f restricts to a

bijection from Brpaq to an open set fpBrpaqq.

ii) If g : fpBrpaqq Ñ Brpaq is the local inverse for f , then g is uniformly differentiable at fpaq
with g1pfpaqq � f 1paq�1.

Proof. i) Since f 1paq is invertible, defining9 2}f 1paq�1}λ :� 1, it follows that

λ}x} ¤ }f 1paqx} (4.7.4)

for all x P Kn. From the definition of uniform differentiability, there exists r0 ¡ 0 such

that

}fpxq � fpyq � f 1paqpx� yq}   λ}x� y} ¤ }f 1paqpx� yq}

whenever x, y P Br0paq. The identity (4.7.3) now follows from the non-archimedean prop-

erty of the absolute value and immediately implies f is injective on Brpaq for all 0   r ¤ r0.

It remains to show that the image of Brpaq under f is an open set. To this end, fix

y0 P fpBrpaqq so that y0 � fpx0q for some x0 P Brpaq. Let y1 P Bλrpy0q and define

ϕpuq :� u� f 1paq�1pfpuq � y1q

for all u P U . Note

}ϕpxq � ϕpyq} � }f 1paq�1pfpxq � fpyq � f 1paqpx� yqq} ¤ 1

2
}x� y}

for x, y P Br0paq. Furthermore,

}ϕpx0q � x0} � }f 1paq�1py0 � y1q} ¤ r

2

and so whenever u P Brpaq it follows that

}ϕpuq � a} ¤ maxt}ϕpuq � ϕpx0q}, }ϕpx0q � x0}, }x0 � a}u ¤ r,

9Here }f 1paq�1} denotes the operator norm of f 1paq�1 as a linear operator Kn Ñ Kn.
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from which one concludes that ϕ : Brpaq Ñ Brpaq is a contraction mapping. Since Brpaq
is closed it is therefore complete and, by the contraction mapping theorem, there exists a

unique x1 P Brpaq such that fpx1q � y1, and so Bλrpy0q � fpBrpaqq, as required.

ii) By part i) it suffices to show for any ε ¡ 0 there exists r ¡ 0 such that

}g � fpxq � g � fpyq � f 1paq�1pfpxq � fpyqq}
}fpxq � fpyq}   ε

whenever x, y P Brpaq with x � y. This, however, follows immediately from (4.7.4), (4.7.3)

and the definition of f 1paq.

The proof of the change of variables formula

Here a more general version of Proposition 92 is established, which is valid for C1
upU Ñ Knq

change of variables (any polynomial mapping U Ñ Kn is clearly C1
upU Ñ Knq). The first step

is to consider the simple case where the change of variables is linear.

Lemma 107 (Linear change of variables). Let f be a non-negative measurable function on Kn

and A P GLpn,Kq. Then

|detA|K
»
Kn

fpxq dx �
»
Kn

f �A�1pxq dx. (4.7.5)

The proof relies on the following elementary matrix factorisation lemma, the proof of which

is omitted (see, for instance, [Igu00, §7.4] for further details).

Lemma 108. Any A P GLpn,Knq can be factorised as A � B1DB where B,B1 P GLpn, oq and

D is a diagonal matrix whose non-zero entries are given by integral powers of π.

Proof (of Lemma 107). By the monotone convergence theorem it suffices to prove the identity

whenever f is the characteristic function of a Borel set. The integral on the right-hand side

of (4.7.5) defines a Haar measure on Kn and therefore, by the uniqueness of such measures,

it follows that for some constant ρpAq ¡ 0, the identity |AE| � ρpAq|E| holds for all Borel

E � Kn. Thus, the problem is reduced to showing ρpAq � |detA|K .

Note that A ÞÑ ρpAq is a multiplicative group homomorphism and ρpAq � |Aon|. Let

D � diagrπk1 , . . . πkns be the a diagonal matrix arising from the factorisation of A guaranteed

by Lemma 108. Then |detA|K � |detD|K and, from the above observations, ρpAq � ρpDq.
Finally,

ρpDq � |Don| �
n¹
j�1

|πkjo| �
n¹
j�1

|πkj |K � |detD|K ,

and the desired identity is now immediate.

Proposition 109 (C1
u change of variables). Let U � Kn be open, Φ P C1

upU Ñ Knq and

suppose every u P U is regular for Φ. Then»
U

fpuq|det Φ1puq|K du �
»

ΦpUq

¸
uPU :Φpuq�x

fpuq dx

whenever f is a non-negative measurable function on U .
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Proof (of the change of variables formula). It again suffices to prove the identity for f � χE

where E � U is a Borel set and, furthermore, one may assume E is non-empty, compact and

open. For any u P E, by the regularity hypothesis and the inverse function theorem, there exists

some r0 ¡ 0 such that Φ bijects from Brpuq onto the open set ΦpBrpuqq for all 0   r ¤ r0. By

compactness and the continuity of Φ1, given ε ¡ 0 one may partition of E into finitely many

balls tBjuNj�1 where Bj � Brj pujq is mapped bijectively onto an open set by Φ and is such that

|det Φ1puq � det Φ1pujq|K   ε|E|�1 (4.7.6)

for all u P Bj .
Recalling (4.7.3), one may further assume Φ �Φ1pujq�1 is an isometry on Φ1pujqpBjq. Since

the Haar measure is invariant under isometric transformation,10

|ΦpBjq| � |Φ � Φ1pujq�1pΦ1pujqpBjqq| � |Φ1pujqpBjq| � |det Φ1pujq|K |Bj |

where the last inequality is due to Lemma 107.

On the other hand, since Φ is injective on the balls Bj , one may write

χΦpBjqpxq �
¸

uPBj :Φpuq�x

χEpuq

for all x P ΦpUq and so

»
ΦpUq

¸
uPU :Φpuq�x

χEpuq dx �
Ņ

j�1

»
ΦpUq

¸
uPBj :Φpuq�x

χEpuqdx

�
Ņ

j�1

»
Bj

|det Φ1pujq|K du.

From this and (4.7.6) one deduces that��� »
ΦpUq

¸
uPU :Φpuq�x

fpuq dx�
»
U

fpuq|det Φ1puq|K dx
���   ε,

and, since ε ¡ 0 was arbitrary, the result follows.

10This is immediately obvious by, for instance, noticing the Haar measure must agree with the n-dimensional
Hausdorff measure on Kn.
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